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NOTES AND INQUIRIES.

Black Licg—Bloody Scours—Carrots for Calves*
EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER: —I wish to. inquire through

the RURAL whether carrots are good to feed calves or
young cattle in cold weather? Also, what are the symptoms
and remedies for the disease in cattle called Black Leg. Out
of fifteen calves I have lost six, and some of my neighbors say
it is the effect of feeding carrots, but I think it is Black Leg,
yet I am not at all acquainted with the disease. Also, what is
the remedy for bloody scours in young calves while feeding
,on milk? —E. DAVIS, Belmont, 1862.

THE disease known by the general term of Black
Leg seems to be possessed of as many names as
there are parts of the animal system in which it is
wont to develop itself- According to its location it
is known as quarter-ill, black-quarter, quarter-evil,
blood-sticking, joint-murrain, etc. With its multi-
plicity of titles, there are a thousand-and-one modes
of treatment Even our most distinguished veteri-
narians, and writers upon topics immediately con-
nected with anjmal health, are .at utter variance in
diagnosis and manner of management Under such
circumstances we deem it best to lay before our
correspondent the rationale of the two leading path-
ological systems, leaving him the choice, and the
subject open for the views of correspondents.

YOUATT, who is classed among the "orthodox
veterinary writers," says:—"Thousands of cattle
fall victims every year to a disease which, from
its virulent character and speedy course, may be
termed inflammatory fever. A disease of this char-
acter, but known by a number of strange yet
expressive terms, is occasionally prevalent, and
exceedingly fatal among cattle in- every district
The very name of the disease, inflammatory fever,
indicates the mode of treatment In a case of
excessive vascular action, the first and most impor-
tant step is copious bleeding. ,As much blood must
be taken as the animal will bear to lose; and the
stream must flow on until the beast staggers or
threatens, to fall. Here, more than in any other
disease, there must be no foolish directions about
quantities. As much blood must be taken away as
can be got; for it is only by bold depletory measures
that a malady can be subdued that runs its course
so rapidly. Purging must immediately follow.
Epsom salts are the best purgative. A pound and
a half, dissolved in water or gruel, and poured
down the throat as gently as possible, should be the
first dose; and no aromatic should accompany it.
If this does not operate in the course of six hours,
another pound should be given; and, after that,
haH-pound doses every six hours until the effect is
produced. At the expiration of the six hours the
patient should be carefully examined. Is the pulse
slower, softer? If not, he must b~e bled a second
time, and until the circulation is once more affected.
If the animal be somewhat better, yet not to the
extent that could be wished, the practitioner would
be warranted in bleeding again, provided the sink-
ing and fluttering of the pulse does not indicate the
commencement of debility. If the pulse is a little
quieted, and purging has taken place, and the
animal is somewhat more himself, the treatment
should be followed up by the d^igent exhibition of
sedative medicines. A drachm and a
italis, and one drachm of emetic tartar, and half an
ounce of niter, should be given three times every
day; andseions inserted in the dewlap. Those of
black hellebore root are the best, as producing tin
quickest and most extensive inflammation."

It" ulcers have broken out, and the process of
sloughing commenced when the practitioner is first
called in, YOUATT would dispense with bleeding,
but would give physic, which would act both as an
aromatic and purgative, in order to rouse the ener-
gies of the digestive system and to get rid of the
Offensive and dangerous matter collected in the
intestinal canal. Epsom salts are the best. The
enlargements about the knee and elbow, stifle and
hock, should be fomented with warm water; and
any considerable indurations, especially about the
joints, embrocated with equal parts of turpentine
hartshorn, and camphorated spirit All ulcers

half of dig* medicine

should be carefully and thoroughly washed several
times every day, with a solution of the chloride of
lime. Half an ounce of the powder in a gallon of
water will give a solution of sufficient strength.
Tonics should on no account be neglected, but be
administered simply to rouse to action the languid
or almost lifeless powers of the animal. Preven-
tion of this malady is the only cure worth notice.
A piece of short or inferior keep, should be reserved
as a digesting place in- which the cattle may be
occasionally turned to empty and exercise them-
selves. Those observed to advance very fast, may
be bled monthly, for several months; but occasional
purges of alterative medicines would prevent those
diseases which take their rise in over-repletion and
accumulation, and are far better than bleeding.

The other system, whose great exponent in our
ountry is Dr. DADD, is deserving of extreme scrutiny

at the hands of breeders. In the opinion of Dr. D.,
this is an epizootic affection, and, like most diseases
of that character, its pathology is obscure. Indeed,
Dr. D. thinks that we know as little concerning its
auses as we do about those promotive of cholera,

influenza, potato rot, etc. The only way to prevent
its appearance is to keep cattle in a physiological
condition by proper attention to breeding, feeding,
rearing, and housing. Animals in a perfectly
healthy state are certain to enjoy immunity from it
and other diseases. Dr. DADD considers it unfortu-
nate that Black Leg should ever have been classed
as an inflammatory affection, "for the error has led
to a system of practice as disastrous as the cattle
plague." He quotes from YOUATT, (whose mode of
treatment we have already given,) and wonders

how any creature can survive such barbarous
treatment" Blood-letting and purging have no
good effect in a disease so prostrating, as this, and
which runs its course to mortification so rapidly.
The proper mode is to furnish life-sustaining agents]
not deplete and weaken the animal economy.

The course of treatment pursued by Dr. D. is thus
commenced:—Spirits of hartshorn, four drachms;
tar water, one quart; tincture of bloodroot, one
ounce. Mix the hartshorn and tar water first, then
add the bloodroot. Drench. (No. 1.) The object in
giving the hartshorn is to decarbonize the blood, and
impart healthy stimulus to the nutrient system of
bloofl. vessels andnerves. Should the animal exhibit
any lameness in the back or hind quarters, apply oil
of cedar, two ounces; sulphuric ether, two ounces;
tincture of capsicum, one ounce; cod liver oil, six
ounces. First mix the two oils, then add the ether,
and shake thoroughly; lastly, add the tincture.
The object in applying this preparation is to arouse
capillary action, and thus prevent the engorgements,
which, according to the best authorities, are every-
where found.

Four hours after giving dose No, 1, drench the
patient with the following:—Liquid tar, one ounce;
glycerine, four ounces; thin gruel, one quart This
dose may be repeated,^ the urgency of the case
demands it, at intervals of four hours, until symp-
toms of improvement are observable. The tar is a
powerful antiseptic, preventing decomposition, em-
physema, and mortification. All sores and ulcers
must be dressed with pyroligneous acid, and kept
constantly sprinkled with powdered bloodroot All
abscesses must be punctured with a thumb lancet,
their contents evacuated by pressure, and syringed
with soap suds, and their cavities crammed with fine
salt Should any sores or ulcers be observed about
the muzzle, mouth, or throat, tincture of matico is
the remedy, or liquid tar; one ounce of the same
may be introduced into the mouth of the patient; it
will surely do good. If the patient is weak and
debilitated, tonics are indicated; goldenseal, in two
drachm doses, may be incorporated in the food, in
direct ratio to the urgency of the case.

SCOURS IN CALVES is attended with much acidity
of the stomach, and a corrective of this peculiarity
is first needed, by the administration of a mild pur-
gative, and afterwards by the use of chalk. "We have
heretofore given a mode of treatment which has, we
believe, given satisfaction where tried, and now
republish the same. Two ounces of castor oil, or
three ounces of Epsom salts, may be given. Opium,
in some form or other, must always be united with
the chalk. It is of no use to get rid of one com-
plaint when others are lurking and ready to appear.
It will not be sufficient to neutralize the acidity of
the stomach; the mouths of the vessels that are
pouring out all this mucus and blood must be stop-
ped; and we have not a more powerful or useful

than this. It acts by removing the irrita-
tion about the orifices of the exhalent vessels, and
when this is effected, they will cease to pour out so
much fluid. Other astringents may be added, and
carminative mingled with the whole, to recall the
appetite and rouse the bowels to healthy action. The
following medicine will present the best combina-
tions of all these things: Take prepared chalk, two
drachms; powdered opium, ten grains; powdered
catechu, half a drachm; ginger, half a drachm
essence of peppermint, five drops. Mix, and give
twice every day in half a pint of gruel. This will
be the proper dose for a calf from a fortnight to two
months old. If the-animal is older the dose may be
increased one-half.

Dr. DADD, in his Diseases of Cattle, says that when
sucking calves are under treatment, the mother
should have a few doses of the following compound
Finely-powdered charcoal, eight ounces; lime water,

four ounces; tincture of matico, two ounces; water,
one pint. Divide into four parts, and give onfe por-
tion every four hours. The same may be used for
calve?, only in smaller quantity.

Having devoted so much space to such of our
correspondent's queries as need immediate attention,
we will leave the carrot question open for RURAL
correspondents, and hope they will give their views
and experiences thereupon.

About Broom Corn.
ISDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—As your journal seems to be

a medium of communication for the inquisitive, I ask advice
of you, or your numerous readers, as to which is the best and
most profitable kind of broom corn; how to cultivate; what
kind of ground is best calculated; the best time to plant, break,
and cut off? Where can seed be obtained?—A CONSTANT
READER, Manor Dale, Pa., 1862.

W E are unable to say which is the best variety
of Broom Corn. On this question there would be,
doubtless, a variety of opinions, even among exten-
sive growers of long experience. Some two or
three years since, a friend in Chautauqua county
informed us that a variety called the " Ohio " was
becoming very popular in that section. The stalks-
of this sort were considered equal to the best corn-
stalks or sorghum. The Indiana papers of 1860
noticed a dwarf variety growing only from three
to four feet high, that was prophesied would super-
sede the old tall sorts; but since that time we
have heard nothing of its merits.

The best soil for broom corn seems to be alluvial
flats, like those along the Mohawk River and the
Genesee, though it can be grown on any good corn
land. We have seen many fields of excellent corn
on the western prairies. Plant the same time as
Indian corn, either in hills three and a half feet
apart, five or six plants in the hill, or in rows the
same distance, and the plants in the rows five or six
inches apart Some growers think the brush is
finer and straighter when grown in rows, or when
the corn stands pretty thick in the hills, and they
therefore leave eight or nine plants in each hill.
The ground should be very clean, as it is difficult
to distinguish the young plant from some of our
wild grasses, and be kept well cultivated until the
seed begins to form. When the seed is in the milk,
break the stalks some eighteen inches below the
brush, and bend the tops of two rows toward and
across each other. This is called tabling, which
hastens the ripening and is convenient for cutting.
After remaining in this condition ten or twelve
days, cut off the heads or brush, leaving from six
to eight inches of stem attached. It can then re-
main tabled for a few days, or be removed and
spread out on the barn floor. Those who grow
large quantities, provide racks for drying, and we
have seen it suspended by cords. It is important
that the brushy should,be housed and dried before it
is touched with, frost, or it will be injured materially.
As soon as properly cured, the brush is cleaned of
seed by passing it through a kind of hetchel. A
machine for this purpose is manufactured! and used
by all extensive broom corn growers. The yield is
from six to eight hundred pounds of brush to the
acre, though we have heard of crops much larger.
The price ranges, we believe,from $75 to $120 per tun.

Although we have often observed with interest
the operations of some of the best broom corn
growers in the country, we have little experience
with this crop, and will be thankful for any inform-
ation likely to benefit our readers. Seed can be
obtained at most of the seed stores.

EUROPEAN AGBICUIiTUBE.

Benefits of Autumn Plowing.
THE English farmers have been discussing, like

our own, the advantages presented by the different
seasons for performing this peculiar labor of the
farm, and we extract the arguments presented in
the. London Agricultural Gazette, in favor of autumn
plowing. That journal says:

The tillage and drainage of the soil are very
closely related to each other. So, indeed, are the
tillage and manuring the soil. And these, not
merely as cause and effect are related — though
drainage does enable tillage, and tillage does alter
composition — but as being operations of the same
class and kind. And thus Mr. BAILEY DENTON,
though engaged in a lecture upon land drainage,
could not help referring to the steam plow aa the
great tillage implement of the future. Arid we ha4
from him, too, the striking fact bearing on the com-
position of a fertile soil, that in a state of perfect
tilth, one->quarter of its bulk is air.

Mr. SMITH,, of Lois-Weedon, says that in all clay
soils containing the mineral elements of grain
perfect tilth dispenses With the need of manuring
and there cannot be a doubt that a deep and thor-
ough tillage enables soil to draw immensely on the
stores of'vegetable food contained in air and rain

The Messrs. HARDY say that perfect tilth dis-
penses with the need of drainage, and there can be
but little doubt that deep and thorough tillage
facilitates the operation of whatever drainage may
exist, whether it be natural or artificial.

In both these cases the useful lesson is we!
taught, that it is true economy rather to put the
cheap and copious storehouse of Nature's agencies
to its full use, than by laborious and costly artificial
means to imitate expensively their operation.

Such a lesson applies, indeed, beyond the advan

iages of tillage, to the methods by which tillage is to
be obtained. Among the earliest suggestions of
cultivation by steam power was that of reducing by
its means the soil to tilth at once. The land was to
be torn down as the deal is torn down at the saw-
mill ; though before the machine it may have been
as hard and firm as wood, behind the tool, as it
advanced at work, it was to lie as light and fine as
sawdust But it has at length been found that it is
better because cheaper, and more perfect, too, to
eave this last refinement of the tillage prooess to

the weather, which does it without cost. The land
is now torn—smashed up —or moved and thrown
about by plow or grubber in great clods and lumps.
This is best done in dry autumn weather, and thus
it lies till spring. Certainly no climate is better
adapted for cheap tillage than the English; the
rains and frosts of winter following a dry Septem-
ber and October, must penetrate and thrust asunder
the clung and hardened masses of the soil. No two
particles shall remain adhering to each other, if you
only give room and opportunity to the cheapest and
most natural disintegrator in the world. No rasp,
or saw, or mill wiJl reduce the indurated land to
soft and wholesome tilth so perfectly as a winter's
frost. And all that you need to attain its perfect
operation is, first to provide an outlet for the water
when it comes, by an efficient.drainage of the sub-
soil; and then to move the land while dry, and
break it up into clods and fragments, no matter how
large they be, and leave them for alternate rain and
drouth and frost and thaw to do their utmost.

Hints on the Potato Disease.
FROM an elaborate article in a recent number

of the Journal of the West of England Society, on
the potato culture, from the pen of Dr. LANG, in
which many curious and important truths are dis-
cussed, the following may be regarded as conclu-
sions deduced from his treatment of the whole
subject:

1. The desirability of early planting in dry, clean,
and well-prepared ground.

2. That white potatoes are least liable to the
disease, and therefore to be preferred to the colored
sorts.

3. That the soil in no case produces or influences
the disease.

4. That the disease is of a fungoid character,
investing many varieties of plants and increased in
activity by atmospheric causes.

5. That all heterogeneous manures are injurious.
6. That lime and salt, mixed in the proportion of

eight tuns of lime with three hundred weight of
common salt, is the best manure; and this is the
proportion used to the acre.

7. That potatoes that ripen earliest should be
exclusively grown.

8. That as soon as the disease appears, earthing
up the stalks repeatedly with fine earth from the
center of the trench, is the only effectual preventive
to its ravages. To this operation the author conse-
quently attaches the greatest importance.

9. That when exhumed, sunlight appears to arrest
the progress of the murrain, and prevents the fur-
ther decomposition of the tuber.

Without committing ourselves to all the above
statements and suggestions, some of which are, we
think, doubtful or open to well-founded objections,
the attentivereader will find much useful material
for thought, which, if carefully considered, cannot
fail to impart valuable aid in coming to sound
conclusions, as far as our confessedly limited and
imperfect knowledge will as yet permit, on this
very important and equally difficult subject.

Advantages of Deep Draining.
AT a late meeting of the Surrey Agricultural

Society, Mr. BUTCHER, a leading agriculturist, on
receiving a prize for the best practical results from
draining, made the following remarks: •

Entering upon an explanation of his plan of drain-
age, he avowed himself to be a deep drainer, and to
nave been so for the last thirty years. He remem-
bered to have been laughed at for placing a main
drain thirteen feet deep. In the place where he had
carried on his operations, the surface drainage had
been attempted by one after another most unsuc-
cessfully, but the needs still remained just the same
and could not be cured. He, however, having
plenty of energy, and the owner placing at his dis-
posal plenty of money, he had succeeded in restor-
ing an estate which had been represented us irre-
claimable. He felt pleased that' he had succeeded
because the old men of the day gone by were unable
to find out the secret He found it out thus: that
while others were content with mere surface-drains,.
he dug deeper and deeper until he came down to
the springs. He made a deep main drain, while hi
general drainage was about four feet, though on
coming into the farm he found his neighbors drain
age about two feet. He felt that the land he had
drained was drained efficiently. He advised tha'
land should not be drained in small portions, and
with furrows; but even in a clay soil, to allow the
moisture to pass quickly through, as if through a
colander, without leaving any of it to adhere to the
surface. If the water was required to be carried off
the surface, it must be done by plowing on a flat
surface, and whatever draining was done on stiff
land was required to be done deep. On meadow
land it was necessary to be careful, and to drain on

a proper system, with the drains not too closely
onnected; always keeping one consideration in

mind—not to study an artificial position, but to
take nature's surface; and as nature makes the fall

f the land, let the workmen take the cut

W E S T E R N EDITORIAL NOTES.

SPIRES vs. TREE8.
I HAVE been amused, puzzled and vexed, several

times during my short life, at the vandalous talk of
thoughtless, though-good-hearted men—intelligent,
though having uneducated eyesight One or two
such instances, of more recent occurrence, have
determined me to say something about it, for I deem
t a matter of general importance.

I remember that I once read, in an English work
(GILPIN'S, I think,) on landscape gardening, an
amusing illustration of the mariner in which "joys
orever " are abandoned or are sacrificed in order to
secure to their possessor " an extended view." The
owner of a fine place, beautifully elevated and
wooded, with desirable openings here and there,
affording pictures of much beauty, was informed by
a visitor that he might, if he chose, from "his lawn
see seven churches, by removing the trees that hid
them. The trees were sacrificed, the lawn laid bare,
and the writer says he afterwards found the propri-
etor seated on a bare lawn, contemplating through a
telescope the seven churches!. It is not six months
since I stood on an elevated prairie, skirted by a
beautiful grove. An extended landscape lay before
•us, bounded only by this belt of timber. My com-
panion said that as» soon as those woods were cut
down, we could see at least ten miles further. But
he pointed to two or three particularly fine elms,
which he said he had often thought he would cut
down, and meant to do so as soon as he got time,
ufor (said he, with great seriousness, which added
to the force of the explosion which followed from
me,) then I can see neighbor 's new red barn!"

Now, dear RURAL reader, I do not object (nobody
does) to the sacrifice of a few trees when the gain to
the eye and heart is at all commensurate with the sac-
rifice—when the vista opened repays the loss of the
highest developed and most magnificent forms of
vegetable life. But no sect's steeples and nobody's
barn will ever do this.

Be careful how you seek to extend the area of
your vision-by the removal of natural objects. Let
the whole subject be studied thoroughly before you
strike a blow. Be content with glimpses; for the
whole picture may be tame, monotonous. Balance
carefully the cost and the thing gained. Remember
the one, if it is a tree or trees, cannot be replaced
at will.

This has been written for the benefit of those-who
have talked to me of extending the view from their
homesteads. It is merely suggestive; and I appre-
hend that is all that is needed by such as can appre-
ciate the object of these paragraphs.

•THE HOW AND WHBREFOKE.'
"In a horticultural article in Vol. XII, No. 40, you are

rather hard upon farmers, yet perhaps no more so than the
case warrants. Yet farmers as a class are not so destitute of
' common sense' as to not tell the difference between good
and poor farming; but what they do wish to know, is the how
and wherrfore. For instance, in the article referred to, speak-
ing of a certain orchard, you say it was only half cared for!
I believe, I speak within bounds, when I say that one-half of
the farmers do not know what even this is. "Will you not give
them the modus operandi in successful practice?"

The above is an extract from a letter from Colum-
bia county, N. Y., just received. It purports to
have been written by a youngfarmer, whose avowed
object is to add to his fund of knowledge.

Inasmuch as I briefly gave, in the very article
referred to, the main features in the successful prac-
tice of orchardists in the West; and inasmuch as
the whole practice in detail has been given, again
and again, in papers, reports and fruit-books, it
seems to me a work of supererogation to attempt t©
give even the outlines of good Orchard Culture.

But I will do it, because it is timely to do so, and
because it may benefit somebody. I shall speak in
general terms; with no reference to any particular
locality, and condense as much as maybe:

1. The site of an orchard should lie as high as
possible, the ground thoroughly drained, and in
good tilth—that is, clean, rich, and well and deeply
pulverized.

2. Good trees, of varieties suited to the climate
and market, should be planted carefully; and as a
rule, the directions of the nurseryman of whom the
trees are purchased, in regard to planting, should
be followed to the letter; intelligent nurserymen
usually give such directions.

3. Good culture is clean thorough culture; it is
stirring the soil; it is planting in beans, potatoes,
corn, or other hoed crops, and thoroughly attending
them; it is feeding the soil, where necessary, with
well composted manures; it is pruning with a pur-
pose; it is vigilance in the extermination of insect
enemies from the trees; it is mulching the roots,
when necessary; protecting the body from the sun,
when it is exposed: cutting back when the growth
is too rapid to be healthful; keeping the water away
from the crown in winter, and all surplus water
from the roots at all times.

4 There are some things a cultivator should not
do. He should not cultivate his orchard too late in
the season—so late as to stimulate a late growth,
which will not mature. He should never seed his
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orchard with small grain or the grasses. Trees
need culture as much as corn, if we would have
them produce fruit; and culture pays, when applied
to the orchard, as well as when expended in the
corn-field. It is a practice in some places, to seed a
portion of the space between the rows ot trees with
red clover, in order to dwarf the growth and throw
the tree into bearing. The object is usually
attained; but good cultivators, in such cases, do not
allow the clover within five or six feet of either side
of the tree. And there are other good cultivators,
who are careful to give good thorough culture early
in the season, and abstain from any culture late in
the season, who do not sow clover at all, who claim
that the more vigorous the tree the better and
greater the quantity of fruit, and the longer the tree
bears and lasts when it does begin to bear. There
is something in this theory that deserves attention.
But there is a difference, in this respect, iound
among the different varieties. Some trees arrive at
an age of puberty much earlier than others. These
latter, if forced to produce fruit before their time,
are injured thereby; the fruit is produced at an
expense of their vitality.

5. I recommend to my friend, who has provoked
•thus much from me on this subject, that he get some
such work as Barry's Fruit-Book, Elliott's American
Fruit-Grower's Guide, or almost any other«tandard
fruit book, and study it thoroughly. Money invested
in this way is well invested, if works thus obtained
are carefully studied. No one, however, should
adopt all that is written, or practice, literally, all
that is recommended. The current publications, by
their record of experience and experiment, will tone
down and modify the practical recommendations of
standard authors. But there are certain laws and
principles upon which practice is based that do not

These are first to be learned.

BRIEF AGRICULTURAL CORRESPONDENCE.

COAL OIL FOB LICK ON CATTLE.—Having found,
by experiment, that coal oil will kill lice on cattle,
and their eggs to boot, I take this opportunity to
state the same, through the RURAL, for the benefit
of those whose cattle are thus troubled. I took my
oil can and poured a stream from head to tail. In
four hours it had spread nearly all over the animal,
and the lice were all dead where it had touched.
Three weeks have passed, and there is not a louse

-to be found. I consider it a perfect success.—WM.
R. MILLS, Hume, AUeghany Co., N. Y., 1862.

N E W MODE OP FEEDING CALVES. — Having
•learned a new way of feeding calves, which may be
of interest to some reader of the RURAL, I send it
herewith. They can be fed, with very little trouble,
out of a bottle, simply putting the,bottle (the mouth
of which should not be too large) into the calves'
mouth. After having been fed a few times, they
will run to you at the first sight of the bottle, full as
quick as any old toper will run for his drink.—MASON
W. HALL, Hartford's Landing, N. Y, 1,862.

THE " H I L L I N G " PRACTICE DETRIMENTAL.—
Having noticed an article, in a recent issue of the

•'^IURAL, in relation to the growth and management
of Chinese sugar-cane, particularly its mode of cul-
tivation, I am led to the query:—Should it be hilled
up, or should the soil be kept level? My experience
is, when the soil is what it should be, viz., sufficiently
dry, neither cane, corn, petatoes, etc., should be
hilled, but kept perfectly level. My mode is to put
the manure I design to use on the surface, before
plowing or spading, and plow or spade deep and

' thoroughly, and plant so that, when the seed is cov-
ered the top is level with the general surface.

"When up, I commence using the hoe, and, as the
plant increases in growth, loosen the soil deeper, or
pulverize more thoroughly, but leave the surface
perfectly level. Thus the dew x»r rain will be equal-
ized;' whereas, when hilled, the rain particularly
will gather in pools between the plants or hills, and
thereby destroy the equalization of the purpose
of dews and rain. Again, in the mode of keeping
the surface level, the sun also does its office more per-
fectly upon the soil. My experience is, that by the
above mode of level culture, at least of corn and cab-
bage, mine are not inferior to my neighbors'. I hope
to hear from farmers or any one who may deem the
question of importance.—I. FINK, Baldwinsville, JV.
Y, 1862.

STRETCHES IN SHEEP.—As I have just cured a
valuable Spanish Merino lamb, attacked with the
above disease, simply by putting her out by herself
and running her until she was pretty well tired, I
thought perhaps I might benefit some RURAL read-
ers by giving them my experience with this disease.
When I was a boy, my father frequently lost a sheep
with the stretches, and I had the sorry job of pulling
its wool; but after hearing that they might be easily
cured by "exercising them thoroughly," we acted
accordingly, and have lost none since. In the case
of the lamb mentioned above, I feared my remedy
would fail, as the first chase did but little good, ap-
parently, and I had to repeat the operation, after
which she was eating in a tew minutes.—M. H. B.,
Tomhannock, Bens. Co., N. Y, 1862.

ORIGINAL HORSE LINIMENT, FOR CUTS, BRUISES,
FLESH WOUNDS, ETC.—Oil wormwood, one ounce;
aqua ammonia, half an ounce; alcohol, one pint;
rub on parts affected. The above is good for both
man and beast—.0. B., Fond du Lac, Wis., 1862.

CLEANING SPRING WHEAT FOR SEED.—For the
benefit of farmers, I would inform them how to sep-
arate barley and oats from spring wheat. Take a
door, or boards, from three to four feet wide and six
to eight feet long, and cover with a coarse, woolly
blanket or flannel; leave one end of the door on the
floor and raise the other from three to four feet;
attach a hopper at the upper end; put your wheat
in the hopper, and feed lightly. The barley and oats
will stick to the blanket, and the wheat will run off
on the floor. When the blanket becomes one-fourth
covered with oats, etc., clean i t Be careful and
have the door at the right pitch, so that the wheat
will barely run off. Farmers, try it before purchas-
ing screens.—JEREMY SMITH, Wayne, 2f. Y., 1862.

POKE AND POBK-MAKING.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—You will remember
that in your issue of January 11th I made several
inquiries as to the best mode of fattening hogs, since
which time we have had related a wonderful variety
of causes producing, as they tell us, wonderful
effects, and such similar ones, too, that I am almost
inclined to state, from the evidence, that there
are two distinct classes of "pork-makers"—first,
those who make it in the " swill-tub" and then put
it on legs; and second, those who put it on legs to
start with. They have disputed each other's
accounts, and individually asserted that fermented
or non-fermented food is the best for fattening
purposes; and the question now stands thus: Messrs.

WHITTEMORE, LILLIE and T. H -for fermented
food, and " A D VALOREM," Esq., for non-fermented;
and neither of these gentlemen have proved to us,
or each" other, that the results of their experiments
would not have been more satisfactory it they had
adopted, not the theory, for they have not produced
any, but the practice of their opponents. They
have none of them given us a plain " why." " A D
VALOREM" gives us what,he calls an axiom, as fol-
lows: That "no animal food should be eaten which
is obtained by depriving the animal of the essentials
of health." Now, I hold that no one would think
of slaughtering an animal for food which was at
the time in a perfectly "healthy" state; for excessive
fat is a disease of itself, and it is only induced when
a greater amount of carbonic acid is. given to the
lungs than they can dispose of by setting free the
carbonic acid gas—which is a process of combustion
—and the excess of carbonic acid is deposited in the
form of fat I believe that the only reason one may
have for feeding food already fermented is, that
during the process of its fermentation or digestion
in the stomach, this organxmay become so distended
as to give the animal an aversion to his food. Now,
this may be easily guarded against by feeding ashes
or carbonate of lime, which will neutralize the acids
in the stomach when necessary.

By fermentation before feeding'we have .carbonic
acid formed, and being exposed to the air the gas-is
set free, and there is less of the acid or fat-producing
element introduced into the system. Now,ifthe
process and degree of fermentation can be regulated
in the stomach, is it not better to have it thus take
place in the system, that as the increase of carbonic
acid is thus formed and secured by being carried
into the blood, there will be less of it exposed to the
air by way of the lungs, and consequently a greater
excess left to produce the desired result

Gates, N. T., 1862. E. M. P.

MOBE ABOUT SHEEP.

RURAL NEW-YORKER:—I notice an inquiry
in the RURAL of March 1st, as to what breed of sheep
is most profitable for a middle-sized flock in Indiana.
I answer, unhesitatingly, the Spanish Merino. Bet-
ter than the French, because they are more hardy
and not so long legged. Neither are they as apt to
gaunt up. I think the Spanish will shear the most,
with ordinary keeping, per head. The wool on the
French is so long that a large quantity of oil and
dirt may be worked into it for the purpose of making
an extraordinary fleece. One in this vicinity, when
the French fever raged so high, was made to shear
twenty-seven pounds.

The only breeds that can make anything like a
fair show of competition with the Spanish, are the
South-Downs, Leicesters, and that class of mutton
sheep, and they can do it only when they have a good
mutton market near by. So I conclude the Spanish is
the breed for the Western States, without going into
particulars why. If I were to start a new flock, I
would buy some good hearty ewes that sheared
pretty heavy fleeces. Such could be bought, most
likely, for $3 to $5 in Michigan, and for such ones the
Vermont sheep peddlers would ask from $8 to $12.
I would prefer to buy good strong ewes, not quite
full blood, at a low rate, and depend on using a
good, heavy-fleeced Spanish buck to improve the
flock. The fleece of said buck should weigh, when
sheared, ten days after brook-washing, from twelve
to fifteen pounds. A. J. W.

Hayfield, Crawford Co., Pa., 1862.

BLINDNESS IN SHEEP.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—Who ever saw or
heard of an instance of sheep becoming blind in the
spring of the year, when in good order, and not
over five years of age? A few days since I noticed
one of my bes't sheep, a large English ewe, apart
from the flock, and on examination found her stone
blind. She had little inclination to eat,' so I pre-
pared a little wet meal and salt, of which she ate
but sparingly. I then put tar on her nose, but all
to no purpose, for in about three days she died;
Another followed in the same way, both having in
them twin lambs. On examination I found a small
strong substance, about the size and form of a bean,
hanging fast to the inwards, which I feared might
have arisen from feeding black and damaged beans.
I have fed my sheep as usual, on hay through the
winter, giving a little grain in the spring before
lambing time. I feed no more beans, and no more
blindness is* seen. Did any of the numberless lovers
of the RURAL ever see or know of an instance of
the kind. Can they tell me if I acted wisely in not
feeding more beans, and in using tar"? If so, relieve
my anxiety by a notice of this article, and be
assured of the appreciation of a subscriber.

Mapleton, N. Y., 1862. V. B. T.

ABOUT PLANTING COBN.

EDS. RURAL NEW YORKER:—I am a farmer in a
small way, owning and cultivating about fifty acres
of land; and though I have never contributed an
article for any paper, as I have been a reader of
the RURAL for several years, and been much bene-
fited by the contributions of others, I thought I would
give my plan of planting corn, (as that will soon be
in order.)

Inithe first place, I take a small, stout cord, (one
that will stretch as little as possible,) 12 to 15 rods
long, and prepare it by sewing on little red or black
pieces of cloth just as far apart on the line as I want
the hills in the rows. The ground being well pre-
pared, with seed, line3 and a boy to drop plaster in
the hills, (and I think that the best way of applying
it,) stretch the line at right angles with some straight
side of the field, (filling out short rows, if any, after
getting the main ones started right,) having a short
stake at either end of the line to hold it in place. I
then pass through, dropping each hill right opposite
and as near to the hills marked on the line as con-
venient, having the boy at the other end of the line.
When I get through, we then set the line over just
the width I want the rows apart, using a light
measuring Btick at each end, of the requisite length.
If preferable, a line marked with hills may be
stretched at each end. Then, as I pass back, the
boy puts plaster through on the row of corn already
dropped, bringing us at opposite ends of the line.
We then proceed as before.

In covering, take pains to make the end hill plain,
so as to be a guide for the end of the line in the next
stretch. Twelve or fifteen rods is as far as a line will
stretch readily and good.

With this plan, by a little practice, you can get
your rows "as straight as a string" both ways, sav-
ing the expense of marking out; and where there is
plenty of help, gaining several days in planting, as
you can commence planting as soon as one end of
the field is ready, and plant while the teamster is
preparing the rest, not having to wait until the

whole field is harrowed and marked before you can
commence planting. In harvesting corn, I think
the simple corn jack, described some time ago in the
RURAL, worth the subscription price yearly, even in
harvesting only four or six acres. v FARMER.

Luzerne Co., Penn., 1862.

MAPLE BUGAB MAKING—VINEGAB.

NOTICING an inquiry in regard to making maple
sugar, and seeing that none of the methodB given
are just like mine. I will add my mite. Have the
sirup perfectly clear by settling; to every pail of
sirup use three eggs, lightly beaten, stirred into two
teacupfuls of sweet milk; stir into the sirup while
cold; heat gradually, and skim as soon as it boils,
or it will boil in, and then it will be necessary to
strain again. Then follow the directions given in
RURAL of March.

I use settlings and skimmings for vinegar. The
settlings are made very thin with water, and then
settled again and drained off carefully for the
skimmings. Put them in a kettle, with as much
water, and boil half or three-quarters of an hour;
then strain; move about carefully at first, instead of
squeezing. When nearly drained out, squeeze care-
fully, and the liquid can all be saved.

For vinegar, have the liquid strong enough to
bear up an egg readily.; then use " mother" or vin-
egar plant, if you can get them; but it will "make "
without anything if kept warm. It takes quite a
length of time to sour this sufficiently; the weaker
it is, the quicker it will make. I never have slimy
vinegar, and the neighbors praise my pickles some-
times, which makes me think my vinegar is good,

Steuben Co., N. Y. B. BABTOE.
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Cheese per Cow.

MR. E. P. HAYNES, of Barre, Mass., who owns
a farm of 260 acres, mostly rough and rocky, but
excellent for grass and pasturing, writes to the
Country Gentleman that he keeps twenty-four cows
and about fifteen head of oxen and young cattle;
and that he last year (1860) made 15,600 lbs. of
cheese from twenty-three cows and one two-year old
heifer, besides fattening and raising several calves.
This would give an average of 650 lbs. per c o w -
certainly a good yield.

Shearing Sheep Properly.
B. H. JOHNSON publishes his mode of shearing

sheep in the Ohio Farmer, and we extract therefrom
the rules by which he thinks those conducting this
branch of farm economy should be governed:

First.—In shearing time, do not pen your sheep
more than half a day at a time. To do so makes
them weak, irritable, and difficult to shear.

Second.—I think the best plan to shear is on a
platform, sixteen or eighteen inches high. The
sheep should sit on the table and rest its back and
head on the left leg; the left leg is on the table, the
right one on the floor! Commence cutting the wool
at the brisket, shearing along the belly, letting the
wool roll to the left, where it wilj be out of the way.
When this is done, slfcar the flank; then commence
at the point of the shoulder and run the shears to
the right ear; shear the neck to the left ear, and the
left side as far as the backbone. Now change sides
with the sheep, standing the right foot on the table,
and finish the neck. Now shear the right side,
finishing on the right hind leg. In this way the
fleece is kept whole; the sheep is turned but little,
thus avoiding struggling, tearing of the fleece and
injury to the animal. Within the last eight years I
have sheared five thousand sheep, without having a
fleece kicked to pieces, and seldom cut a sheep.
There is no excuse for cutting a fat sheep. When
badly cut they will always kick, and then the
shearer will pound them with his shears or fist The
kinder you treat a sheep the better they behave.
Many wool-growers want their sheep sheared very
close to the hide, but this is not well for the sheep
nor for the next growth »f wool. When sheared
close, the hot sun injures them materially.

Heavy and Light Land.
WE have seldom seen the different treatment

required for heavy and light land better explained
than in the following paragraph, which occurs in a
communication from WALTER ELDER, to the Phila-
delphia farmer and Gardener:

Sandy soils are too full of air, and require much
heavy rolling to make them compact and retentive
of moisture. Indeed, if rolling could destroy all
weeds* upon sandy soils, it would be far better than
stirring them to uproot weeds. The Jersey farmers
use the plow, harrow and cultivator too frequently,
and the roller too seldom. If we could preserve
moisture in our soils in summer, our crops would
be doubly valuable; and the only way we can do
that in sandy soils, is to roll and not stir them. We
see in the sandy districts of New Jersey, the grass
green upon trodden roadsides in summer, while that
upon stirred lands is burned up; and bushes lux-
uriant alongside of fences where the soil is unstir-
red, while the crops on cultivated fields are parched.
Grain and grass should get much rolling in spring,
and if small rollers could follow the cultivator, (say
a day after i t ) crops would do better. As much air
will rush into sandy soils in ten minutes, while stir-
red, as will go into clayey lands in ten weeks, if not
well harrowed. So, the more frequently heavy
lands are stirred, the better they hold moisture, as
they crack .when dry, and moisture from below
escapes too quickly; but vhen often stirred and.the
surface kept loose, a volume of air goes into the
loose soil, prevents cracking, and retards the evap-
oration of moisture from below; but the weight of
heavy lands and rains upon them, soon press out
the air on the surface; hence the necessity of fre-
quent stirring.

Catting off the Tops to Prevent Potato Rot.
G. P. SERVISS, of Glen, Mont. Co., N. Y., has1

been experimenting with potatoes to a considerable
extent, and writes to the Country Gentleman, in con-
firmation of previous statements, the following:

I had, in 1861, about a quarter of an acre of June
potatoes planted on yellow loam ground. They
grew finely, and had far advanced to maturity,
when I discovered their tops began to be diseased.
I immediately took a scythe and cut off the tops of
all the rows, excepting two near the center of the
piece. One of the latter Heft in the state nature
had formed i t The other, I pulled the tops by
hand, leaving the tubers in the ground. Now for
the result At digging time in the fall, I found the
tubers in those rows that had their tops cut off and
the row that had its\tops pulled off of equal size,
and, as near as I could judge, had an equal number
of rotten tubers in a row, and they were but few.
The row that was left as nature had formed it, had

about four times as many rotten tubers as either of
the rows that had their tops cut off, or the oner that
had its tops pulled off by hand. Not only that, but
the tubers that were not injured were no larger than
the tubers were in the former rows; thus showing
conclusively that they had not grown any after their
tops became diseased, and that it would have been
better to have cut their tops, thereby checking the
disease before it extended to the tubers.

Some farmers recommend digging immediately
after the tops begin to show signs of the disease.
But I prefer cutting their tops and leaving the
tubers in the ground till quite late in the fall, for
two reasons. First, they keep their flavor better
than they would if exposed to the air. Second,
there are sometimes tubers that Jiave been inoculated
with the disease, which cannot be discovered if dug
immediately, and if put in the cellar, or in heaps in
this way, will cause the destruction of many tubers
that were free from disease at the time of digging.

Sorrel and other Weeds.

THE Massachusetts Ploughman says: "Where
the soil is free ef rocks, there is no danger of sorrel
prevailing to any extent A good plow, well held,
will bury it deep enough to prevent its appearance
through the summer, provided that some valuable
plant is encouraged to take its place. Every decent
soil will bear something in the course of the summer;
and when the farmer neglects to improve his land,
he must expect to find it green with some kind of
vegetation. A good growth of clover will bury all
the sorrel and smother it for a whole season. A
growth of buckwheat will smother all other vege-
tation, and come near killing all foul weeds; and
buckwheat will grow in poor soils."

attfl
CARB AND TREATMENT OP GEESE.— "Will you, or some of

the numerous readers of the RURAL, give me gome informa-
tion about the treatment of geese? When should they be
picked first? Would the middle of May be too early in the
season? How often should they be picked? and should young
geese be picked the first summer? If so, how often? Does it
make any difference what time of the moon they are picked?
— A. A., Ruby, St. Clair Co., Mich., 1862.

WATER FOR STOCK.—I have somewhere seen a notice of an
apparatus by which cattle are enabled to supply, themselves
with water, their weight upon a platform being the power
that raises the water from the well. As I know of none in
operation, I would like to inquire through the RURAL if its
readers know of any, and whether they prove efficient and
durable? Such a machine would be very useful in this State,
as a large proportion of the farmers have to depend on wells
for watering their stock.—WM. G. BROWN, Parma, Mich., 1862.

WHAT AILED THE CATTLE?—I have lost two cows this
winter, and am unable to tell what ailed them. The first died
about the 1st of December, and the second about the 1st of
March. Both were in good order. Their general appearance
while sick was much the same —eyes dull, head drooping,
and a disposition to avoid other cattle. The first one lived
about five days after she was taken, the other only two. They
could not be made to exert themselves in any way. and did
not eat while sick. On opening them they were found to have
;allR very large. The contents of the stomach of the first were
iquid and black,-with a very-offensive smell; the other was so

dry as to crumble, with no smell. There were some indica-
tions of inflammation in the bowels. Will some one tell me
the disease, and a remedy, and oblige—E. C. W.

CHINA TEA SPRING WHEAT.—I noticed in the RURAL of
April 6th, under the head of " Timely Hints," that the China
Tea Wheat was the best spring wheat to sow. Where can I*
get some to sow this spring? —O. L. W., Greenwich, Wash.
Co., N. Y, 1862.

The China Tea Wheat is much liked by many who have
grown it. Seed can be obtained of DAW & SON, Buflalo, as
advertised in this paper,

EIGHT-ROWED CANADA CORN.— Where can I obtain some of
the eight-rowed Canada improved corn, and is it really as
much better than other varieties as your issue of April 12
represents? I would like to get a little for seed.—T. M. NICH-
OLSON, Oriskany, N. Y., 1862.

The remarks to which our correspondent refers were ex-
tracted from the New-England Farmer, and were credited to
that journal in our issue of the date mentioned. We are not
acquainted with the merits of the "Canada Improved,"—at
least under that title,— and consequently cannot speak with
authority as to its value. A letter to HENRY A. PETERS,
Southboro', Mass., would doubtless receive attention. Should
Mr. NICHOLSON obtain some of the seed, and experiment
therewith, we would be pleased to hear the result, and record
the same in the RURAL.

SCAB IN SHEEP.—Will the RURAL, or some practical wool-
grower, give us some tried remedy for the above disease? Is
it contagious? What is the cause, preventive, &c? —P. A. G.,
Kenosha, Wis., 1862.

This disease of the skin is exceedingly common among sheep
all over the world, and prevails most in spring and early sum-
mer. It may be produced by bad keeping, exposure to cold
and wet, or by contagion. The sheep attacked should be
caught, housed, shorn, carefully washed with soap and water,
and on the second day again washed with a decoction of
lime-water and tobacco equal parts. When pustules are
found, sheer off the wool about them, remove the scab, and
apply the following mixture: One pound of plug tobacco,
thoroughly boiled in four gallons of water; the same quantity
of lime-water, with one pint spirits of turpentine.

The N. E. Farmer says one of the best remedies is a strong
decoction of tobacco, to be applied to the diseased parts, after
scratching off the scabs with a comb or other instrument.
The decoction of tobacco, mixed with lime-water and oil of
vitriol, and used constantly for some time, will generally effect
a radical cure; another excellent remedy is a decoction
of hellebore mixed with vinegar, sulphur, and spirits of tur-
pentine. Internal remedies are of no use, except when the
disorder has induced other co'mplaints by weakening the
general health.

A Pennsylvania correspondent of the RURAL, whose flock,
numbering 400, was much doubled with this disease, gives
his method of treatment thus:—" We made an ooze of 1
bushel of elder roots; 2 bushels of mullein; }£ bushel of skunk
cabbage; 20 lbs. of tobacco. Boil them one after the
other, in rain water, till you get the strength all out of them;
add 2 lbs. of hellebore, (to be got of the apothecary;) mix
this liquid with as' much chamber lye as will go over your
flock, say 300 or 400; put all into a hogshead at blood head
Let two hands take a sheep by all the legs, and dip it in the
ooze up to the head; hold the sheep with one hand, and rub
off as much of the liquid as you can, holding the sheep over
the hogshead so as not to loose any of the ooze. Dip your
whole flock, sucklings and all; it will cure the scab, and kill
the ticks also. The sheep ought to have some sulphur and
magnesia, mixed with bran, for a day or two before the dip-
ping, so as to make it strike out. And also, when they have
been wintered, the sheds, stock yards, &c, ought to be com"
pletely cleaned out as soon as convenient after shearing, to
prevent them from a second attack."

An English sheep breeder, SAMUEL ROBERTS, says he has
always cured the scab by the use of the following recipe: One
part black antimony; two parts powdered niter; four parts
sulphur; a small quantity of powdered gingec, and as much
yellow soap as will make the mass of a proper consistence for
making into balls. A drachm of this substance given to each
sheep four times a week, will effect a cure in a fortnight or
three weeks, according to the state of the sheep. Keep them
in at night in winter.

Dr. DADD recommends sulphur, 2 ounces; powdered sassa-
fras, 1 ounce; honey sufficient to amalgamate. Dose, a table-
spoon every morning. To prevent sheep rubbing themselves,
apply pyroligneous acid, 1 gill; water, 1 quart Mix, and wet
the parts with a sponge. If a few applications are not effec-
tive, take fir balsam, half a pint; sulphur, 1 ounce. Mix, and
anoint the sores daily.

DYSENTERY IN COWS OR CALVES.—I send you a remedy for
cows or calves which have got anything like dysentery. I have
tried it for years. Take one tablespoonful of laudanum and
four of good brandy for a cow, mix together in a bottle for
one dose. For a calf, one teaspoonful of laudanum and two
tablespoonfuls of brandy, with one pint of new milk from the
cow. Mix for one dose, say for a calf two weeks old. WM.
HAYBS, New RocheUe, N. Y, 1862.

tlural Notes cmi> Stems.
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NEW YORK STATE FAIR.—Thousands of our readers in
Western and Central New York, and Canada West, will be
gratified to learn that the next Annual Fair of our State
Agricultural Society will probably be held in this city, it fc
proposed to hold it on the Monroe County Fair Grounds two
miles from the Court House and City Hall and a little south of
Mtrnnt Hope Cemetery. A Committee of the State Society
visited the grounds a few days ago, and were highly pleased
with their situation and adaptability for a large and fine exhi-
bition. Sucharrangements were made as can scarcely fail of
securing the holding of the Fair here at the time already
designated—Sept. 30 to Oct. 3, inclusive—and we trust all
interested will govern themselves accordingly.

AN AGRICULTURAL BUREAU, OR DEPARTMENT.—.Several
bills have been recently introduced in Congress with/a view
of establishing an Agricultural Bureau, or Department Mr
FOSTER, of Conn., has introduced into the Senate a bill '-to
create a Bureau of Agriculture and Statistics," to be connected
with the Department of the Interior —the chief executive
officer, denominated "Commissioner of Agriculture and
Statistics," to be appointed by the President, and receive an
annual compensation of $3,000. It is made the duty of the
Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, "to procure and distribute new and valuable
varieties of seeds, grains, and plants, and to procure
from the best sources, such information as will be most valua-
ble in relation to the mdde of cultivation, renovation, drainage
of the soil; also, concerning the domestic and foreign trade of
the United States, their manufacturers, internal improvements
banks and currency, and such other subjects as may be adapted
to, illustrate the condition and progress of the agriculture
manufactures, trade, population, and other material interests
of £he country." The Bureau is also charged with the duty
of taking the decennial census. The bill provides for a chief
clerk*at $2,000 per annum, "and such additional clerks as
may, in the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior, be
necessary, not exceeding, the number now employed in the
Agricultural Division of the Patent Office, with three additional
ones" — and that "all the books, records, documents, and
other papers, belonging to the agricultural division of the
Patent Office, shall be transferred to said bureau, and all
appropriations heretofore made for the benefit of agriculture
shall be expended by said bureau." We believe this bill, or
a similar one—creating an Agricultural Bureau distinct from
the Patent Office—originated in the House. During its dis-
cussion, last week, Senator WRIGHT, of Indiana, called up
and ably discussed his amendment, which provides for the
establishment of a Department of Agriculture—to be under
the control of a Commissioner of Agriculture, who shall be
the chief executive officer of the Department, and receive a
salary of $5,000 per annum. The general designs .and duties
of the Department of Agriculture " shall be to acquire and to
diffuse among the people of the United States useful infor-
mation on subjects connected with agriculture in the most
general and comprehensive sense of that word, and to procure,
propagate, and distribute among the people new and valuable
seeds and plants." The bill provides that there shall be in
said Department four chiefs or heads of bureaus, the titles of
the bureaus to be as follows: 1. Bureau of Science and Practice
of Agriculture. 2. Bureau of Natural History connected with
Agriculture. 3. Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry. 4. Bureau
of Agricultural Mechanics, Manufactures, Commerce, and
Statistics.

- The proposition of Senator WRIGHT, to thus establish a'.
distinct Department, with a regular Secretary, seems to us the
most sensible yet made, and we trust if any change is insti-
tuted, something like it—worthy the leading interest of the
country—will be adopted. The people are tired of the Patent
Office "division,1 and either want nothing or a distinct
Agricultural Department.

FARM IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY IN DEMAND.—There is
at present greater inquiry and demand for farm implements
and machinery than at any corresponding period for several
years. We are in' frequent receipt of letters of inquiry on the
subject, and have recently answered quite a number. Others
are referred to our advertising columns (present and future) for
information—as the leading articles wanted are, or will ere
long be, offered therein, if manufacturers and dealers look to
their interests. Several matters recently inquired about by
correspondents are advertised in our present number. If
" inquiring friends " will carefully read the announcements in
our advertising department, from week to week, they will
probably ascertain where, by whom, and at what price, various
of their wants can be supplied.

— This demand for improved implements is an encouraging
sign of the times." Though part of it .is no doubt in con-

sequence of the hard times, and so-called economy practiced
by farmers last season, in using old and poor machines—thus
rendering the purchase of new ones a positive necessity this
year — it indicates that the times are improving, and that, as
people regain confidence, they are disposed to avail them-
selves of the advantages derivable from the use of labor-saving
machinery. An anticipated scarcity of help the coming sea-
son is also giving an impetus to the implement trade in many
sections of the country, especially throughout the West. We
trust the demand will be fully supplied, to the mutual benefit
of farmers and manufacturers.

MAPLE STGAR.—The present season has not been favorable
for the production of maple sugar in this section, though
probably the usual quantity has been made in the State. The
uniform weather, and deep snows, retarded operations in the
"bush," in both New York and Vermont, so that many who
intended to largely increase the product from their maple
orchards have been disappointed. In most of the Northern
States, however, we presume the amount has been greatly
augmented—in some probably doubled—over former years,
in consequence of the high prices of cane sugars. Estimating
the yield at 40,000,000 lbs., which we think not unreasonable,
and the price at 10 cents, will give the manufacturers of maple
sugar, this year, the handsome sum of $10,000,000—quite an
item. The following table from the census returns of 1850
shows the number of pounds of maple sugar made that year
in the various States in which it is produced:

Pounds. Pounds.
Arkansas 93,300. New York 10,358,487
Connecticut 50,796 New Jersey 2.197
Illinois 248,904 North Carolina 27,932
Indiana 2,921,192 Ohio 4,588,209
Iowa 78,407 Pennsylvania 2,326,625
Kentucky 437,405 Tennessee 168.667
Maine 93.542 Vermont 6,349,367
Maryland 47,749 Virginia 1,227,666
Massachusetts 795,525 Wisconsin 6i0,976
Michigan 2,439,794 Minnesota 2,960
Missouri 179,910 •
New Hampshire . . . 1,298,863 Total 24,252,260

SUGAR CANE MILLS W ANTES.— A subscriber at Olathe,
Kansas, writes us in this wise:—"Can you inform me where
I will be able to find a mill for the purpose of grinding the
Sorghum or sugar cane? I have looked in all the papers that
have come to this place for the past month, but as yet have
not been able to find where the mills are made, the price of
them, and how they work. Please inform me about it at your
earliest convenience, as I would like to know something of a
mill before I decide how much of the cane to plant, A good
many mills are wanted in this section, but no one knows
where to get them."

- We cannot answer, definitely, as to where or of whom
sugar cane mills canJre obtained. HEDGES, FREE & Co., of
Cincinnati, were formerly in the business, but if still manu-
facturing, are careful not to advise those interested. Perhaps
they can furnish our Kansas and other Western friends th«
article desired. As there is an increasing demand for sugar
cane mills, evaporators, etc., it would no doubt redound to
the interest of manufacturers to advertise them—giving prices,
capacity, and other information.

No ANIMALS TO RUN AT LARGE ON THE HIGHWAYS OF
NEW YORK.— The Legislature has passed an act to prevent
animals from running at large in the public highways of flu*
State. This law is a general one, applicable to the whole ,
State. A bill similar to the one just enacted, was passed a
year ago, applicable to Brighton, in this county, to all of
Livingston county, and to the most of Queens. It worked
so well that a large number of petitions were sent into the
Legislature during the past winter to have the law extended
to other counties and towns; and the committee haviDg the
matter in charge finally decided to make the bill general, and
so it is for the entire State. The'act is a stringent one, and will
be likely to abate a great nuisance. We will publish the bill
in a week or two.
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TSEE PLANTING—CAUSES OF FAILUBE.

NOT one-half of the frees planted ever live to bear
fruit. Many die the first season, and others drag out
a miserable existence for a few years. This discour-
ages those who desire to plant trees, but who dislike
to lose both labor and money. There is a cause, ©f
course, for all this waste, and the difficulty is mainly
with the planter. Sometimes there is a lack of
knowledge, but usually a want of care. A few days
since a gentleman called upon us to make him out
a list of five hundred apple trees which he wished
to plant the present spring. We soon learned that
it was the intention to put these in a wheat field, for
the purpose of gaining a year's growth. This we
protested against, and urged delay until the next
season, when the ground should first be well pre-
pared by drainage and deep tillage. WILLIAM
BACON, of Richmond, Mass., who for many years
has furnished very valuable articles for the Agricul-
tural and Horticultural press, gives the following
on this subject in the last number of the Horticul-
turist, which we commend to the attention of all tree
planters:

. "Who can tell the number of fruit trees that have
been planted in the country within the last twenty-
five years? That they have been many, every
observer knows full well; that a large proportion of
them have amounted to no more than the setting of so
many dry poles. Indeed, we have seen men labor-
ing in tree setting, who did not seem to give more
labor than they would have done in setting a hop-
pole, much less than in setting a bar post; simply a
hole as large square as the blade of the shovel, and
of the depth of two-thirds its length, was made, some-
times in swarded land that for long years had not
polished a plowshare, and the roots of the tree thrust
in, and the earth and turf replaced; and so the labor
of planting an orchard was soon over. We have
seen many trees so planted die, just what they
should do, if they fell into the hands of those who
would not use them better. And then we have
heard vile anathemas denounced on nurserymen
'who sold such miserable trees,' and that it would
not do'to bring trees from such a section of country,
the soil and climate were so different. We have
heard those who carelessly planted trees, and very
properly lost them, say, ' We would like an orchard,
but have tried setting out trees, and they would not
do anything. My soil, or the seasons, or something,
is so different from what it formerly was, that trees
fail, and I have given up trying to raise them.'

" Touching the first of these excuses of wantof suc-
cess, we are inclined to the belief that, as a body o
men, our nurserymen are as honest as any other
class. In our experience, we have sent orders for
trees, and have had them filled as much to our satis-
faction as though we~had been on the ground to see
to selecting, taking up, and packing ourselves.
That there may be exceptions to this class, is very
possible. Indeed, it is very strange if there are none.
It becomes purchasers to find who these exceptions
are, and let them alone before beginning with them.
We fully believe there are honest men enough in tb
world for all honest men to deal with.. To cure dis-
honest ones, it is prudent to let them alone until
they are willing to act on principles of'probity, and
thus we would dispose of the first objection to rais-
ing fruit trees.

" 'The Boil and seasons are so different' With
regard to the soil, this assertion, so far as it relates
to the older settled portions of the country, is partly
true and partly false. The soil, what remains of it,
is the same now that it was ages ago. The same
rocks are disintegrating now that were crumbling to
pieces for time indefinite before the arm of cultiva-
tion had gathered the first bountiful harvest that
civilization had called forth from the teeming bosom
of fertility. It is only the circumstances of the earth
have changed. Continued croppings and careless
tillage have, to a great extent, effected this. Whai
quantities of beef, pork, mutton, wool, grain, hay,
and, indeed, all marketable substances that the earth
brings forth by cultivation, have been taken and sol
from off the farms and gardens of the country, fo:
which no restorative properties have been returned'
Considering the amount of soil that has been s(
taken off and disposed of, it is in no way strang(
that mother earth sinks back exhausted into he:
own lap, and refuses to labor as she did in hei
youth, for the benefit of her earth-robbing children
It is no wonder that her once deep, virgin soil, sinks
down to a few fertile inches, and becomes cold, an
hard, and damp, as she settles into the lethargy
induced by labor; no marvel that her natural
drains and water courses, that fed the beautiful
springs of other years, have' become clogged up, and
that their waters spread and settle when they can,
giving clamminess to soila that once were light, and
acidity where once all was sweetness.

" ' The soil is changed.' Not in its primitive con
dition so much as in its productive powers. It hai
been robbed of the strength which was accumulate<
by ages of forest growth and decay, when each yea:
it produced more and retained all. The econom]
-of nature has further been disturbed. Her porei
have been closed up, so that the powers of absorp
tion and evaporation have become inactive and
unhealthy. Man, not nature, has effected this
change for the worse. Man has the means to apply
the remedy for the evil he has so heedlessly inflicted
He should have gratitude to do it; at least his self
interest ought to set him at work. How to do i
may be a question.

" There are two conditions existing in a great pri
portion of the soil in the older portions of th(
country, denoting that it has changed, and that frui
trees will not succeed as well as they formerly di<
One of these is a superabundance of moisture in w<
seasons, and a great lack of it in dry ones. Th
may seem a contradiction, but it is not. Such land
are too wet in rainy periods, because all the watei
that falls upon them, and perhaps more, is com'
pelled to remain on or near the surface. 'The natu-
ral chanaels for removing it have become (flogge
so that it cannot pass away. Then the earth beneatl
has been robbed so that it has become compact,
pores are closed so that it cannot absorb this watei
and retain it in its reservoirs, to be taken off agai

* through the same pores for the benefit of plants, as thei
circumstances need. There itremains surface watei
or water just below the surface, until the storms ar<
past, and the thirsty air drinks it in particle by par
tide, until a baked dryness marks the place onci
almost a quagmire. The condition of the soil maj
or may not be quite so bad as we have shown. Cir
cumstances may change with locality. Cause anc
effect may vary in degree according to circum-
stances. There is much land in this condition, in
various degrees, within our knowledge. The char-
acter of all crops changes on such lands. Grain
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SPKING F L O W E R S .

AFTER a very cold, though not unpleasant spring,
e have been favored with a few days unusually
arm for the season, the effects of which are quite

apparent The buds are swell-
ng rapidly, and with another
iveek of favorable weather, the
;reen leaves will appear. As
e have not yet seen an apricot

n flower, even in warm and
sheltered situations, the pros-
ect of escape from late frosts

s quite encouraging.
The Sweet-Scented Violet is

>ne of the prettiest and sweet-
st of our early spring flowers,,

and, like the Mignonette, is a
general favorite on account of
its fragrance. A single flower
will perfume a room, and a root
or two, which can be procured at
almost any nursery for twenty-
five cents, will make the garden
deliciously fragrant from early
in April until June. There are
white and blue varieties, bpth
single and double, but the
double blue is best. It can be
transplanted at any time, even
when in blossom; and it should

ave a place in every garden,
somewhere near the house,
where its fragrance can be
most frequently enjoyed. We
give an engraving of a plant in
flower. It will be seen that it
roots readily, and therefore it spreads quite rapidly.

The Crocuses are in full flower; the early Hya-
cinths are showing their colors, and in a few days
will be in perfection. The early Due Van Thol
Tulips are opening, and nothing makes a more
showy early border. It is a source of regret tp us
that the early flowering bulbs are so seldom seen,
ven in gardens of some pretensions. They are

admired by everybody, but just at the spring-time,
when most persons do their planting, they are in

flower and cannot well be moved. In the autumn,
the proper season for planting bulbs, they are for-
gotten, and hence a collection of bulbs is a rare
sight. This is the time to select varieties, and
after doing so, make out your order and place it

of our own, on the hardiness of the Primula. We
have just examined abed, now fine in flower, that
has endured, the winter without the least injury,
entirely unprotected. They grew on the north side
of a Norway hedge or screen, six or seven feet high.

Far north. His vines were killed, and he came back a poor
an, and began a new vineyard on a farm of mine, adjoining
is old one, on which his son-in-law has resided since he left
3. This year his vineyard came into bearing, and the old
tan's heart rejoiced to think that he should again be able to
it under the shade of his favorite tree, and enliven his heart
nth wine of his own making. But, alas I the rot came and

blasted his prospects. He became dispirited, and the cholera,
discovering which a few days since, seized his victim. He
was taken to the house of his son-in-law, (for he lived alone,
and I could not prevail on him to take a JFVaw for a third
time,) when they urged him to take medicine, but he refused.
He was told if he did not, in a few hours he must die.
What I care 1•' said the old man ; ' I take none. What I
cant to live for?—my grapes all rotten.' A few hours and he
as no more. Peace to his ashes.

where it will not be neglected at the right time.
The Pansies are flowering very beautifully, and
are as fresh as in the autumn, but the Antirrhinums
are dead. We are about tired of trying to save
good varieties of Antirrhinums over the winter, and
must depend upon seed alone for flowers. Fortu-
nately there is no difficulty in getting young plants
into flower the latter part of June.

Some of our readers well remember an article
from Mr. PRINCE, last autumn, with some remarks

The soil is still too wet for working, except in
very dry locations, and favorable weather for plant-
ing seems likely to continue for some time yet The
trees taken from our nurseries this spring appear as
dormant as in December, and when this is the case
there is no danger in planting, no matter how late
it n#y be. Many persons get frightened because
the season is a little late before they get trees
ordered; but there is no need of fear if t ie tree is
in proper condition when received.

die out upon them. " The finer grasses die earlier
here than in proper soils, and are succeeded by
oarse, sour ones, if any at all, that even the beasts

of the field reject Can trees grow in such soils?
Turn them out to common and see what happens.
The willow may live, but it will not flourish there.
How much less, then, can a fruit tree succeed?
Their planting out may well be given up, because
the condition of the soil (not the soil) is changed.

" The condition of this soil can be changed again.
It can be made as iertile as it was in the first harvest
that waved over the ruins of the forest which gave
way to the wheat field. It can be made to produce
as large and as beautiful fruit trees now as were
those that took the place of the oak, the maple, the
chestnut, or the stately elm. How? Let man
retrace his steps, and repair the evils he has wrought
The earth is the same.

" To do this, there are, in the first place, two very
important labors to be performed. First, thorough
draining; after that, deep and thorough culture.
There are other things that may follow, but these
are the main considerations. Make your land so
dry that there will be no excessive moisture in
storms. Open the water courses so that no water
will remain standing there to freeze and thaw with
every change of temperature; and work deep and
thoroughly, so that moisture may be called from
beneath in dry times, and the roots of the tree may
travel free and urestrained to gather food and sup-
port for the beautiful structure over them."

SOWING F L O W E R SEEDS.

MANY of the lovers of flowers have procured their
seeds, and are ready for sowing; others are sending
their orders, and urging great dispatch, as the sea-
son is advancing rapidly. A word of caution on
this subject may prevent disappointment, for much
of the success of the season depends upon the treat-
ment of the seed-bed. Alter plants are grown, and
fit for transplanting, ordinary care will ensure suc-
cess. A good, rich, deep soil, kept mellow with the
hoe or fork, with shading or watering two or three
times after removal, is all that is necessary. The
seed-bed, however, requires special attention, as the
seeds will rot in the ground, from cold and excess of
moisture, or become .parched and destroyed as soon
as germination commences. The present time
(April 21) is just about right in this latitude for
starting a cold-frame. This is simply a box or
frame, some six or eight inches lower at the front
than the back, and covered with glass. It may be
of any size, according to the number of plants
required, though a great many plants can be grown
in a smaller space than most persons suppose. Thii
frame is placed over a, bed of mellow soil. The
seeds are then sown in drills and labelled. In
sunny days air must be given by opening the sash,
and water occasionally. The protection from
changes of temperature and the general warmth
will cause almost every1 good seed to germinate, and
from the middle to the latter part of May, every-
thing will be ready to transplant to the open ground.

Seeds should not be sown in the open ground in
this climate until about the tenth of May, and even
later will answer. To this, however, there are some
exceptions. Larkspurs, Poppies, Sweet Peas, and a
few other very hardy varieties, should be in the
ground as early as possible. A fine day or two
often tempts persons to sow their seed too early
and when cold rains and even late frosts follow, the
greater part are destroyed: It is useless to plan
tender seeds in the open ground until the weather
becomes settled. In fact, there is very little advan-
tage in starting things early, as our summers are
sufficiently long to allow time for the full maturity
of most of our annuals; and for perennial and
biennial plants, we have always found the bes
course to bg to sow the seed in the open ground
about the first of June, and transplant to the border
where they are to flower the next summer, in Sep-
tember. This is the plan we adopt-with Picotees,
Carnations, Sweet Williams, Hollyhocks, &c. Pre-
pare a nice melbw piece of soil for the seed-bed
and sow the seed in drills, the depth depending
upon its size, covering each about twice the depth
of its diameter, and with fine earth. Be careful not
to sow seed too thick. If you water, do so every
evening in dry weather, never omitting a day.
Unless this is attended to strictly, i,t is best not to
water at all, as much injury will result from irregu-
lar watering. Have every variety labelled, and
remove thfr plants when quite young. A few o:
each variety may be feft in the seed-bed for flower-
ing, if desirable. It will make a very nice miscel-

aneous bed, or, all may be removed, and the place
occupied with one variety. Transplant during dull
weather, but not when the soil is very wet, unless it
s quite light and sandy. If the above hints are

heeded, our friends who plant will not, we think,
fail to secure plenty of flowers.

PLANTING CITY AND VILLAGE LOTS.

"WHAT kind of apples had I better plant in my
garden?" was an inquiry made of us a day or two
since by one who owns a lot some sixty feet by two
hundred, on which he resides. He had thought of
planting about a dozen apple trees, as he had
already about that number of dwarf pears, and two
or three cherry trees. We inquired if he had plenty
of .small fruits, grapes, a bei of asparagus, some
good rhubarb plants, a nic« flower garden; and to
all this the answer was in ifae negative. This is a
mistake which many make, and some live to regret.
A small village lot will furnish a family a good
supply of luxuries that itfbney cannot purchase,
while Baldwins and Greenings can be obtained of the
farmers and fruit growers every autumn at a mod-
erate price. Where lots are small and land expensive,
we cannot afford to grow apples. Who that has a good
garden, giving him a succession of fine vegetables
during the whole season,' plenty of strawberries and
raspberries, and other small fruits, with grapes, and
cherries, and pears, and choice flowers, would like to
destroy the whole for a few barrels of apples? The
people of this country have not yet .begun to learn
how much can be grown on a small piece of ground.
We have seen a more perfect garden in Europe of
only a quarter of an acre, containing a greater variety
of fruits, and flowers, and vegetables, than ever we
saw in this country on four times this quantity of
land. Then there is a style of planting that gives to
these small gardens an appearance of extent quite
extraordinary, making a small lot appear more than
twice its real size. This we cannot learn all at
once, but we can commence by planting our gardens
with small trees, shrubs, &c, occupy every foot of
available space with something useful or beautiful,
and hide our circumscribed boundaries by covering
the fences with vines and climbing plants.

THE P.ZEONIA FAMILY.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER: —There exists with
many a very erroneous idea in regard to the hardi-
hood of the extensive family of Paeonies; and
because many varieties have been obtained from
China, whose southern boundary is about 20° north,
they have adopted the idea that many of the varie-
ties are somewhat tender; whereas, the portion of
China where these Paeonies are found indigenous, is
56° north; and the regions of Tartary and Siberia,
which produce the larger number of species, are
still further to.the north. In fact, the entire family
of Pseonies may be ranked among our most northern
flowering plants.

The magnificent varieties of this class having
attracted so much attention the past year at the
European Floral Exhibitions, I have deemed that it
would be gratifying to your more northern readers
to present a summary of the different species, and
more especially of the gorgeous varieties which
Europe and America have received from the (so
called) barbaric countries, China and Japan, and
which have been presented to the floricultural
amateurs of the world .as the result of their scien-
tific labors at a period Vhen Europe was actually
in a state of barbarism, tnd long antecedent to the
period when any of the nations we call civilized had
ever blended the pollen of flowers, or produced any
new variety by scientific or artificial means.

The most important and splendid species of
this family is the " Moutan or Tree Pceony" of
China, growing to the height of three to four feet
and expanding its roots and shoots so as to often
cover a space of ground five to eight feet in diam-
eter. Of this species mere were introduced from
China, in 1789, three varieties—the Sanksii, the
Papaveracea, and the losea.

It is related that Lori MACARTNEY'S embassy, in
1795, saw a collection comprising 240 splendid varie-
ties of the Moutan, aid yet it was not until the
recent visit made by ROBERT FORTUNE to thai
country, that any new 7arieties were obtained. 0
these, twenty-three have been flowered, named, and
described, and they aie now to be found in many
collections. As it takes from four to five years
before a seedling becomes a blooming plant, and
even then but one in many will be a superior full
double variety, we may form some idea of the

immense period that must have elapsed during
which there was produced here and there, among
the most scientific amateurs of China, so many new

arieties that a selection of 240 most exquisite and
recherche varieties could be made, and afterwards
increased and disseminated throughout that mighty
Empire. I wish to here premonish your readers
that this species is a native of Northern China and
Tartary, where the mercury sinks as low as in the
most northern limits of our own country.

The next species, in point of importance and
splendor, is the " Albiflora " of Siberia and Tartary.
It is a tuberous, herbaceous species; growing to the
height of two and a half to three feet, with very
arge single white flowers. It was obtained from

China in 1784, and three double varieties were
imported thence in 1790—the Whitleji, Bumea, and
Edulis vel Ftagrans.

It is of this species that very numerous varieties
also exist in China and Japan, and from which the
French and Belgian cultivators have produced
above 200 most admirable, varieties, and ourselves
about 50 varieties. It is a subject of amazement to
what an extent the varieties of this magnificent
species have been multiplied, combining every hue
within the limitation of nature, several varieties of
which have yellow and straw colored flowers. They
are all so rustic and easy of culture, that none can
fail in having fine flowers, and the plants will
become so enlarged as to afford hundreds of flowers
from one stool, and the roots may be sub-divided to
any extent I will continue this interesting subject

Flushing, N. Y., 1862. WM. R. PRINCE.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—Seeing a request for
recipe for making potato pie, I send you my

iethod:—For three pies, take four common-sized
potatoes, and grate as if to make starch. Pour off
the first water,*then put on more and stir it well.

et it settle, and take out a part of the potato, leav-
ng the starch; then cook it until it becomes thick,
stirring it all the time. When done, put in a spoon-
iil of butter, tartaric acid enough to sour it, sugar
ind spices to the taste.—FARMER'S WIFE, Ando-
<er, N. Y., 1862.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—Seeing a request in
our paper for a recipe for making good potato
>ie, I will send you one which I consider good:—
)ne pound of boiled potatoes, rolled fine; half a
)ound of butter; six eggs; eight spoonfuls of milk;
he grated* peel' and juice of a lemon; sugar and
lalt to your taste. . To be baked in deep plates.—H.
3. H., Mesopotamia, Ohio, 1862.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER :—I noticed in your
aper an inquiry for a recipe for making potato pie.
'ermitmeto give mine:—Prepare starch from the
otato in the usual way, then to one pint of milk
se one tablespoonful of the starch. Set it over the
re to scald, stirring constantly until the starch win
lot settle. Line your dish with paste, as for a cus-
ard, and season and bake in the same way.—A.
.URAL READER, North Almond, N. Y, 1862.

NEW AGAVE OR LITTJBA.— M. Roezl gives the following
account of the discovery of a new Agave of colossal dimen
sions in Mexico. Proceeding towards Tejulpico, near th<
village of Spirito Santo, he ascended a tolerably high moun
tain, known by the name ef Sierra de Spirito Santo, toward
which his fancy led. him, though it was said that nothing
could grow there. " In this place the sky is always clear, tfr
heat intense, so that the ascent is no little matter. However,
nothing daunted, I started at an early hour in the morning,
and reached the top by 11 A. M. I was repaid for my exer-
tions by findings a capital plant. The king of all the Agave:
and all the Littseas was enthroned in this solitude. At .first
thought I saw an Agave before me, for its appearance was
altogether like that of Agave Jiff era; its leaves grew cross-
wise, covered with white threads, producing a- fine effec
when, from age, they had turned red. Two specimens were
in full flower; from a third I was able to gather seeds. How'
ever, I convinced myself it was a Littasa, to which I gave th
name of Littaia Rcszlii, in honor of my aged father. Th
genuine Agave and Littasa are easily distinguishable by thei:
inflorescence. The Agaves have the flowering stem branches
like a kind of Lustre; the Littaeas, on the contrary, have thi
stem straight, without any kind of branching. In Europe,
mistakes are often made with respect to the nomenclature o:
these plants, to which many names are generally assigned.
Thus they say Bonapartea juncea, instead of Littcea juncea.
The Bonapartea gracilis of gardens does not even belong t
the genus, but to Dasylirium, as does Pincenectitia. Agavi
fiffera, on the contrary, is a true Agave. I collected, with al!
possible care, the seeds of this precious plant. I also foun
plants six feet high, covered with seeds, which I took for
new species of Zinnia, and a very beautiful Inga, with ver;
large heads of bright scarlet blossoms."—Revue Horticole.

RODANTHE MANGLESII, MACULATA — MANGLE'S SPOTTED-

TLOWERED RODANTHE.— A new variety of the well known
and beautiful Rodanthe, which forms one of our prettiest
annuals. This new variety, introduced by Mr. Thomson from
Western Australia, is similar to that species, but is far ricber
colored, " the flowers, being twice as large and the disc yellow
the inside, of the involucral ray is bright rose color, darl
purple at the base, and the rest of the involucral scales,
externally, of a satiny pale pinkish white." Another variety,
called sanguined, was introduced at the same time, but thii
is the finer of the two. It should have a peaty soil.—Botan
ical Magazine.

THE END OF A VINE-DRESSER.—Everybody knows oi
NICHOLAS LONGWORTH, the great Cincinnati grape-grower,
but not many ever heard of Father AMMEN, his oldest and
favorite vine-dresser, whose death Mr. L. thus noticed in
Cincinnati journal:

"My oldest vine-dresser, Father Ammen, has gone the waj
oi all flesh, and I regret his end. He was aworthy old man.
Some twelve years since, he lost his wife, And deeply regretted
her loss. He assured me, with tears in his eyes, ' she was jus
so good in the vineyard as one man, and he might just so wel
have lost his horse.' He got a second wife, but she was of
hasty. temper, and gave the old man as good as he sent
Finally, she told him if he would give her five dollars shi
would leave him, and never see him more. ' Give you fivi
dollars 1' said the old man; ' I will do no such thing, but
you go and never come back, I will give you ten dollars.
The money was paid, and the old man was relieved of thai
trouble, but one that he deemed greater came. I have here
tofore said, that after being my tenant ten years, he wi
ruined by selling his share of the- crop for eight hundrei
dollars. He cleared out, went to the north part of the State
bought land, and planted a vineyard. The location was to

POTATO P I E .

NOUBISHMENT F O B THE SICK.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—Having seen many
useful recipes in your valuable paper, I thought it
»ut right to send you the following, as something
minently needful at the present time:

RECIPE FOR MAKING NOURISHMENT FOR THOSE
WHO ARE UNABLE TO EAT.— Here is something
which was used by a most excellent physician in
our family, in France, with the happiest effects,
many years since. Andjor all those who lie almost
at death's door, from lack of proper nourishment, it
is both simple and potent Take of soft-shelled
almonds (the kernels) 2 oz.; soften them in warm
water till the yellow skins can be easily removed,
which done, bruise them finely in a mortar; then
add the same weight of pure lo,af or crushed sugar,
which should be well mixed in with the almond ker-
nels in the mortar; then add 2 oz. of sweet milk,
boiled. After the whole is thoroughly compounded,
it should be strained through a cloth; then it is ready
to use. Mow to use:—Give in teaspoonfuls, as often
as required. Try it!—L. L., Stillwater, Minn., 1862.

How TO COOK EGGS IN THE SHELL.—A corres-
pondent of the Agriculturist writes:—One way to
cook eggs is to drop them into boiling water, and
let them remain there three minutes—the water all
the time boiling. This hardens the white next the
shell to almost leathery toughness, while within it
is still not cooked. Another and preferable mode
is, to pour boiling water upon the eggs; let them
stand in this five minutes; pour off this, and add
more boiling water, and immediately bring them to
the table in the water. Those taken out at once will
be somewhat cooked through; and those left in five
minutes will be '' hard boiled," fit nearly so, and
thus the taste of every one may be suited, and no
toughness of the whites be observed.

LEMON CHEESECAKE.—A quarter of a pound of
butter, a quarter of a pound of sugar, a wine-glass
of milk or cream, two ounces of sponge-cake, three
eggs, the grated rind of one and juice of half a
lemon. Slice the cake, and pour over it the milk or
cream. Beat the butter and sugar together, and
stir into it. Mash the sponge-cake very fine, and
add to the above. Grate the yellow rind, and
squeeze the juice of half a lemon, and stir in.
Cover the pie-plate with paste, fill with the mixture,
and bake in a moderately hot oven.

ORANGE CHEESECAKE.—A quarter of a pound of
butter, a quarter of a pound of sugar, three eggs, a
wine-glass of milk or cream, two ounces of sponge-
cake, the rind of one orange grated, half a nutmeg,
one tablespoonful of brandy, or two of rose-water.
Pour the milk or cream over the sponge-cake to
moisten i t Then stir together your butter and
sugar, whisk your eggs, mash the cake very fine,
and mix all together with the liquor and spice.
Line your pie-plates with paste, fill with the mix-
ture, and bake in a moderate oven.

_ # . • • » • •

CARROT PIE.—In return for the many valuable
recipes which have been contributed to the RURAL,
I will give you my recipe for making carrot pie,
which I think excellent. Take white or yellow
carrots, peel and boil them till quite soft, put them
through a calender, and add milk and sugar. To
each pie, put one egg and a spoonful of flour. Sea-
son to suit the taste.—A. A., Ruby, St. Clair Co.,
Mich., 1862.

FRIED RICE.—Any cold rice left from dinner, or
prepared for that purpose, may be made out with
the hands or a spoon into cakes about an inch thick,
dipped into an egg-and-flour batter, and fried a
handsome brown in the frying-pan, with "a small
piece of butter.

» . • • • >

REMOVING STAINS FROM SILK.—Will some of the
RURAL'S numerous readers please inform me how
to wash or remove water stains from a brown and
white silk?—SUBSCRIBER, Grand Rapids, Mich.

[SPECIAL NOTICE.]

WHAT IS THE PRICE?—NO matter what it costs, D. B. DE
LAND & Co.'s Chemical Saleratus is the cheapest and 'best
Saleratus you can buy at any price. It is worth more than the
price oi? a pound for the first batch of biscuit which you
make with it, and a pound will save you more flour and more
wear and tear of your patience than ten pounds cost. Don't
be without it for the world.

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Newspapers Collection 
 



[Written for Moore's Eural New-Yorker.]
CHILDHOOD.

How ofl a spring day, the songs, the flowers,
Will bring#to mind of happier hours,

Of days agone, . ,
•When childhood seems but a summer's day—
A sky all clear in its morning ray—

A bird's sweet song.

Where leafy boughs make dark the limpid stream,
Where few bright rays of sunshine gleam,

Bright dreams were ours;
Our future bright, and no thought of care,
But Fancy weaving garlands rare,

All gem'd with flow'rs.

On the river's brink, or the brooklet's side,
Our rustic boat on the mimic tide

Was fraught with joy.
The pure white lilies and violets blue,
Waving their petals all gem'd with dew,

Modest and ooy.

The sparkling pebbles 'neath the running tide,
Were once our envy and as well ou» pride;

No more to be.
Oh I that our restless feet could once more stray
To the dear spot we were wont to pray—

Our mother's knee.

Though years have mark'd with silver thread the hair,
The pale cheek now no more is pink and fair

With youth and joy.
Like music melting on the evening breeze
Are those bright pictures manhood's fancy sees,

Free from alloy.

Onondaga, N. Y., 1862. JENNIE.
» • • • t—_

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

INTEMPERANCE.

THIS is a theme full of interest to every philan-
thropist and lover of moral reform. Who can
contemplate the fearful and daily increasing magni-
tude of this great evil, and not feel aa earnest desire
to do something to aid in its eradication. Our souls
are stirred within us when we behold the great mul-
titude who have forsaken the path of uprightness
and sobriety, and entered the broad road to ruin,
sacrificing health, fortune, friends, reputation—
everything that makes, life dear—to gratify a de-
praved appetite; and when we see the hosts of the
intelligent youth of our land daily swelling the
ranks, we shrink heart-sickened from the sad spec-
tacle.

Go to the abode of poverty and wretchedness;
survey the cheerless apartment dimly lighted, cold
and scantily furnished; look upon the heart-broken
mother, surrounded by her almost famished little
ones, crying for bread; and behold the work of rum.
Where is the father who should have made this com-*
fortless place a home of sunshine and love?—the
husband, who once, in all the noble pride of man-
hood, vowed to love and protect, in sickness and
in health, in prosperity and adversity, her who is
now so cruelly neglected, sharing with him the
bitter dregs of his disgrace; her only joy, the light
of other days, and the hope beyond. Alas! he is
amid the drunken revel, forgetful alike of wife and
child, squandering his small earnings for that
which robs the soul-light from his features, and
impairs all moral and spiritual beauty. His once
noble intellect is weakened; Ms high sense of honor
gone. The beautiful temple of his heart is dese-
crated by unholy passions, which once dared not
cross its threshold. The sacred fires of affection
burn dimly on their altar. His love for the good
and beautiful scarce finds a resting place in Ms
bosom. Sad wreck of humanity; naught but the
healing waters of repentence can wash the foul
stains from thy soul.

But there is another class—the moderate drinkers,
the men of respectability—who, occupying high
position in society, exert a far more pernicious
influence than the poor inebriate. Many a young
man is irrevocably drawn into the vortex of intem-
perence through the influence of this class. " Only
one glass," is strongly urged upon him; and not
having sufficient moral courage to refuse, he yields.
The next step is more easy, and at last conscience
ceases to upbraid, and he becomes a habitual
drinker.

Mothers, you have a great work to perform.
Your influence is all-powerful, and if directed in the
right channel, may do much to resist the progress of
this fell destroyer. Would you see your son wise
and good? Would you have Mm gain that emi-
nence to which there is no easy way of access-
moral and spiritual excellence ? Have you foreseen
the many obstacles wMch he must encounter? Ee
meets with difficulties at almost every step; but
strong of heart he presses on. "Excelsior" is his
motto; and he scales every barrier to Ms progress.
At last he gains the acme of true human greatness.
Behold Mm! A crown of glory encircles Ms manly
brow—more precious than ever bedecked the head
of king or conqueror—a crown richly set with gems
of priceless value—Truth, Virtue, Integrity, Tem-
perance, Perseverence, and Diligence.^ Is this the
future you have marked out for Mm? Instill into
Ms mind, while yet a tender-hearted boy, lessons
which will nerve him " to do and to dare." Teach
him to shun the intoxicating cup as he would a
viper. Imbue' him with strength of purpose, whioa
will enable Mm to withstand every temptation, in
whatever guise.

Sister, you may do much to fortify ^pour brother
against this and its kindred vices. Merit Ms love
and honorj and wherever he is, your confidence in
him will shield him from a thousand snares. He is,
perhaps, in the army; necessarily surrrounded by
many demoralizing influences; associated with those
whom, if left to his choice, he would shun. When
temptation with its countless allurements assails
Mm, does he seem to hear your low, earnest voice,
gently and lovingly entreating him to be true to
himself? If so, your love will be a talisman, keep-
ing him from evil; and mercifully spared, he will
return to you sound in principal, a hero of whom
you may be justly proud.

Yes, young woman, you exert an influence incal-
culably great The morals of young men are, to a
great extent, entrusted to your guidance. As a true
woman, you are exalted in Ms eyes as a model of
purity, truth, and excellence. Your manners, words,
and actions, all have an influence for good or evil.
By these you may tolerate habits of intemperance,
and thus inflict a lasting injury upon society. This
you may do in many ways. At home or abroad, as
the case may be, you meet with a young friend who
is passionately fond of the wine cup; but fearing for
Ms own safety, has struggled hard against the crav-
ings of his appetite, and resolved on total abstinence
as Ms only safeguard. He declines the proffered
cup, but you thpiightlessly urge it upon Mni, merely
for the selfish pleasure of having Mm conform to

your wishes,, till at length you win him from hi;
purpose. His resolution being thus shaken, he
becomes unstable, and his decline is rapid.* lias
your influence done notMng toward his downfall?
When you associate with unprincipled young men
who " tarry long at the wine," not only is your own
character injured thereby, but those who have never
"quaffed the madening beverage of shame," bein
powerfully influenced by your example, look upo:
it with more tolerance.

Then, let all who have the best interests 6
humanity at heart, shun the "goblet dark with sin,'
and discountenance its use both by word an
example.

" Away from the revel! the night star is up;
Away, come away, there is strife in the cup;
There is shoutingof song, there is wine in the bowl;
But listen and think, they will madden thy soul."

Onondaga Valley, N. Y., 1862. MARION.

[Written for Moore's Rural.New-Yorker.]

SKETCHES BY CANDLELIGHT-No. II.

" THAT is the man that married my first love."
START not, young wife, as your husband quietly

points out the man that married his first love; nor
grieve that the love you guard with such jealous
care was ever given tp another. That other, a fair,
blue-eyed maiden, may have been fully worthy o]
his boyish love. But as he reached maturer years,
he found that his aspiring nature demanded some-
thing more to complete it than was embodied in he:
who had elicited his first love. He wished one more
elevated in intellectual and social life; one, in fact,
who was the completion of Mmself. So he sought
you from all the world.
. And do not think they were idle words he uttered

when he asked you to share life's fortune with him,
and said frankly that he could give you an undi
vided heart. When he told you of his early love, <o
how wildly his heart beat at the thought of his
MART, of how many airy castles he had built, how
all these/ancies had returned to their original ele
ment,—when he told you this, and of how, afwr th(
lapse of years, he looked upon life as it really is—a
strange commingling of joys and sorrows, and asked
you to share them with him, he was sincere. You
believed Mm to be so. Do not doubt him now.
When in after years he casually speaks of Ms " first'
love," do not let it chill your heart, but rather help
him to cherish the memory of those virtues that
awakened his boyish admiration and love. And
believe me, he will not love you less for so doing.

Let your mind wander back to the days of your
girlhood. Does not memory reveal a tall, delicate
youth, with rich brown curls falling over Ms noble
brow; with "eyes that looked love to eyes that
Bpake again?" Do you not remember how you two
wandered in the soft twilight, wMspering words of
love and undying devotion to each other? How
bright you thought the future. Little did you think
then that those vows, made in such good faith,
would ever become irksome, or that they would be
mutually revoked. Little did you think then,
;hat as you went into the great world, you would
learn how ill adapted to each other you two were.
Time rolled on. You met again. You talked of the
present, past, and future. You parted as friends;
nothing more.

Years, it may be, passed ere you met the "twin
soul of your existence." He became your husband.
Did you not give him your whole heart? Yes, if
you are a true wife, you did. Yet, you will often
find memory lingering over the days of your "first
ove." You may not chide it, or deem it in the

least recreant to the love you freely give your hus-
band. You feel conscious that in the first love the
"blind god" led you captive at Ms will. Reason
was slumbering then. But now it has become'
aroused, and you have let it guide you in your
second and true love. It selected your husband. In
Mm you have found the completion of yourself, and
are happy. Therefore, do not chide your husband,
or think that he loves you less, if he sometimes
reverts to the past. Remember your own heart-
history. Be thankful that reason guided you both,
and resolve that it shall be your guide in fjiture.

Meadville, Pa., 1862. G. T. vr.

WHAT A WOMAN SAYS ABOUT WOMEN.

MEN have written so well and so ill about the
;entle sex, that we don't much mind their words of

satire or panegyric; but when a woman takes up
the iheme, we listen with interest and lively expec-
tation. Some years ago an English Duchess wrote
the following spirited and piquant essay toucMng
women'in love:"
"Women, acute and Well-judging on other sub-

ects, are blind as beetles when man addresses the
language of love to them. A moral mist rises
before their understandings; they become credulous
as bigots, and the poor man, even if Ms suit be
hopeless, is instantly invested with some sort of
merit, by virtue of the tender passion.

"It is remarkable, too, that in the inverse ratio to
ther things, experience in these affairs seems not
nly to avail a woman nothing, but to throw her off

her guard. 'To refuse twenty good offers and
marry an apprentice at 30,' is next to a proverb.
Well-seasoned hearts, perforated with many an
,rrow from Love's quiver, have always some weak
ipot in them, and yield often in a minute.

"For my own part, from intimate observation of
my own sex—the result of many friendly confidings
—I would sooner trust the discernment of sixteen,
ia these matters, than of six-and-tMrty. And while
it is usual to talk of the dangers of eighteen, and
tie folly of young girls, the moralists who wish well
So womankind should point out the shoals of eight-
nd thirty, the extreme rashness of forty, the next
to madness of forty-five."

A USEFUL HINT TO PARENTS. —A writer says,
speaking of the deaths of children, that "many
mysterious dispensations oi Providence'" would be
averted if children were restricted to light suppers,
say a moderate supply of bread and milk or milk
and rice. They would then be less troubled with
cold feet and restless brains at night. A load of
bod in the stomach withdraws blood from the rest
of the body, and leaves the lower extremities coJd,
while it also disturbs the brain.

,J)EUOACY.—Shame is a feeling of profanation.
'riendship, love and piety ought to be handled

with a sort of mysterious secrecy; they ought to be
speken of only in the rare moments of perfect
confidence—to be mutually understood in silence.
Many things are too delicate to be thought; many
more, to be spoken.—Novalis.

To give inpral subjects their true relief, vou
equire,asin tl\e stereqscope, to look through two
passes, that of the intellect and that of the heart.

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

UNDER THE SNOW.

UNDER the snow—is there anything there?
Anything hid from the frosty air?
Yes, there are many things hidden low
Under the frost and under the snow.

Many a bright thing lying dead
In its cold and chilly bed;
But it shall not be always so,
They shall still live that are under {he snow.

Deeply imprisoned the Crocus lies,
Nor once looks out at the wintry skies;
But the bright sun smiles, and the soft winds blow,
And the Crocus rises from under the snow.

Down in the glen, and deep in the shade,
A narrow, little grave was made;
And sadly we laid the dear one low,
And our hearts are buried there under the snow.

But the Angel of Hope, on radiant wing,
Flies to our spirits, a joy to bring.
He bids us wait till the trump shall blow,
And GOD shall call her from " under the snow."

Carmel, Putnam Co., N. Y., 1862. EMMA.
— — » • » • — • —
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" W H I T H E R SHOULD OUR LIVES LEADP'

THE traveler in the journey of life often finds both
pleasure and profit in glancing backward over the
path he has trod. He sees in the distance the intri-
cate windings of that path; now passing beneath
over-arching trees; now curving around refreshing
springs bordered with velvet mosses and. fragrant
flowers; anon leading through deep and dangerous
passes, where dark rocks frown down in dreary
grandeur, and the rushing torrent foams and surge
as if eager to swallow up the unwary; then creeping
up the weary ascent, where dangers thicken al
around. All these—the flowers, the trees, the mur-
muring waters, the rocky pass, and steep ascent—are
blended into one living picture, revealed to his-view.
Looking thus at the long road over which he has
passed, he remembers, with a sweet thrill of delight,
the pleasures which he has enjoyed; his heart throbs
with exultation at the difficulties which he has over-
come, and melting into loving thankfulness at the
dangers from which he has been rescued, what won-
der that he should strive tolift the vail which hides
the future from* his view. And yet all in vain, in
some respects, the attempt; the future path, its
beauties, its cares, its blessings, its bereavements,
are. alike vailed by the hand of mercy. Only day
by day are they to be disclosed to his vision, like
the unrolling of a vast panorama; a life-long series
of bright, dissolving views. Many a sweet hope
shall fade as the canvas shall slowly unroll; many
a picture of sorrow and death will be painted there
to strike the tortured heart of the beholder dumb
with anguish; many a joy, unthougot, undreamed,
will dawn in beauty before those watching eyes.

This long, living march, in which he is not a mere
spectator, but a moving, feeling actor, shall it be
one which shall eventually lead to a great and glo-
rious termination? This'is a question he alone must
answer. Shall his paih lead " upward and onward "
to the enchanted mountains which are purpling in
the distance before him, where the sun of Truth
lights up the scenery with its heavenly radiance; or
shall it lead down where the black shades of Error
rest like the storm clouds' darksome wings, where
Truth hides her shining face, and the fitful glare of
electric passion alone lights up the dangers which
surround him? Shall his life-be a noble success or
a sad and disgraceful failure? Portentous questions
these—which are too often carelessly forgotten, but
which, nevertheless, must be answered. If the heart
does not deliberately choose for itself, the future
life will surely shape the answer, step by step, and
day by day. We may tread the upward path if we
will choose it; not that in thus choosing we can
avoid the sorrows of a common humanity, but we
may learn lessons of wisdom therefrom; not that
bus the bright dreams of youth may be realized, but

the prize of all prizes, a life of holy,purpose and
noble deeds, may be attained.

How few there are who pause as they are about to
step into active life and seriously ask and answer
the question, " What shall my future life be, and
whither shall it lead?" Yet all "hope to reach
the same glorious termination—the same peaceful
haven. The most vicious do not at first choose to
tread the downward path; they only fail to choose
the upward track, and without purpose or definite
aim, float down the troubled way. What would we
think of the mariner who would hope to reach a
haven of safety without chart, compass, or guiding
helm? If he would reaoh tie desired haven of rest,
he must grasp the helm aid keep a watchful eye
upon the magic needle. The storms may descend,
and wild waves howl; these he must endure with a
brave and hopeful heart, never yielding. The helm
is in his own hand, and in no other care can he
repose the sacred trust Just so in the journey of
life; he who thoughtfully and prayerfully deter-
mines to tread the upward path • must work his
own way—his motto must be to "will and to do."

We are placed here amid dangers of every descrip-
tion, troubles are around us and temptations assail
us; and to lead us safely through them all, the " right
good will" must be exercised. Said the brave but
unfortunate "KOSSUTH, "There are no obstacles to
him who wills." This glorious maxim must, of
course, be understood ia a comparative sense.
There are barriers which no human will can move;
arrlers built up in mercy and wisdom to wall us

from unseen dangers and lurking foes. There are
dark and dismal passages.through which we must

ass, to find the brighter sunshine and the sweeter
eace beyond. But if we would accomplish aught

for the right, if we would execute the noble pur-
poses which the heart conceives, we must have
Will for our helm and Tiuth for our guiding star.
But we must not rest witl willing alone; we must
also " do;" for action is the essence of material life,
mental and moral—it ia tie great first law ot the
universe; the gem-eyed stars sing of it in their
nightly rounds; the wMte moon whispers it to us as
she looks down upon us in all the varying phases of

er silvery beauty; the sun speaks of it as he comes
like a conqueror through tie golden gates of morn-
ing, and flashes it back in the crimson and purple
draperies which he throwe athwart the evening's
star-gemmed brow; the witers sing of it in their
estless wanderings to the tea; each unfolding leaf,
rarsting bud, and blushing blossom, whispers the
lame leeson. Varied and countless the notes may
je, but they all join with universal harmony to
iwell the grand anthem of the universe. Man
alone would strike a discordant note; he alone
would stand back timid and irresolute, or careless
and indifferent; he alone is content to be a mere

idler, floating whither the waves may chance to bea
him. Is it thus that noble purposes are executed ?

All would willingly be great, noble, good, if thej
could be so without working systematically and ener-
getically for it. Buthow many shrinkfrom answerin
honestly the question, "Whither shall our lives lead ?'
Some, indeed, choose; but how unwisely, how unwor-
thily. The greater proportion, perhaps, start in pur-
suit of the glittering treasure, gold, and all the sweetest
and most delicate flowers of life are crushed beneath
the iron heel of trade; virtue, and truth, and love,
are all passed with hurried steps in the wild race
the heart grows cold and hard, the soul contracted
and distorted, and the noblest powers of a God
given intellect are prostituted to the most sordi
dealings. All the avenues to^he heart are closet
with golden shields, the useful servant is raised tc
the position of an exacting. task-master, and tha
which, if rightly used, is a source of comfort to th
fortunate possessor, and of blessing to those with
whom he is connected, becomes, through the inordi-
nate love lavished upon it, a torment if not a curse
and the "noblest work of G O D " degenerates into
that wretched thing, a miser. But if you would
tread the upward path, you must walk with a noble
life than this; a life in unison with the Creator'
intentions; a life in which to do right is the grea
main-spring; a life which strives to lighten the toil
of others, while it shirks no duty for itself; a lift
which strives to render the world the wiser, the bet
ter, the happier for its presence. There are moment
when thoughts of such a life sweep over the heart
like the western breezes over the Eolian harp
strings,and stir the sweetest emotions there; the bright
eye kindles, the young cheek flushes, the fresh hear
quickens with a sudden thrill, and youthful lips
murmur, " Such a life shall be mine." But alas
how often does the excitement die away like the
momentary flush on the cheek, and the noble pur-
poses of the heart are abandoned—often, perhaps,
through fear of failure.

True it is, that though the path of rectitude is open
to all, yet that which leads to success in great under-
takings is traversed by few. Many a giant intellee
has conceived the purpose which it never could exe-
cute; many a gallant heart has battled nobly with
the wrong, and died for the cause which it could not
serve while living; and other hearts less noble and
less brave have reaped the reward of their life-long
toil. History is filled with the names of such men
and we feel, as we read the record of their lives, that
there is a grandeur in the attempt at noble deeds,
al though the heart perishes in the struggle. Ho w was
it with the heroic FRANKLIN and Ms devoted wife?
What heart has not followed his brave but unsuc-
cessful career with thrills of admiration and enthu-
siasm? What eye has not been dimmed by the
sympathetic tear for the constant wife, whose heart,
true as the needle to the pole, could not turn from
he ice-bound North until the awful mystery which
mshrouded his fate had been dispelled? Who
would not rather rest in an ice-bound tomb with
him, after a life of noble endeavor, than sink to the
last sleep on a bed of down with the thought that
the wprld had not been the wiser, .the better, the
happier that we had lived?

True it is that all cannot fill high stations, but
blessed thought) we may answer wisely, if we will,

the question, " Whither shall our lives lead?" This
is a vital query, which, though treated here with
feeble pen, might well enlist the powers of the
mightiest intellect; it is a question in the solution
of which even the heavenly hosts take an interest;
it is a question which, if each person would answer
as they should, we would no longer need prophets
to tell of the millennial day to dawn—its glories
would already adorn earth and sky. K. S. T.

East Henrietta, N. Y.', 1862.

BAD ENGLISH PUNCTUATION".

ONE capital fault which pervades and vitiates
many people's compositions, is ignorance of the
principles of punctuation. Sometimes nothing of
this sort is attempted, and sometimes dashes are
made to do duty indiscriminately. From this fol-
lows, as a necessary consequence, a general loose-
ness of construction in the sentences. They are
sure to be more or less deformed and ill-condi-
ioned; with participial clauses running loose, or
•elatives whose references are uncertain. Short
sentences and short words are generally best, inas-
much as they are less likely to be misunderstood,
and do not require' to be read twice. Sometimes the
meaning expressed is entirely different from the one
intended, or at all events is susceptible of various
nterpretations. Some sentences are so clumsily
iut together, that, if printed as written, they would
>e almost unintelligible; just because the writers
ave, through laziness or ignorance, accustomed

iemselves to scribble on without inserting the
>roper stops as they go. They "stand not upon
>oints." They forget how they began the sentence,

and how it ought to end, and thus it comes out
imperfectly articulated.—Leisure Hour.

RESTRAINT OR. NO RESTRAINT.

EDMUND LAWTON, M. D., makes the following
jtatement:—So far as my memory goes, about thirty

s educated in this way, that is, in contempt of
ll useful knowledge and occupation, spent their
lays in reading novels, the lives and confessions of.
nrates and murderers, etc., and their nights in the
itreets, dram-shops, gambling saloons, circus, and
heater. At the age of forty-five, one had been
ung for murder, one for robbing the mail, a"nd

hree as pirates; five died in the penitentiary, and
seven lived and died as useless vagabonds about
the streets; three were useful mechanics, and the
fate of the remainder is unknown. Of about forty
ducated with me by a1 really moral and scientific
lacher, under the old fogy Puritanic system of

restraint, as it is now called by young America^ at
ihe age of fifty-five, one was a member of Congress,
ne judge of the Circuit Court, three physicians,
ve lawyers, fourteen were dead and the remainder

ianners and mechanics, and so far as known not one
f them was ever called before the bar of Ms coun-

t y on a criminal charge; and they all had comfort-
ble homes, except two or three, and every one was
lassably respectable.

PIED POOR!" as if anybody could die rich, and
in that act of dying did not lose the grasp upon title,
deed, and bond, and go away a pauper, out of time.
No gold, no jewels, no lands, nor tenements. And
yet men have been buried by charity's hands who
did die rich; died worth a thousand thoughts of
beauty, a thousand pleasant memories, and a thou-
iand hopes restored.

SOME things come by odd names. The most
incommon quality in man* is called "common
sense," and a paper half a mile long is a « brief."

["Written for Moore's Rural Kew-Yorker.]

H E C A R E T H F O R Y O U .

HE careth for you, oh! ye weary!
With the sweat upon your brow;

He has cared for you forever,
And He. careth for you now.

He careth for you when the shadows
Rend the sunbeam joys apart,

When Time's moaning blasts are wailing
Through the chambers of your heart.

He careth for you, gentle maiden,
When your heart is sad and lone;

Yes, He careth when the friendship
Of this heartless world is flown.

He careth for you,' fainting manhood,
With the dust of toilsome years

Clinging to your wornout garments—
Moistened only by your tears.

He careth for you, oh ! ye Nations!
. With your sounds of war and strife,

And He, at last, will bear you safely
To the shores of better Life.

He careth for you ! Blest assurance!
Naught unnoticed by His eye,—

Not a sparrow falleth earthward,
But He watcheth till it die.

He oareth for you, every mortal;
None so humble, none so low,

But He' would bring you to be white'ned,
Where Life's eternal rivers flow.

He careth for you! cease your sighings!
Take His hand and go your way,

And He'll lead you to the glory
Of an everlasting day.

Five Corners, N. Y., 1862. F. L. K.
: » • • • «

[Written for Moorg's Rural New-Yorker.]

KIND "WORDS.

HEAVINESS in the heart of man maketh it stoop, but a good
word maketh it glad.—Proverbs 12:25.

'WHO has not felt the truth of this proverb in
ill health, or during some discouraging prospect
ahead, and has not' felt the heart sink like lead in
the bosom? Every grief or care we ever knew
rises in remembrance before us; every cheerful
thing takes on a dark coloring; our world seems
covered by the clouds of despondency, whose dark-
ness falls on the spirit But how soon the feelings
change, if some sympathizing friend speaks a good,
kind, hearty word in our favor. It seems like the
light of the sun piercing the clouds and bringing
warmth to vegetation; it chases away the haze of
doubt which enveloped our minds, and makes our
hearts glow with love. How lightly,then we can
bear the same burdens that oppressed us so heavily
befbre.

The power of lrind words to soothe the weary is
almost unbounded. They subdue the stubborn and
rebellious spirit easier than any amount of opposi-
tion, "if we could realize their full effects on others,
we might resolve never to utter any other. We are
all liable to seasons of depression, when the heart
stoops under its burdens, and happy are they who
encounter friends who understand and apply the
remedy which maketh the heart glad. B. C. i>.

Geneva, Wis.; 1862.

THE BROKEN BUCKLE.

You have read in history of that hero, who, when
an overwhelming force was in full pursuit, and all
his followers were urging Mm to a more rapid flighty
coolly dismounted to repair a flaw in his horse's
harness. While busied with the broken buckle, the
distant, cloud swept down in nearer thunder; but
just as the prancing hoofs and eager spears were
ready to dash upon Mm, the flaw was mended, and
ike a swooping falcon he had vanished from their
riew. The broken buckle would have left him on
the field, a dismounted and inglorious prisoner; the
timely delay sent him in safety back to Ms bustling
comrades. There is in daily life the same luckleBS
precipitancy, and the same profitable delay. The
man who, from Ms prayerless awakening, bounces
into the business of the day, however, good his tal-
ents and great his diligence, is only galloping upon
a steed harnessed with a broken buckle, and must
not marvel if, in Ms hottest haste, or most hazard-
ous leap, he be left ingloriously in the dust; and
though it may occasion some little delay beforehand,
Ms neighbor is wiser who sets all in order before the
march begins.—Bev. J. Hamilton.

» . • . »—,
HOW TO HEAR.

THB following quaint illustration of the necessity
if a- devout and meditative hearing of the Word,
•s from a volume of sermons by an oid writer,

William Fenner, A. M., some time minister of
tochford, Essex." It contains a forcible lesson for
icarers of the gospel of our day:

It is with the Word as it is with a salve: if a man
hat hath never so good a salve should do nothing
jut lay it to the wound, and take it off, lay it on and
take it off, it will not heal the wound; and no
marvel. Why? He will not let it lye on. The best
salve will not heal the soare, nor eat out the corrup-
tion, unlesse it be bound on and let lye. So it is
with the Word; many a soal hears it; heart, con-
science, affections, all toucht; but when he is gone
»ut of the church, all is gone — his affections dye,
lis heart dyes, and his conscience becomes unfruit-
ul. Why? He is stiU removing of the salve, and
yill not let it lye on; therefore the Word over-
powers not his corruptions. The Word is like the
ialve; conviction of conscience is like the laying on
>f the salve; meditation is the binding of it to

the eoare.
, • • . • _

ORIGIN or SALVATION.—Mercy, rich mescy, is
the origin of my salvation. Nothing else could
originate i t God never did anything else like it
God acts here as he acts nowhere else, and I feel
myself bound to Mm by a loftier principle than
any which binds an arch-angel in heaven. If sin
is the greatest evil, salvation is the greatest of all

od's wonderful achievements. For me mercy
perates ; for me—a sinner, a wanderer from God,
hom justice not only, but all God's other goodness

would properly have left to the eternal wages of
sin—rich, mercy intervenes, and originates the sal-
tation of God.—Dr. Spencer.

How ESTIMATED.—Religion is to be estimated
chiefly by experience. We know little, in' such
affairs, that we have not lived. Sorrow is sanctified
only to those who have summoned their highest
shergies to live above i t Bereavement is changed

to gain only when we turn from our loss to cling
more closely to the life in God and humanity-

eath is hallowed only when it makes us think and
Teel more deeply on everlasting life.
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FLAG of out Country,
Bravely wave o'er us,

Fling the broad shadow
O'er land and o'er sea;

Emblem of Freedom,
Of honor and greatness,

Wave thou forever
Unsullied and free.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., APRIL 26, 1862.

THE WAR'S PROGRESS.

FACTS, SCENES, INCHDESTTS, ETC.

The Operations of Maj.-Gen. Pope.
OUR columns have heretofore contained a brief

paragraph concerning the operations of Maj.-Gen.
Pope, upon the Mississippi, between the Island No.
10 and New Madrid, in conjunction with Com. Foote;
•and as these were of such magnitude as to demand
further space, we now enter somewhat into detail-
The following is Gen. Pope's official:

EXPEDITIONARY FORCES,- NEW MADRID, MO., April 9.
Major-9eneral H. W. SaMeck .-—The canal across

the peninsula opposite Island Number Ten — and
for the idea of which I am indebted to General
SehuylfT Hamilton — was completed by Colonel
Bissell's engineer regiment, and four steamers were
brought through on the night of the 6th. The heavy
batteries I had thrown up below TiptonviHe com-
pletely commanded the lowest point of the high
ground on the Tennessee shore, entirely cutting off
the enemy's retreat by water. His retreat by land'
Jms never been possible through the swamps. On
tne night of the 4th, Capt Walke, of the navy, ran
the enemy's batteries at Island No. 10, with the gun-
boat Carondolet, and reported.to me here. On the
night of the 6th the gunboat PittBburg also ran the
blockade. Our transports were brought into the
river from the bayou, where they had been kept
'concealed, and at daylight on the seventh day had
-Paine's division loaded. The canal had been a pro-
digiously laborious work. It was twelve miles long,
six miles of which were through heavy timber, which
had to be sawed off by hand four feet under water.

The enemy has lined the opposite shore with bat-
teries, extending from Island No. 10 to TiptonviHe,
Merriweather Landing, to prevent the passage of
the river by this army. I directed Captain Walke to
run down with the two gunboats at daylight on the
7th, to the point selected for crossing, and silence
the enemy's batteries near i t He performed the
service gallantly, and I here bear testimony to the
I6horough and brilliant manner in which this officer
discharged his difficult duties with me, and to the
hearty and earnest zeal with which, at all hazards,
he co-operated with me.

As soon as he signaled me, the boats containing
Paine's division moved out from the landing and
began to cross the river. The passage of this wide,
iurious. river, by our large forcej was one of the most
magnificent spectacles I ever witnessed. By twelve
d'clock that night, (the 7th,) all the forces designed
to cross the river were over, without delay or
accident

As soon as we commenced to cross, the enemy be-
gan to evacuate Island No. 10 and his batteries
along the shore. The divisions were pushed on to
Tiptonville as fast as they landed, Paine's leading.
The enemy was driven before him; and although
thev made several attempts to form in line of battle
and make a stand, Paine did not once deploy his
columns. The enemy was pushed all night vigor-
ously, until, at four o'clock A. M., he was driven

"back upon the swamps and forced to surrender.
Three generals, seven colonels, seven regiments,
several battalions of infantry, five companies of ar-
tillery, over one hundred heavy Biege guns, twenty-
four pieces of field artillery, an immense quantity
of ammunition and supplies, several thousand stand
of small arms, a great number of tents, horses,
wagons, &c, have fallen into our hands.

Before abandoning Island No. 10, the enemy sunk
the gunboat Grampus and six of his transports.
These last I am raising, and expect to have ready

' for service in a few days. The famous floating bat-
tery was scuttled, and turned adrift with all her
guns aboard. She was captured and run aground
in.shoal water by our forces, at New Madrid,

Our success is complete and overwhelming. Our
trodpsj as I expected, behaved gloriously. I will, in
my lull report, endeavor to do justice to all. Brig-
adier-Generals Paine, and Stanley, and Hamilton,
crossed the river, and conducted their divisions with
untiring activity and skill. I am especially in-
debted to them. Gen. Paine, fortunate in having
the advance, exhibited unusual vigor and courage,
arid had the satisfaction to receive the surrender of
the enemy. Of Col. Bissell, of the engineer regi-
mentj I can hardly say tdb much. Full of resource,
untiring and determined) he labored night and day,
and completed a work which will be a monument of
enterprise and sklil.

We have crossed this great river, with a large
army, the banks of which are lined with batteries
of the. enemy to oppose our passage; have pursued
arid captured all his forces and material of war; arid
have not Tost a man nor met with an accident.

JOHN POPE, Major-GeneraL
The New Madrid correspondent of the Cincinnati

Commercial, under date of the 8th inst, gives a
description of this pursuit, which we copy:

ALL READY TO START.—Thirty-six hours ago the
command under Major-General Pope were quietly
snoozing in their camps at this place. The bugles
sound, and ten thousand men, with bayonets brist-
ling, are marching toward the river, with blankets
and knapsacks, and rations in their haversacks for
three days. Our well manned batteries, which lined
our shore, aided by two gunboats that had run the
Island 10 blockade, effectually silenced six or seven
large batteries of the rebels. To make sure that no
stray rebel should be given a chance shot, Captain
Lew. Marshall, of Geiu Pope's staff, made a flying
visit to one which was near a point where we wished
to land, and spiked the guns.

OVERLAND NAVIGATION. — All this done, and
forthwith, to the astonished eyes of rebels, came
slowly steaming out of the woods four fine steamers.,
able to carry «asily three thousand men! This las
was the unkindest cut of all. They felt sore that
General Pope should have out-generaled them out
of New Madrid; but the idea, so sacrilegious in its
character, of bringing, in opposition to all1 the laws
of nature, " steamboats overland," was too much,
Yes, the cut of that canal was an unkind cut, and
they broke arid ran in disgust. One rebel officer
said tome to-day, "We had heard all about that
canal, but we did not believe it could be done."

THE PURSUIT.—Our trodps landed'at twelve yes-
terday arid oommenced the pursuit—down across
tfep Kentucky line into the swamps of Tennessee.
Now, the rebels' sire long-Maded and van well, if
th*y do riot fight This fact bur Wystfari testify to.

They were some hours ahead, but, unfortunately,
the General was a little ahead of them—two gun-
boats with open countenances were sending up great

olumns of smoke at the entrance to "Reelfoot
Lake," the only point they could embark on their
boats, some fifteen miles below, while upon the op-
posite side the gallant Palmer stood to his batteries,
ready to give an aqueous interment to as many as
gave him opportunity. Here they went—Tennes-
see, Arkansas,. Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana—
puffing, blowing, and swearing at the " unchival-
rous" treatment, as Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and Iowa
stepped on their heels, and occasionally pulled at
the coat tails that stuck out so invitingly. Once in
a while they would get mad and shoot, and have
the compliment returned ; but it, was the old song,
"nobody hurt"

TRAPPED. — When the poor fellows found our
battery planted below, and the two gunboats with
the stars and stripes ahead of them, and their half-
dozen cowardly gunboats taken good care to leave
them, they appeared to resign themselves to their
fate. They sat down on logs, crawled into tree
tops, dodged into houses, and went promiscuously
loose. Guns and cartridge boxes were thrown
away—clothing and blankets, ammunition, lumber
of all kinds, from the favorite eighteea inch tooth-
pick to a thirty-two pounder, lay along their line
of march—even the march of the chivalry, one of
whom " at any time whips five Yankees." But one
division of our little army reached the enemy until
they were all made prisoners. General Payne was
in the advance, and both he and his men did their
duty like true soldiers. Gen, Pope and staff slept
in a deserted mansion upon the border of Tennessee,
and early in the morning took a steamer, which
landed them by eight o'clock at Tiptonville (Mem-
weather's Landing.) Soon after his arrival the
prisoners began coming in.

WELCOMING THE VISITORS.—Gen. McCall was
first in command, and had formally surrendered his
force. He marched it in about nine. I almost felt
sorry, the poor fellows looked so chopfallen. Gen-
Pope bad just two regiments to receive them, while
the force surrendered was seven regiments from
Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama and
Louisiana. They were ordered to stack their arms
in camp, and marched to the bank of the river by
companies and regiments. Besides these regiments
there were a number of batteries and boatmen.
Generals Stanly and Hamilton soon came up with
their divisions, and began the " grand hunt" for ibe
dodging soldiers who preferred to go south to spend
the summer. It was nothing strange to see half a
dozen of our soldiers bringing in fifty armed men..
Now, it may seem strange, but it is true. I never
yet saw men so completely humiliated. Some of
their officers were as dashing and bloviating as
ever. One says, "Well, I have been fighting all
my life, but it's over with me now. I am a prisoner,
but, gentlemen, you cannot subdue the South. Just
as sure as you live, the next great battle we will
whale you to death. You can't whip the South."

The correspondent of the Missouri Democrat,
under date of the 7th, gives the following account
of the capture of the rebel batteries :

THE GUNBOATS.—As soon as it became sufficiently
light, the Pittsburg and Carondolet were prepared
for action. Yesterday afternoon the Carondolet
made an extended reconnoissance from here" to
Point Pleasant It was known the rebels had
erected batteries on the Kentucky shore to oppose
any attempt of the New Madrid army at crossing,
but the magnitude of their operations was not un-
derstood. Hardly had Capt. Walke's vessel pro-
ceeded a hundred yards down stream, when one
masked battery opened, the ball going wide of its
mark. Returning the fire and passing on, five dif-
ferent works, at advantageous points on the Ken-
tucky shore, were discovered. For a while the
cannonading was heavy, but the rebel balls fell
harmless. Before night the Carondolet silenced
their lower battery, ten miles from here. Its garri-
son fled, and a cutter being sent on shore, the guns
were spiked. It was then dark, and the vessel
returned. Thus affairs were this morning.

THE ENGAGEMENT.—At half-past five the Caron-
dolet and Pittsburg left New Madrid, keeping near
the Kentucky shore, and in a few moments the
engagement began. For a time it raged furiously,
and occasionally boats and shore would be hid
from view in a dense smoke ; then a breeze would
hurry it away, and the combatants be again re-
vealed. Aroun<J the battery engaged, forms could
be seen for a few moments plying busily the means
of resistance; but as the iron sides belched out
regularly and rapidly their destructive missiles,
the dark objects suddenly left the works and flitted
away into the wood. An instant's scrambling over
fences, a hurried flight across narrow fields, and
they were gone. Some more shell are rained into
the fort, then a boat lands, finds it deserted, the
guns are spiked, and the vessels proceed on.
Another battery opens, arid proves a more formid-
able antagonist Its guus are larger and better
served ; the shot come 'Closer, arid two hit the
Carondolet, one passing in near the stern and out
by the rudder, injuring slightly the steering appa-
ratus. The Carondolet drops momentarily back,
and the Pittsburg continues. One rebel gun car-
riage has been shivered to pieces by a rifle ball,
but the largest cannon, a sixty-four, still answers.
Another shot into the earthworks, sending a cloud
of dirt up in the air. After that ihere is no response,
several shell are thrown, but no rebels can be seen.
A boat lands as before, and finds they have fled.
The guas in this fort are a sixty-four and two
thirty-twos.

THE BATTERIES FORSAKEN.—That finishes the
engagement—the other works, mounting only one
gun each, are forsaken, the gunboats have proved
victorious, and the Kentucky shore, is freed from
its late occupants. All this happens before nine
o'clock. That the rebels had determined to make
a desperate stand and prevent our forces crossing,
was sufficiently demonstrated on visiting their
works. These are situated at distances of one and
two miles apart, and skillfully constructed. Some
had rifle pits, branching out and running along the
banks on each Bide for a distance of half a mile.
In forming them no respect was paid to private
property, the pits being dag through yards, and
what had been beautiful gardens completely de-
stroyed. The earthworks were high and strong,
and the positions chosen excellent It was sur-
prising they had been so quickly abandoned.

THE REBEL PANIC —Being told there was a de-
serted camp half a mile back, we went out to it. In
a lane we found two field pieces (6-pounders) aban-
doned, and near by were tents for a regiment Fires
for cooking were smouldering, various articles of
food burned to cinders over the coals, and tables set
with tin -plates. The flight, lik&many indulged in
fate}y,had been1* sp'eedy' one,1 partaking of the Char-

PITTSBURGH!!!:

WOOD

B A T T L E OW P I T T S B U R & - D I S P O S I T I O N OB1 T H E F O R C E S .

THE above map, taken from the N. Y. Tribune, shows the disposition of the opposing forces at the
battle of Pittsburg, more correctly Shiloh. This map was carefully drawn by a person familiar with
the ground and position of the two armies, and who was present at the battle.

acter of a panic. Several letters written for mailing
southward were found, it being stated in some that
the Federal attacking force was eighty thousand.
One from New Orleans announced that seventeen
gunboats there were ready for launching. Others
were filled with fabulous stories, showing that self-
deceit has not yet lost its charm to stricken ones in
benighted Dixie.

The Great Battle at Pittsburg Landing.
THE Cincinnati Gazette contains a most graphic

account of this terrible confliet, and we draw upon
it for such details as have not yet appeared in the
RURAL, and which will be perused with intense
interest by our readers:

THE BATTLE ON SUNDAY.

OUR MEN SURPRISED. — Almost at dawn, Sher-
man's pickets were driven in, a very little later
Prentiss' were, and the enemy were into the camps
almost as soon as were the pickets themselves.
Here began scenes which, let us hope, will have no
parallel in our remaining annals of the war. Many,
particularly among our officers, were not yet out of
bed. Others were dressing, others washing, others
cooking, and a few eating their breakfasts. Many
guns were unloaded, accouterments lying pell mell,
ammunition ill supplied—in short, the camps were
completely surprised—disgracefully, might be add-
ed, unless some one can nereafter give 6ome yet
undiscovered reason to the contrary—and were
taken at almost every possible disadvantage.

The first wild cries from the pickets rushing in,
and the few scattering shots that preceded their
arrival, aroused the regiments to a sense of their
peril; an instant afterwards rattling volleys of mus-
ketry poured through the tents, while, before there
was time for thought of preparation, there came
rushing through the woods, with lines of battle
sweeping the whole fronts of the division camps
and bending down on either flank, the fine, dashing,
compact columns of the enemy. Into the just-
aroused camps thronged the rebel regiments, firing
sharp volleys as they came, and springing forward
upon our laggards with the bayonet; for while their
artillery, already in position, was tossing shells to
the further side of the encampments, scores were
shot down as they were running, without weapons,
hatless, coatless, toward the river. The searching
bullets found other poor unfortunates in their tents;
and there, all unheeding now, they still slumbered,
while the unseen foe rushed on. Others fell as they
were disentangling themselves from the flaps that
formed the doors to their tents; others as they were
buckling on their accouterments; others as they
were vainly trying to impress on the cruelly ex-
ultant enemy their readiness to surrender. Officers
were bayoneted in their beds, and left for dead,
who, through the whole two days' fearful struggle,
lay there gasping :in their agony, and on Monday
evening were found in their gore, inside their tents,
and still able to tell the tale.

Such were the fearful disasters that opened the
rebel onset on the lines of Buckland's brigade in
Sherman's division. Similar, though perhaps less
terrible in some of the details, was the iate ot Pren-
tiss' eritire front.

Meantime our shattered regiments did what they
could. Falling rapidly back through the heavy
woods till they gained a protecting ridge, firing as
they ran, and making what resistance men thus sit-
uated might, Sherman's men succeeded in partially
checking the rush of tie enemy—long enough to
form their hasty line of battle. Meantime the other
two brigades of the division (to the right) sprang
hastily to their arms, and had barely done so when
the enemy's lines came sweeping up against their
fronts too, and the battle thus opened fiercely along
Sherman's whole line on the right

Buckland's brigade had been compelled to aban
don their camps without a struggle. Some of th^
regiments, it is even said, ran without firing a gun;.
It is certain that parts of regiments, both here and
in other divisions, ran disgracefully. Y«t they were
not wholly without excuse. They were raw troops,
just from the usual idleness of .our "camps ot in*
Btruction," hundreds of them had never heard a gun
tired in anger, and their officers were for the most
part equally inexperienced. * * * * But they
ran, and the enemy did not fail to profit by the wild
disorder. As Buckland's brigade fell back, McGler-
nand threw forward his left to support it. Mean-
while Sherman was doing his best to rally his troops.
Exposing his own life with the same freedom with
which he demanded their offer of theirs, he did much
to save the division from utter destruction. Hilde-
brand and McDowell were compelled to retire their
brigades from their camps across the little ravine
behind; but here, for a time, they made a gallant
defense, while what was left of Buckland's was fell-
ing back in such order as it might, leaving McCler-
nand's left to take their place and check the wave
of rebel advance.

CAPTURE OP GEN. PRENTISS.—Prentiss was faring
scarcely so well. Most of his troops stood their
ground,1 to beformed into line, butstrangely enough,
the line was drawn up in an open space, leaving to
the enemy the cover of the dense scrub oak in front,
from which they could pour in their volleys in com-
parative safety. The men held their position with
an obstinacy that adds new laurels to the Character
of American soldiers, but it was too late. Down on
either rflank came the overwhelming enemy.
Fiercely pushed in front, with a wall of bayonets

closing in on either side, like the contracting iron
chamber of the Inquisition, what could they do but
what they did? Speedily their resistance became
less obstinate, more and more rapidly they fell back,
and less frequent became their returning volleys.

The enemy pushed their advantage. They were
already within our lines; they had driven one divi-
sion from all its camps, and nearly opened, as they
supposed, the way to the river. Just here, between
nine and ten o'clock, McArthur's brigade, of W. H.
L. Wallace's division, pame up to give some assist-
ance to Stuart's brigade, of Sherman's division, on
the extreme left, now in imminent danger of being
cut off by Prentiss' defection. McArtnur mistook
the way, marched too far to the right, and so, instead
of reaching Stuart, came in on the other side of the
rebels, now closely pushing Prentiss. His men
opened vigorously upon the enemyj and for a time
they seemed likely still to save our imperilled divi-
sion. But coming unawares, as they seem to have
done, upon the enemy, their positions were not well
chosen, and all had to fall back together.

Brig.-Gen. Prentiss, and three regiments with
him, the 23d Missouri, of his own division, and the
12th and 14th Iowa, of those that had come to ,his
assistance, delayed their retreat too long.. Almost
before they were aware of their danger, the flankin;
forces rushed in from either side behind them, ani
they stood, perhaps two thousand strong, in the
midst of thrice their number. They threw down
their arms; and the rebels signalized their first
attack by marching three Lineolnite regiments, with
a division General, as prisoners, to their rear.

Overwhelmed by this fresh disaster, without a
General to organize them, with still hotter and hot-
ter fire to. their front and flanks, the remainder of
the division, whole regiments at a time, gave way
in disorder. For a short time a few maintained a
confused defense, retreating, halting, firing, court-
ing death l » remaining in isolated squads or com-
panies, to resist a little longer the overpowering
advance; but before ten o'clock the whole division
was in full retreat. Some regiments came off the
field in a degree of order; the most in sad confusion.

[The account proceeds with the operations of the
different divisions, and the various*fortunes which
attended them through the day. The sum of the
matter was a thorough defeat up to between four
and five o'clock. Finally, driven within half a mile
of the river, there was a lull, which was improved
by getting twenty-two guns in position and arrang-
ing the forces.]'

ANOTHER ASSAULT—HALF-PAST FOUR.—Sud-
denly a broad, sulphurous flash of light leaped
out from the darkening woods, and through the
glare and smoke came whistling the leaden hail.
The rebels were making their crowning effort for
the day, and, as was expected when our guns were
hastily- placed, they came from our left and center.
They had wasted their fire at 1,000 yards. Instanta-
neously our deep-mouthed bull-dogs flung out their
sonorous response. The rebel artillery opened, and
shell and round sTiot came tearing across the open
space back of the bluff. * * * * Very hand-
some was the response our broken infantry battal-
i#ns poured in. The enemy soon had reason to
remember that, if not

" Still in their ashes live the wonted fires,"

at least still in the fragments lived the ancient valor
that had made the short-lived rebel successes already
cost so dear.

THE GUNBOATS OPEN FIRB.—The rebel infantry
gained no ground, but the furious cannonading and
musketry continued. Suddenly new actors entered
on the stage. Our Cincinnati wooden gunboats, the
O. A. Tyler and the Lexington, had been all day
impatiently chafing for their time to come. The
opportunity was theirs. The rebels were attacking
on our left, lying where Stuart's brigade had lain on
Licking Creek in the morning, and stretching thence
in on the Hamburg r.oad, and across toward our old
center, as far as Hurlburt's camps. Steaming up to
the mouth of the little creek, the boats rounded to.
There was the ravine, cut through the bluff as if on
purpose for. their shells.

Eager to avenge the death of their commanding
General, (now known to have been killed a couple
of hours before,) and to complete the victory they
believed to be within their grasp, the rebels had
incautiously ventured within reach ot their most
dreaded antagonists, as broadside after broadside o
severi-inch shells and sixty-four pound shot soon
taught them. This was a foe they had hardly
counted on, and the unexpected fire in flank and
rear sadly disconcerted their well-laid plans. The
boats fired admirably, and with a rapidity that was
astonishing. Our twenty 4wo land guns kept up
their stormy thunder; and thus, amid a crash, and
roar, and scream of shells and demon-like hiss of
Mime balls, that Sabbath evening wore away. We
held the enemy at bay; it was enough. The pros-
pect for the morrow was foreboding, but sufficient
unto the day is the evil thereof.

THE NIGHT BETWEEN TWO BATTLES.—Stealthily
the troops crept to their new positions and lay down
in line of- battle on their arms. All through the
night Bnell's men were marching up from Savannah
to the point opposite Pittsburg Landing, and being
ferried across, or were coming up on transports.
By an hour after dark Lew. Wallace had his division
in. Through the misdirection he had received, he
had started on the' Snake Creek road proper, wnich
would have brought him in on the enemy's rear,
miles from*support and where he would; have been
gobbled at a mouthful. Getting back to -the right

road had delayed him. He at once ascertained the
position of certain rebel batteries1 which lay in front
of him on our right that threatened absolutely to
bar his advance in the morning, and selected posi-
tions for a couple of his batteries, from whieh they
could silence the one he dreaded. Placing these in
position, and arranging his brigades for support,
took him till one o'clock in the morning. Then his
wearied men lay down to snatch a few hours of
sleep before entering into the Valley of the Shadow
f Death on the morrow.

THE BATTLE ON MONDAY.

To those who had looked despairingly at the
prospects Sunday evening, it seemed strange that
the rebels did not open out on us by daybreak
again. Ttieir retreat before the bombshells of the
gunboats, however, explained the dejay. Our own
divisions were put in motion almost simultaneously.
By 7 o'clock, Lew. Wallace opened the ball by-
shelling, from the positions he had selected the night
before, the rebel battery of which mention has been
made. A brisk artillery duel, a rapid movement of
infantry across a shallow ravine as il to storm1, and
the rebels, enfiladed and menaced in front, lim-
bered up and made the opening of their Monday's
retreating.

NELSON'S ADVANCE.—TO the left we were slower
in finding the enemy. They had been compelled to
travel some distance to get out of the gunboats'
range. Nelson moved his division about the same"
time Wallace opened on the rebel battery, forming
in line of battle. Skirmishers were thrown out and
for nearly or quite a mile the division thus swept
the country, pushing a few outlying rebels before It,
tilt it came upon them in force Then a general
engagement broke out along the line, and again the
rattle of musketry and thunder ot artillery echoed
over the late silent fields. Till half past ten o'clock
Nelson advanced slowly but steadily, sweeping his
long lines over the ground ©f our sore defeat of
Sunday morning, forward over scores of rebel dead,
resistlessly pressing back the jaded and wearied
enemy. Therebelsliad received but few re-enforce-
ments during the night, their men were exhausted
with their desperate contest of the day before, and
manifestly dispirited by the evident fact that not-
withstanding their well laid plans of destruction in
detail, they were fighting Grant arid Buell combined.

Gradually, as Nelson pushed forward his lines
under heavy musketry, the enemy fell back, till
about half past ten, when, under cover of the heavy
timber and a furious cannonading, they made a
general rally. Our forces, flushed with their easy
victory, were scarcely prepared for the sudden onset
where retreat had been all they had been seeing be-
fore. Suddenly the rebel masses were hurled against
our lines with tremendous force. Our men halted,
wavered, and fell back. At this critical juncture,
Captain Terry's regular battery came dashing up.
Scarcely taking time to uulimber, he was loading
and sighting his pieces before the caissons had
turned, and in an instant was tossing shells from
24-pound howitzers into the compact and advancing
rebel ranks. HeVe was the turning point of the bat-
tle on the left The rebels were only checked, not
halted. On they came. Horse after horse from the
batteries was picked off Every private at one of
the howitzers fell, and the gun was worked by Capt.
Terry himself and a corporal. The rebels seemed
advancing. A regiment dashed up from our line,
and saved the disabled piece. Then for two hours
artillery and musketry at close range. At last they
began to waver. Our men pressed on, pouring in
deadly volleys. Just then, Buell, who assumed the
general direction of his troops in the field, came up.
At a glance he saw the chance. "Ferward at
double quick by brigades." Our men leaped for-
ward as if they had Deen tied, and were only too
mucii rejoiced to be able to move. For a quarter of
a mile the rebels fell back. Faster and faster they
ran, less and less resistance was made to the ad-
vance. At last the front camps on the left were
reached, and by half past two that point was cleared.
The rebels hail been steadily swept back over the
ground they had won, with heavy loss as they fell
into confusion; we had retaken all our own guns
lost here the day before, and one or two from the
rebelfi were left as trophies to tell in after days how
bravely that great victory over treason in Tennessee

as won.

ADVANCE OP CRITTENDEN'S DIVISION. — I have
sketched the advance of Nelson. Next to him
came CritteDden. He, too, swept forward over his
ground to the front some distance before finding the
foe. Between eight and nine o'clock, however,
while keeping Smith's brigade on his left up even
with Nelson's flank, and joining Boyle's brigade to
McCook on the right, in the grand advance, they
came upon the enemy with a battery in position, and
well supported. Smith dashed his brigade forward.
There was sharp, close work with musketry, and the
rebels fled. For half an hour, perhaps, the storm
raged around these captured guns. Then came the
reflex rebel Wave that had hurled Nelson back.
Crittenden, too, caught its full force. The rebels
swept up to the batteries, around them, and on
down after our retreating column. But the two
brigades, like those of Nelson to their left, took a
fresh position, faced the foe, and held their ground.
Mendenhall's and Bartlett's batteries now began
shelling the infantry that alone opposed them. Be-
fore abandoning the guns so briefly held, they had
spiked them with mud. and the novel expedient was
perfectly successful. From that time till after one
o'clock, while the fight raged back and forth over the
ground, the rebels did not succeed in firing a Shot
from their mud-spiked artillery.

At last our brigades began to gain the advantage
again. Crittenden pushed them steadily forward.
Mendenhall and Bartlett poured in their shell. A
rush for the contested battery, and it is ours again.
The rebels retreated toward the left Smith and
Boyle holding the infantry well in hand, Menden-
hall again got their range and poured in shell on the
new position. The fortune of the day was against
them as against their comrades to Nelson's front,
and they were soon in full retreat

Just then Brig.-Gen. Thomas J. Wood's advance
brigade from his approaching division came up. It
was too late for the fight, but it relieved Crittenden's
weary fellows, and pushed on after the rebels until
they were found to have left our most advanced
camps. It would scarcely be interesting to prolong
details where the course of one division so nearly
resembles that of the others. But let me sketch the
close. An Illinois, battery, serving in the.division,
was in imminent danger. The 6th Indiana was
ordered to its relief. A rapid rush, close musketry
firing—no need of bayonets here—the battery is safe.
The enemy are to the front and right Advancing
and firing right oblique, the 6th pushes on. The
rebel colors fall. Another volley; they fall again.
Another volley; yet once more the fated colors
drop. There is a fatality in it; so the rebels seem
to think at least; they wheel and disappear.

LEW. WALLACE'S MOVEMENTS.—In speaking of
the opening of Monday's battle, I mentioned Maj.-
Gen. Lew. Wallace as opening the ball at seven
o'clock, by shelling, with enfilading fires, a rebel
battery. A few shots demonstrated to the rebels that
their position was untenable. The instant Sherman
came in to protect his left, Wallace advanced his
infantry. The rebel battery at once limbered up
and got out of the way. The advance had with-
drawn the division from Sherman, making a left
half wheel, to get back into the neighborhood of our
line. They advanced some two nundred yards,
which brought them to a little elevation with a
broad open stretch to the front As the division
halted on the crest of the swell, there passed before
them a rare vision. Away to the front were woods.
Through the edge of the timber, skirting the fields,
the head of a rebel column appeared, marching past
in splendid style on the double quick. Banner after
banner appeared; the "Stars and Bars"formed a
long line, stretching parallel with Wallace's1 line of
battle. Regiment after regiment appeared; the line
lengthened, and doubled and trebled: the head of
the column was out of sight, and stil,! they came.
Twenty regiments were counted pstssing through
these woods. The design was plain. The rebels
had abandoned the idea of forciog"their way through
our left, and now the manifest' attempt was to turn
our right

Batteries were now ordered up, and the whole
column was shelled as it passed. The rebels rapidly
threw their artillery into position, and a brisk oam-
nonading began. . After a time, while the fight still
rested with the artillery, the rebels opened a new
and destructive battery to the right, which our nieln
soon learned to know as " Watson's Louisiana bat-
tery," from the marks on the ammunition boxes-they
forced it from time to time to leave behinji. Batter-
ies, with a brigade of supporting infantry, were now
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moved forward over open fields, under heavy fire, to
contend against this new assailant The batteries
opened, the sharpshooters were thrown out to the
front to pick off the rebel artillerists, and the brigade
was ordered down on its face to protect it from the
flying shell and grape. For an hour and a half the
contest lasted, while the body of the division was
still delayed, waiting for Sherman. By ten o'clock,
Sherman's right, under Col. Marsh, came up. He
started to move across the fields. The storm of
musketry and grape was too much for him, and he
fell back in. good order. Again he started on the
double, ana gained the woods. The Louisiana bat-
tery was turned: Marsh's position left it subject to
fire in flank and front, and it then fled. The other
rebel batteries at once did the same, and Wallace's
division, up in an instant, now that a master move
had swept the board, pushed forward. Before them
were broad fallow fields, then a woody little ravine,
then corn fields, then woods.

The left brigade was sent forward. It crossed the
fallow fields, under ordinary fire, then gained the
ravine, and was rushing across the corn fields, when
the same Louisiana steel rifled guns opened on them.
Dashing forward, they reached a little ground swell,
behind which they dropped like dead men, while
skirmishers were sent forward to silence the trouble-
some battery. The skirmishers crawled forward till
they gained a little knoll, not more than seventy-
five yards from the battery. Of course, the battery
opened on them. They replied, if not so noisily,
more to the purpose. In a few minutes the battery
was driven off, with artillerists killed, horses shot
down, and badly crippled every way.

"Forward!" was the division order. Rushing
across the cornfields under heavy fire, they now met
the rebels face to face in the woods. The contest
was quick, decisive. Close, sharp, continuous mus-
ketry for a few minutes, and the rebels fell back.
Here, unfortunately, Sherman's right gave way.
Wallace's flank was exposed. He instantly formed
Col. Wood's 76th Ohio in a new line of battle, in
right angles with the real one, and with orders to
protect the flank. The 11th Indiana was likewise
here engaged in a sharp engagement with the
enemy attempting to flank, and for a time the con-
test waxed fierce. But Sherman seon filled the
place of his broken regiments, again Wallace's
division poured forward, and again the enemy gave
way. By two o'clock the division was in the woods
again, and for three-quarters of a mile it advanced
under a continuous storm ot shot Then another
contest or two with the batteries—always met with
skirmishers and sharp shooting — then, by four
o'clock, two hours later than on the right, a general
retreat—then pursuit, recall, and encampment on
the old grounds of Sherman's division, in the very
tents from which those regiments were driven that
hapless Sunday morning, « -»*><w>•• fi#&^""wr- matm-
""""The camps were regained."^The rebels were
repulsed. Their attack had failed. W# stood where
we began. Rebel cavalry were within half a mile
of us. The retreating columns were within striking
distance. But we regained our' camps. And so
ended the battle of Pittsburg.

Record of the Seige of Island No. 10.
THE seige of Island Number Ten being one of

the most memorable, as it is one of the most im-
portant events of the war, we have prepared the
following brief chronicle of the occurrences of each
day from the beginning of the bombardment up to
the time of the capture of the rebel stronghold:

March 15.—Commodore Foote, with several gun-
boats and part of the mortar fleet, left Hic&man
for Island Number Ten.

March 16.—Bombardment commenced.
March 17.—Rifled gun on board the St. Louis ex-

ploded, killing and wounding 14 men.
March 18.—General Pope repulsed the gunboat

fleet at New Madrid. A rebel transport, loaded
with cannon, reported sunk by the fire from the
fleet

March 19.—Commodore Foote reports the Island
harder to conquer than Columbus. Firing contin-
ued night and day. '

March 20.—Cannonading continued all day. All
the guns but one'in the upper battery reported
dismounted. Hollin's ram sent from Memphis.

March 21.—Firing continued at intervals.
March TL-r But little firing from the gunboats,

to which the rebel batteries made no reply.
March 23.—Mortars fired with considerable regu-

larity all day; result not ascertained.
March 24.—Firing continued at intervals; rebel

batteries replied seldom.
March 25.—Affairs unchanged.
March 26.—Main works of the enemy reported

overflowed. Operations slackened.
March 27.—Firing continued at intervals only.

Residents captured report the rebels fifteen thou-
sand strong.

March 28.—Heavy firing from the fleet Upper
battery reported silenced; enemy lost sixty •killed
and twenty-five wounded; rebels constructing new
batteries.

March 29.—Firing very heavy.
March 30. — Heavy bombardment, to which the

rebels make no reply.
March 31.—Same condition of affairs.
April 1.—An expedition from the fleet proceeded

to the upper rebel fort and spiked six guns.
April 2.—Operations not reported.
April 3.—Rebel heavy floating battery detached

from shore and drifted down the stream. Gunboat
Carondolet ran the blockade.

April 4. —Firing active, and good execution on
the rebel works reported.

April 5.—Transports and barges arrived at New
Madrid. Heavy firing all day.

April 6.—General Pope succeeds in landing Gen.
Paine's division on the Tennessee shore. The whole
army to be moved over. Gunboat Pittsburg ran
the blockade.

April 7.—Surrender of Island No. 10; three Gen-
erals, six thousand prisoners of war, one hundred
siege guns, and several field batteries, with an im-
mense quantity of small arms, tents, wagons, horses
and provisions captured, without loss of a single

Items and Incidents of tbe War.
ONE of the effects of the recent Federal victories,

says the Macon (Ga.) Telegraph, was the extraor-
dinary and general rise in the price of sugar, in the
expectation of a re-opening of trade.

RELIEF FOR THIRST.—The Springfield Mepublir
can has already recommended as a relief from
thirst, for the soldier, a clove taken into the mouth,
to promote the flow of saliva and relieve the irrita-

; tion, without the evil effects of bad water and'
worse whisky. Many other substances are almost

-'equally useful, not including tobacco, for with that
the saliva cannot be swallowed. We have heard
another suggestion. A soldier said that on a long
and fatiguing march, tea was a great refreshment.
Granted, but in the desert fields of Virginia, a man
is not at his own tea-table. Doubtless a cup of
Mocha coffee would be equally acceptable. No, he
said, a comrade had a little box with him, filled
with tea, and each day merely took a few leaves in
his mouth. We might believe it, or not, but it was
as good as a cup of tea. It is worth trying. Let
thosejvho are putting up a box for pet soldiers put
in a few cloves and some tea, with these suggestions.

THE REBELS BOMBARDING AN OLD HOUSE.—A
correspondent of the Chicago Times sends the fol-
lowing from Island No. 10:—"The rebels had a

magnificent scare yesterday. The rising water has
inundated the banks of the river and the whole
surrounding country, and in many cases has carried
off fences and farming paraphernalia of all kinds,
In the present instance the ravenous waters seized
upon a small farm house, and carried it off, leaving
only the roof above the surface. The five mile
current soon carried it into the rebel lines, and they
espying it, immediately concluded that it must be
some device of Yankee ingenuity for doing mischief.
If it wasn't a floating battery it must be an infernal
machine; and if it wasn't an infernal machine, it
must be an immense torpedo, or at least some cute
invention for running the blockade. So they opened
upon it and sent shot and shell thick and heavy
around i t The old house stood the bombardment
bravely, and, although pierced in a hundred places,
it still floated calmly on, and fairly run the gantlet
of all the batteries, when, fearing lest it should
escape them, a brave and venturesome body of
secesh charged upon it and boarded i t They
climbed upon the ridge of the roof) sat astride and
peeped through the cracks. They inserted their
bayonets under the boards and shingles and tipped
them up, and there, in the solitude of an imprisoned
garret, with the turbulent waters bubbling within a
few inches of her feet, they found an antiquated cat,
whose serenity was undisturbed by the fearful race
she had run, and whose only anxiety seemed to be
to get out of her uncomfortable position. The
details, as given by a refugee, were very ludicrous.
The rebels mourned a large amount of powder and
shot wasted, and nary Yankee circumvented."

THE SIEGE OP YORKTOWN.—It is stated as an
interesting fact that in the Revolutionary siege of
Yorktown, Washington had no Southern troops.
His force, numbering about twenty thousand men,
consisted chiefly of New York, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania and New England regiments. Soldiers
from the self-same region are now before Yorktown,
prepared to battle for the maintenance of that inde-
pendence and unity which their Northern fore-
fathers won on that memorable historic ground.

THE GAME OF BRAG.—Gen. A. S. Johnston, in a
letter to Jeff. Davjs, gives us a little insight into the
rebel policy. He says:

"I magnified my forces to the enemy, but made
known my true strength to the Department and the
Governors of States. The aid given was small. At
length, when Beauregard cameout in February he
expressed his surprise at the smallness of my force,
and was impressed with the danger of my position.
I admitted what was so manifest, and laid belbre
him my views for the future, in which he entirely
concurred."

This was in reference to Fort Donelson, but the
game did not win. Gen. Grant was not caught
with chaff.

A TOUCHING INCIDENT.—The venerable mother-
nearly if not quite four score—of one who recently
fell bravely leading on his troops in battle, gazed
calmly upon the face of her son, after his body was
brought home for burial. At last a movement was
made by a friend to cover the face. The noble
woman put him gently aside, and carefully perform-
ing the act herself, said: "My son, I have covered
you many times before; now I do it for the last
time, and with the flag of your country!"

HOW AliABMISTB ARE TREATED AT N E W B E R N . —
Dr. J. H. Thompson, a surgeon attached to General
Burnside's command, having been guilty of creating
a false alarm, relative to the approach of the enemy
in a large body upon our army at Newbern, was
disposed of by the Commanding General in the
following characteristic order:

HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT OP N. C,\
NEWBERN, April 4. i

GENERAL ORDER, NO, 24.—Dr. J. H. Thompson,
Brigade Surgeon, 1st Divisiqn; is hereby relieved
from duty with the 1st Division, and will report
without delay to the Surgeon-General at Washing-
ton, with the recommendation to the President of
the United States that he be dismissed the service
as an alarmist

It is expected that, all important and reliable
information should be duly reported through preper
channels, but the stern realities of active warfare
rob the soldier of quite sufficient of his rest and
sleep without «the aggravations of senseless rumors
and imaginary dangers, and those who create or
report' them will be at once expelled from this
department By command of

Major-General BURNSIDE.

Department of the Mississippi.
MAJOR-GENERAL HALLECK arrived at Pittsburg

on the 18th inst, and immediately assumed com-
mand of the army.

Recent intelligence from Corinth confirms pre-
vious reports concerning the magnitude of the
enemy's force. Re-enforcements were arriving for
Beauregard at an unexampled rate. He has now
100,000. men, and is fortifying Corinth, building
entrenchments and constructing an abattis. The
rebels entertain no doubt of success next time.

On the Tuesday following the battle of Pittsburg
Landing, where our brave Western boys decked
themselves with fresh laurels of victory, the rebel
General Beauregard sent a flag of truce to our
victorious army, requesting permission to bury their
dead, and saying: "Owing to the heavy re-enforce-
ments you received on Sunday night and Monday,
and the fatigue of my men, I deemed it prudent to
retire and not renew the battle."

To this request, and the cool apology for the
defeat sustained, Gen. Grant replied:

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARHY IN THE FIELD, )
PITTSBURG, April 9. 3

To Gen. P. T. Beauregard, &c.: — Your dispatch
of yesterday is just received. Owing to the warmth
of the weather I deemed it; advisable to have all the
dead of both parties buried immediately. Heavy
details were made for this purpose, and it is now
accomplished; there can not, therefore, be any
necessity of admitting within our lines the parties
you desire to send, on the ground asked, f shall
always be glad to extend courtesy when consistent
with duty, and especially so when dictated by
humanity. I am, &a, U. S. GRANT.

A special to the Chicago Journal, from Cairo, says
that Beauregard called a council of war of all the
best rebel Generals before the Pittsburg battle.
There were present Pillow, Floyd, Breckinridge,
Bragg, Cheatham, Sid. Johnston, Bushrod Johnson,
the rebel Provisional Governor of Kentucky, and a
few other Generals. The following policy was fixed
on: If they beat us, they would follow us up and
drive us north as far as possible. If beaten, they
would withdraw their forces and make a desperate
stand in the Gulf States.

Van Dorn did not reach Corinth till the fighting
was over.

The following telegraphic dispatch is from the
allant and active General Mitchel:

HEADQUARTERS, THIRD DIVISION, )
HUN|TSVILLE, April 16,1862. $

The enemy have burned bridges to stop- my
advance upon Chattanooga, and have used the same
brilliant strategy to hold my column- back from
Corinth; but for this we should this day have entered
Puscumbia and Florence. '

"We have penetrated a magnificent cotton region,
have taken and now hold and run more than 100
miles of railway, well stocked with machinery and
in fine condition. I have abandoned the idea of
ever coming nearer to an enemy than long cannon
range. This is the third State through which 1 hav"
hunted him without success.

O. M. MITCHEL, Brigadier-General.

A special from Cairo to the Times says that Gen
Mjtchel is now at Iuka, Mies., having burned th
bridges across the Tennessee at Decatur and Flor-
ence. When Mitchel reached Decatur, Ala., on his
late bridge expedition, he took possession of tb
telegraph offices and cut the wires, leaving Decatur
and Corinth only in communication. Beauregard
sent a message to Jeff. Davis, demanding re-enforce-
ments for Corinth, and declaring that otherwise b
could not hold the position.

Specials dated off Fort Wright, say the fight on
both sides on Thursday was very heavy. The mor-
tars opened at noon, and the enemy replied briskly
from their land batteries, throwing shells clear over
us and nearly across the river, firing very accurately
and from heavy guns. The gunboats St. Louis,
Carondolet, and Cairo, stationed as picket ships near
the extremity of the point, had to move up the river
to get out of range. Firing was kept up on both
sides until midnight. The St. Louis and Cairo were
struck by shell, but no damage done.

On the 19th but little firing was done. In the
morning the mortars were shifted to the opposite
side of the river for greater protection. In the
former position they were in great danger from
prowling rebel bands who have, already cut the
levee in two or three places to embarrass the opera-
tions of our mortars. Deserters say the battery now
mounts 40 guns, and the rebels have 60 more which
they are rapidly putting in position. Bragg has the
coiimand, succeeding Villipeggio. There are about
6000 troops there, and four gunboats, mounting
twenty-four guns.

Information received from New Mexico states
that on the 26th Col. Slough, with 1300 men, reached
the Apache Pass. His advance, consisting of three
companies of cavalry, had an engagement some dis-
tance beyond this place with 250 rebel cavalry,
taking 57 prisoners. The Federal loss was 4 killed
and 1 wounded.

At Pigeon's Ranche, fifteen miles from Santa Fe,
on the 28th, Col. Slough met a force of 1100 Texans,
strongly posted at the mouth of a canon. The
fight began about noon, Col. Slough engaging them
in front with seven companies, while Major Chev-
ington, with four companies, attacked them in the
rear. The latter succeeded in driving the rebel
guard away from their supply train, which was cap-
tured and burned. They also captured one cannon
and spiked it. The fight continued desperately till
4 o'clock, when it ceased by mutual consent Col.
Slough withdrew his forces to a creek, four miles
distant. The Federal loss was 3 officers and 20 pri-
vates killed, and 40 to 50 wounded. The rebel loss
unknown. Communication between Col. Slough
and Canby is continually kept up.

Department of the East.
ALL accounts from^our army in front of York-

town indicate that everything is moving forward
finely toward the reduction of this rebel stronghold.
The rebels have also been busy. Up to the 15th
they had been building large fortifications on the
Gloucester side of the York river, about two miles
from Yorktown and within sight of our gunboats,
but their guns were of too long a range to allow of
the approach of the gunboats to shell the works.
About 1,000 men were at work on the fortifications,
and the mortars were not of sufBcint range to check
the operations. On the 15th, however, the gunboat
Sebago arrived, and having a.heavy 100-pounder
rifled Parrott gun, at once opened on them with
shell, which were so well aimed that th«y could be
seen falling in their midst, and exploding with fatal
effect. The rebels could be distinctly seen carrying
off their killed and wounded, and in the course of
two hours the work was entirely suspended, the
men retiring out of range. At every attempt to re-
new the work they were driven back. The guns
mounted by the enemy on the Yorktown side of the
river number not less than fifty 100Tpounders,.some
of them rifled, bearing directly on the bar. Our
gunboats are at present about two miles below the
town. There is skirmishing along the whole line
before Yorktown, and the Berdan sharpshooters are
spreading terror among the gunners of the enemy
by their unerring aim. The enemy have made sev-
eral sorties, with infantry, to dislodge or capture
our riflemen, but have been driven back with heavy
loss.

The following dispatches have been received at
the War Department from Gen. McClellan:

HEADQUARTERS OF THE AEMT OF THE POTOMAC, )
April 18, 1862. 5

At about half an hour after midnight the enemy
attacked Smith's position, and attempted to carry
his guns. Smith repulsed them handsomely and
took some prisoners. I have no details, but will
forward them as soon as my aids return. The firing
was very heavy. All is now quiet

Second Dispatch,—My position occupied yesterday
by Smith, was entrenched last night, so that we have
been able to prevent the enemy from working to-day,
and kept his guns .silent The same result at the
batteries at Hyam's Mills.

Yorktown was shelled ty our gunboats and some
of our barges, without effect. There has been a
good deal of firing from the Yorktown land batteries.

HEADQUARTERS OP THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, )
April 18, 1862. 5

An official report has been received at headquar-
ers giving the list of killed and wounded in the

engagement between the 3d Vermont regiment and
the enemy, on Wednesday. Information, as far as
received, puts the killed at 32 and the wounded at
90. Ten of the latter will probably prove fatal.
The conduct of the Vermont troops on the occasion
.s spoken of in the highest terms, earning for the
Sreen Mountain boys laurels only won by the
brave. They were forced to retire, the rebels being
re-enforced. The loss of the enemy must have been
heavy. GEO. B. MCCLELLAN.

Thirty-nine wounded from Yorktown arrived at
Fortress Monroe on the 19th, making 70 in all
wounded in fighting on tbe left flank on Thursday.
The whole number was 32 killed and 90 wounded.

en. Magruder's report of the same fight in Norfolk
papers, gives 25 rebels killed, including Col. Mc-
Kinney, and 78 wounded.

Intelligence has been received from the Potomac
flotilla, which, on the 14th instant, visited Urbana.
The boat's crew was sent ashore there, but when
within five yards of~the beach were fired upon from
rifle pits. No one was injured. The Jacob Bell
being nearest, immediately opened fire upon the
rebels, which scattered them in every direction.
After this the flotilla proceeded on its voyage towards
Fredericksburg. Arriving opposite Lowry's Point
batteries, they commenced from the whole fleet to
shell the works and fortifications, driving out the
pickets who have occupied it since its evacuation,
twelve days ago, by a large body of rebels. After
shelling, the boat's crews landed, and proceeded to

burn some 150 plank and log houses, used by th<
rebels as quarters, which were entirely consumed
after which the boats returned to their ships, loaded
with blankets, quilts, medicines, and muskets, left by
the rebels in their flight. The fleet then proceeded
to the town of Rappahannock, about two mile:
above Fort Lowry, arriving off which a blank car-
tridge was fired and a flag of truce hoisted, which
was responded to by the townspeople, who displayed
a number of white flags. Onr commander, with hi
gig's crew, landed, when they were met on the beach
by a large concourse of persons of all coirs. As
far as could be learned there were no rebel soldiers
on the neck of land between the Potomac and Rap
pahannock, excepting a few picket cavalry, mostly
Mary landers, to prevent the escape of negroes. Our
fleet captured the Bloop Reindeer, loaded with oys-
ters, cedar posts, and carpet bags containing a
quantity of clothes for the rebels, with many letters,
from which it was ascertained that the rebels were
evacuating Fredericksburg and talking of burning
the town to keep it from falling into our hands. The
fleet then proceeded down the river to Collins'
Creek, and there cut out two very fine schooners,
one of them being the Sydney A. Jones, of Balti-
more. Just below the Creek two secesh soldiers
were captured. Contraband goods were found there
and appropriated, but the liquor was all destroyed.

A portion of McDowell's army, on the 17 th,
marched from the vicinity of Warrenton Junction
upon Fredericksburg, a distance of nineteen or
twenty miles, which it accomplished by 7 A. M. of
the 18th inst Its progress was disputed by a rebel
force of one regiment of infantry, one of cavalry,
and one battery of artillery, which attempted to
make two distinct stands. They were driven across
the Rappahannock; after inflicting upon us a loss of
five killed and sixteen wounded, all of the cavalry,
including Lieut. Decker, of the Ira Harris cavalry,
killed, and Col. Fitzpatrick wounded, and a valua-
ble scout, named Briton, badly wounded. After
making their escape across the Rappahannock, oppo-
site Fredericksburg, the rebels applied a torch to the
bridge, and thus delayed temporarily our entrance
into town. It is not known what loss the rebels suf-
fered in the above skirmishing.

A telegraph dispatch, dated on the road between
Fredericksburg and Acquia Creek, April 18th, is as
follows: We occupied the suburbs of Fredericks-
burg, on the left bank of the Rappahannock, at 7.
The troops under the immediate command of Brig-
adier General Auger left Collett's Station yester-
day, and made a forced march across the country of
sixteen miles, the advance being under Lieut-Col.
Kilpatrick, of the 2d New York. The Ira Harris
cavalry drove the enemy's outposts in, and charged
and captured one of his camps. The troops passed
on the next day at two in the morning. The
advance, under Colonel Bayard, of the First
Pennsylvania cavalry, was attacked by a body of
infantry and cavalry, and had a hot skirmish,
in which we lost five men and fifteen horses killed
and sixteen men wounded. Several of the enemy
were killed and wounded in the charge made on
them by Col. Bayard. The number is not reported.
The Colonel had his horse shot four time's. The
command then drove back the enemy's forces, which
consisted of a regiment of infantry, one of cavalry,
and a battery of artillery, who retired across the
Rappahannock without further resistance. We
were unable to save the bridges, which were pre-
pared for burning by having tar, shavings and light
wood in the cribwork, and which were fired as soon
as the enemy crossed.

From Banks' army we learn that his troops occu-
pied Mt Jackson on the 18th instant The rebels
resisted our advance in order to gain time for the
burning of the bridges and the railroad cars, engines,
etc., which they had accumulated at the terminus of
the road, but our movements were sudden and the
retreat of the rebels so precipitate that we were
enabled to save the bridges, two locomotives and
some cars. All these had been prepared with com-
bustible material for instant conflagration. Many
prisoners have been taken and several horses cap-
tured from the enemy. The troops have acted
admirably. Col. Carroll's brigade of Shields' divis-
ion led the advance on the back road to the rear of
Mt. Jackson,, and McCall on the turnpike. Gen.
Williams, with his main division, brought up the
reserve column. We shall occupy Newmarket to-
night Gen. Shields has so far recovered as to com-
mand his division in person.

The following has been received at the War
Department:

DEPARTMENT OF SHEWANDOAH, April 17—5 P. M.
To Hon. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War:—Our

troops occupy Newmarket to-night. There has
been some artillery skirmishing, but no loss on our
side. We have many prisoners.

N. P. BANKS, Maj.-Gen. Commanding.
NEWMARKET, April 19,1862.

To Son. E. M. Stanton, Secretary.of War:—Our
advance guard occupied Sp'arta this morning, eight
miles in front of this place. For the first time in
their retreat, the rebels burned small bridges on the
road, obstructing, by the smallest possible means,
the pursuit by our troops. Some dozen or more
bridges were thus destroyed, but immediately re-
constructed.

Our reports indicate a weakening of the force at
Gordonsville; and no contest there, the whole result-
ing in a belief that they are concentrating at York-
town. I believe Jackson left this valley yesterday.
He is reported to have left Harrisonburg yesterday
tor Gordonsville, via the mountain roads. He
sncamped last night at Grangertown.

N. P. BANKS, Maj.-Gen. Commanding.
NEWMARKET, April 20,1862.

To Eon. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War:—The
flight of Jackson,-via the mountains, towards Stan-
arasville and Orange Court House, on Gordonsville,
is confirmed by our scouts. N. P. BANKS,

Major-General Commanding.
In that case it? evidently means there will be no

contest there.
Fremont's corps de armee seems also to be mov-

ing. The following intelligence is from the Moun-
tain Department:

WHEELING, Va., April 20,1862.
To Hon. K M. Stanton, Secretary of War:—

Intelligence just received from Gen. Millroy, states
that the enemy, numbering about 3,500, with two
batteries and two rifled guns, are constructing forti-
fications upon the crests of the Shenandoah. Reliefs
of 500 men are constantly at work day and night
The rebel encampment is on the eastern slope of
the mountain, extending down fire miles from the
summit A notorious guerrilla hound, Fr^d. N.
Ghanning, has been captured by a cavalry company,
under Gen. Millroy. J. C. FREMONT,

Major-General Commanding.
Like unto the army line of the Potomac, the

Union soldiers and sailors along the entire coast
have been anything but idle during the week. The
following was received at the War Department on
the 18th, from Maj.-Gen. Hunter, commanding Fed-
erals in South Carolina:

PORT ROYAL, S. C, April 17, )
Via SANDY HOOK, N. J., April 18,1862. J

We opened our batteries on Fort Pulaski the
morning of the 19th inst. After thirty-eight hours

continuous firing, a breach was made, and prenara
tions for storming were about to commence * when
the rebel flag was struck. We have captured 47
guns, 7,liOO shot and shell, 40,000 lbs. powder 385
prisoners, with their small arms and accouterm'ente
and a good supply of provisions. One ot our men
was killed and none wounded.

The Ellen S. Terry, from Newbern 18th and Hat-
teras 18th, arrived at New York on the 20th. She
sailed in company with the transport Haze for Fort-
ress Monroe, with dispatches for McClellan. Hat-
teras lights were lighted on the 17th. Four compa-
nies of the 8th Connecticut had a skirmish on the
12th with a force of 150 rebels, who made a sortie
from Fort Macon and drove in our pickets. After a
sharp engagement, the rebels were repulsed and
driven to the fort. Capt. Schaffer and a private of
Co. H were wounded. The rebels carried four of
their men into the fort, one supposed to be dead
During the engagement, Fort Macon fired seventy
shots at the engaging forces. Building of fortifica-
tions continue, and great preparations are making
for bombardment. Operations will be opened on
the 21st with mortars and siege guns. The Terry
brings eleven dead soldiers, also a number of men
from various of our regiments at Newbern, and
$250,000 from soldiers for their families. Health of
troops good.

The United States steamer Hercules, Thos. S,
Dungan, Lieut Commanding, reached Baltimore on
the 14th, having with her the schooner Pride, pre-
viously noted as being captured, and the sloops
Wren and Velma, both of great Wycomico river
western shore of Virginia, also prizes.

Commodore Dupont reports to the Department,
under date of April 6th, .the schooner Julia WoTden
and the schooner Lydia and Mary were captured in
Cape Rowen passage, between the Santee river and
Charleston—the first on the 27th and the second on
the 29th ult.—by the U. S. bark Restless, acting vol-
unteer Lieut. Coriroy commanding. Their cargoes
were rice and corn meal.. He also reports that the
ship Emily St Pierre, of Charleston, from Calcutta,
was captured on the 18th ul t , by the blockading
squadron, while steaming directly for Charleston
harbor. Her cargo consisted of 2,173 bales of gin-
ning cloth. Com. Goldsborough sent her to Phila-
delphia for adjudication. Most of her crew went
north in the steamer Oriental, which left Port Royal
on the 28th ult.

The English sloop Corynell, of Nassau, N. P.,
was captured by the Susquehanna, Capt Lagner, on
the morning of the 3d, about two miles from Charles-
ton bar. She had a cargo suitable for and in great
demand in a Southern port Capt Lagner sent her
to Philadelphia for adjudication. Another schooner
was run ashore by the blocking vessels on a South-
ern island, where she remains a wreck.

A F F A I B S AT WASHINGTON.

THE Navy Department has invited proposals by
mail or telegraph, to the 30th inst, at noon, with
general specifications and plans of construction of
one or more of four iron gunboats for Mississippi
and Gulf service, with two turrets, on the pi an of
Ericsson's battery, for eleven-inch guns; thickness*
of iron plates to "be eighji inches, and sides to be
plated with iron of three inches thickness, in one or
;two layers, to extend two and a half feet below the
load line; vessels to be not less than 220 feet in
length and 55 feet in breadth, and not to draw over
6 feet of water when ready for service, to be pro-
pelled by screws, to insure a speed of 9 knots or sea
miles per hour; and state terms and price.

The P. O. Appropriation bill provides $1,000,000
for the service of the California Central route, and
repeals the acts requesting the P. M. General, in
causing the transportation of the mails by steam-
ships between the United States and foreign ports,
or between any of our own ports touching at foreign
ports, to give the preference to American over for-
eign steamships departing from the same port for
the same destination within three days of each other.
The P. M. General is authorized to establish a coast
mail, not less than semi-monthly, by steam vessels,
between San Francisco and Crescent City, Cal.,
including service at the intermediate ports, provided
the sum to be paid for such service does not exceed
$20,000 per annum.

The President has approved and signed the above
bill.

The Post Office Department has received informa-
tion that newspapers from nearly all the principal
cities of the North and West, addressed to offices
long since discontinued, in rebel States, are being
sent in large numbers to the Post Office at Nashville
for distribution. Those papers eannot be forwarded.
They accumulate at that point to such an extent as
to make it difficult to find room for them in the office.

To relieve the Postmaster from the heavy burden
thus improperly imposed upon him, it has become
necessary to instruct him to sell as waste paper such
as cannot be delivered or forwarded under the
present protest arrangement

An amendment has been adopted in Congress to
the bill fixing the number of Representatives in the
House. The following table shows the number of
members assigned to each State, under the census of
1850 and that of 1860:

1850.
Alabama . 7
Arkansas 2
California 2

onnecticut 4
Delaware 1
Florida 1
Georgia 8
Illinois 9
ndiana 11
owa 2

Kansas 1
entucky 10

Louisiana 4
Maine 6
Maryland 6
Massachusetts 11
Mississippi 5
Missouri 7

1860. 1850. 1860.
6 Michigan 4 6
3 Minnesota . . . 2 2
3 New Hampshire.. 3 3
4 New Jersey 5 5
1 NewYork 33 31
1 North Carolina... 8 7
7 Ohio J 21 19

14 Oregon 1 1
11 Pennsylvania 25 24

" Rhode Island 2 2
South Carolina . . . 6 4
Tennessee 10 8
Texas 2 4
Vermont... 3 3
Virginia 13 11
Wisconsin 3 6

241

6
1
9
5
5
5

10
5
9 Total 238

The following is the President's Message on
Emancipation in the District of Columbia:

Fellow Citizens of the Senate and House of Bepre-
•entatives: — The act entitled an act for the release

of certain persons held to service or labor in the
District of Columbia has this day been approved
and signed. I have never doubted the constitu-
tional authority of Congress to abolish slavery in
the District, and have ever desired to see the
National Capital freed from the Institution in some
satisfactory way, and hence there has never been,
n my mind, any question upon the subject except
)ne of expediency, arising in view of all circum-
stances. If there be matters within this act which
might have taken a course or shape more sati fac-
tory to my judgment, I will not attempt to specify
them. I am gratified that the two principles of
compensation and colonization are both reorgan-
izedj and particularly applied in the act In the
matter of compensation, it is provided that the
claims may be presented within ninety days upon
the passage of the act, but not thereafter, and there
is no saving for minors and femmes covert, insane or
absent persons. I presume this is an omission .by
mere oversight, and I recommend that it be supplied

y an amendatory and supplementary act.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

s/v
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LIST OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Gilman's One Price and Low Price Shoe Store.

K ^ ' ^ i ower and Reaper-RuB-
Watte.S.P^.

tiSvia Seedling Potatoes—B. Peckham.
KBooteforsale-H. Payne.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Brown's Bronchial Troches for Cough.

IVotices.

•VJSW QUARTEB—JVJBW SUBSCRIBERS!

_ There are 948 convicts in the Anburn State Prison.

_ The newspapers published in Great Britain number 1,166.

— It would take 360,000,000 shots to dispose of 60,000 men
In a battle.

_ Fort Pulaski, just taken by our forces, was built at a cost
of $963,000.

_ The Militia force of the State of Ohio is to be thoroughly
re-organized.

— Congress has laid the General Bankrupt act over until the
Winter Session.

— The seal fishery of Newfoundland has this year been a
complete faflm*.

_ No-more passes are to be given to ship Sutlers' stores to
Fortress Monroe.

The State'debt of Indiana is eleven million four hundred
thousand dollars.

—, Chicago now ranks as the greatest market in the world
for beef, pork, and lumber.

— The Utica Herald says the Mohawk river is higher than it
has been before in many years.

— Five hundred and fifty thousand hogs were packed in
Chicago during the past season.

_ There are 10,869 free negroes in the State of Indiana, and
40,146 in the State of Kentucky.

George W. Randolph, the new rebel Secretary of War, is
a grandson of Thomas Jefferson.

— Mr. Russell, of the London Times, sailed for England on
Wednesday, in the steamer China,

— There are one-hundred and fifty divorce cases pending in
the Supreme Court of Boston, so said.

— IJot less than 263 new carfal boats of the largest size will
be ready on the opening of navigation.

— Jeff. Davis's Cabinet has framed a government and
selected territorial officers for Arizona.

— Parson Brownlow received $ 1,126, as the profits of the
demonstration in his honor at Cincinnati.

— Massachusetts has voted her share ($710,000) of th£
20,000,000 national tax levied last August

— Gold was selling in Memphis, March 18th, at seventy-five
per cent, and silver at fifty per cent, premium.

— Fort Smith, on the Arkansas river, near the Kansas
boundary line, has been evacuated by the rebels.

— An Indian recently made iour miles on snow shoes in the
space of 23 minutes and 3 seconds in Nova Scotia.

There was a fire at Kingston, Jamaica, the 31st ul t ,
which destroyed property to the value of $1,500,000.

— Yerba Buena Cemetery, San Francisco, containing 15,000
bodies, is all to be dug over and the remains removed.

— A considerable collection has been made in the Catholic
churches of Chicago, for the famine sufferers in Ireland.

— Large numbers of the Fort Donelson prisoners at Chicago
are anxious to take the oath of allegiance, and seem in earnest.

— The opinion is strong at Old Point that the Merrimac
burst one of her guns on her recent visit to Hampton Roads.

There are now in the Union army six full regiments com-
posed entirely of Tennesgeeans. The South is not quite a unty;

The Ellsworth (Me.) American states that the cattle
disease <?f last year has appeared at Blue Hill, in Hancock
county.

The extensive tobacco works of Strohn & Reitzenstein,
in Milwaukee, were consumed by fire on the 6th inst Loss
$30,000.

Snow is still two feet deep in the Lake Champlain
region, and they are crossing on the ice from Burlington to
Pittsburg.

Major-General John E. Wool on Sunday week entered
on his fifty-first year of active service in the army of the
United States.

— The Legislature of Iowa has just passed a bill whioh is
exceedingly rigorous in its provisions against the sale of intox-
icating liquors.

The Omaha Nebraskian says that Government will send
a military escort with' the overland emigrant parties about the
middle of May.

— French papers believe the French and Spanish govern-
ments intend signing a new treaty for the regulation of joint
action in Mexico.

— The Hon. Theodore Frelinghuysen died at his residence
in Newark, N. J., oh the 12th inst, after a lingering illness.
His age was 75 years.

— Col. Fry, who commanded a portion of the Federal forces
at the battle of Somerset, Ky., has returned the sword of Gen.
Zollicoffer to his family.

— The Wabash and Erie canal are establishing warehouses
along their canal for the purpose of competing with railroads
in the shipment of grain.

— Counterfeit V.'s on the Atlantic Bank of New York
have made their appearance within the past few days. The
counterfeit is a good one.

— Newberry D. Halstead, Member of Assembly from the
second district of Westchester county. N. Y., died at his resi-
dence last week, suddenly.

— The California Legislature has passed an act levying a
tax of $30 on all Chinese in that State, as well laborers as
those working in the mines.

— The Governors of Indiana and Illinois have made arrange-
ments by which their soldiers, going home on furlough, have
a free pass over the railroads.

— General William Peagram, brother of the rebel com-
mander ef the Nashville, died bravely fighting on the Union
side at the battle of Pittsburg.

— The universal Yankee is always np to time. Five appli-
cations have been made to Government for licenses to open
hotels at Richmond, when taken.

— Advices from Salt Lake City to the 18th of March, state
that Brigham Young was duly elected as Governor of the
State of Deseret on the 3d of last month.

— The remains of Johnson, head of the late rebel provis-
. ional government in Kentucky, have arrived in Louisville.

Johnson was killed at Pittsburg Landing.

— The fifty new 15-inch Dahlgren guns ordered at Pitts-
burg, will weigh in the rough over 70,000 pounds each, and
will carry a ball weighing over 300 pounds.

— There are seven thousand sick soldiers at Nashville. Two
thousand of these are from the rebel army! taken prisoners at
Donelson, Bowling Green, and Nashville.

— Furnishing substitutes for gentlemen drafted into the
army has got to be a great business South. Brokers do it,
and get from $1,000 to $1,600 for their men.

-»The Beverly (Mass.) Citizen says that the shoe business
there has revived somewhat; higher prices are paid for the
making, and the market for the shoes is good.

— Just one year ago Monday week, the day of Beaure-
gard's defeat at Pittsburg Landing, he ordered all intercourse
between Fort 8umter and Charleston to cease.

— The Morning Chronicle, with one exception the oldest
paper in London, having been established in 1770, suspended
publication on the 20th ul t for want of support

— Late on Monday night week, a rebel prisoner named
Kiley, belonging to the loth Tennessee, confined at Camp
Douglas, was shot dead while attempting to escape.

— Since the fall of Newbern, faintness has taken hold upon
the people of Charleston. They call the North Carolinians
cowards, and refuse to take the money of that State.

— Henry W. Severance, Esq., son of the former editor of
the Xennebec Journal, has been successful in the attempt to
fetroduce the raising of rice into the Sandwich Islands.

As a new Quarter of the RURAL commenced with
April, Now is THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE! Agents
and friendly Subscribers are requested to present the
claims and merits of the paper to their neighbors.
Every addition to, our list will aid in maintaining the
interest and value of the RURAL during these times
that test the purses of publishers. We aim high, and
intend to continuously manifest the spirit of our
motto, " EXCELSIOR," at aU times. A few thousand
New Subscribers this month, wW. enable us to furnish
a better paper through the year than we could other-
wise afford.

B3|p" We can stul furnish back numbers from Jan-
uary, so that those desiring it may have the complete
volume, or subscriptions can commence now.

THB RDRAL'S SPRING CAMPAIGN—PREMIUMS, &C—NOW that
the times are improving, Rebeldom caving, and the season for
active (but peaceful and profitable) operations in Field, Orchard
and Garden coming on apace, many will subscribe for the
RURAL if opportunity is presented. Will not agent-friends, and
all readers disposed to become such, give the matter attention t
Additions to present clubs, either for the full year from Jan., or
this date, (or from this or a subsequent (late to the end of the
year,) are now in order at the club rate, and in proportion for
less than full year. New clubs, to commence with Jan., March
or April, (when a new Quarter begins,) are also in order during
the Spring Campaign, while single subscriptions will prove

BACK VOLUMES.—Bound copies of our last volume are now
ready for delivery—price, $3; unbound, $2 We would again
state that neither of the first five volumes of the RURAL can be
furnished by us at any price. The subsequent volumes will be
supplied, bound, at $3 each — or if several are taken, at *2 60
each. The only complete volumes we can furnish, unbound, are
those of 18S9, '60 and '61—price, $2 each.

THE CASH SYSTEM is strictly adhered to in publishing the
RURAL—copies are never mailed to individual subscribe™ until
paid for, and always discontinued when the subscription ten*
expires. Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep nt
credit books, long experience having demonstrated that the
CASH PLAN is the best for both Subscriber and Publisher.

ADDITIONS TO CLUBS are always in order, whether in ones,
twos, fives, tens, twenties, or any other number Subscription*
can commence with the volume or any number; but the formei
is the best time, and we shall send from it for some weeks, unlest
specially directed otherwise. Please "make a note of it"

ANT person so disposed can act as local agent for the RURAI
NEW-YORKER, and those who volunteer in the good cause wiV
receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated.

Special IVotices.

FOR COUGHS, COLDS, BRONCHITIS, use "Brown's Bronchial
Troches."

" A simple and elegant combination for COUGHS, &C."
Dr. G. F. BIGELOW, Boston.

" Have proved extremely serviceable for HOARSENESS."
Rev. HENRY WARD BEECHBR.

"Ihave been much afflicted with Bronchial affection, pro-
ducing ^Hoarseness and Cough. The Troches are the only
effectual 'remedy, giving power and clearness to the voioe.*1

Rev. GEO. SLACK,
Minister Church of England,

MUtm Parsonage, Canada.

a day, which have sold at prices ranging from 85c to $1; a choice
load would bring a few cents more. There has been rather a
better demand for Spring wheat, by the car load, to fill Eastern
orders, at 87(g)89c; ordinary to inferior. 80 to 85c Barley has
been in small supply, with an active demand at 60@6fic. Peas
are in demand at 48(o>60c, with a limited supply. Oats—in con-
sequence of liberal supplies, prices have declined to 36(5 37c.

Potatoes, good samples, f l bushel 7S&80O
Do. medium do 600^60

Butter, Frexh ^ ft 18&M22
No. lDairy 15@16

" No. 2 store packed 10@12
Cheese 1 7@ 9
Hams . . . . . . . . 6® 8
Bacon, f ) 100 fts ., '.....'.$6.00@5.60
Eggs. 39 dozen, Kl@12
Wool, pi t* 28@30
Salt fJ barrel .-. 1.SK51.52
Turkeys, each ].00@1.50
Ducks, p pair 60<£'70
Chickens, $1 pair fiO@eO

—Globe.

T H E CATTLE MARKETS.

NEW YORK, APRIL 16.—The current prices for the week at
all the markets are as follows:

BEEF CATTLE.
First quality f t c w t $8.50(5)9,00
Ordinary quality, 8.0i>@8.60
Common quality : •. 7.6i)(3v8.00
Inferior quality, 6,50(g)7,60

COWS AND GALVES.
First quality $46j
Ordinary quality, 40,i
Common quality, 30,i
Inferior quality 25,'

VEAL CALVES
First quality, ¥> ft 6
Ordinary quality 5
Common quality,
Inferior quality,..'. - „-

SHEEP AND LAMBS.
Prime quality fJhead
Ordinary ff,i
Common, 4,L .
Inferior 3.50@4,25

SWINE
First quality, S$i&4%e
Other qualities 4 @4>|o

CAMBRIDGE, APRIL 16 —At market, 363 Cattle, about 300
Beeves, and ti3 Stores, consisting of Working Oxen, Cows, and
one, two and three years old.

MARKET B E E P — Extra (including nothing but the beet large
fat stall-fed Oxen) $6,76(a7,00; first quality, $6,25@6,80; second
•io, J6.7S(g>0.00; third do, $*6,HO@0.(IO: ordinary, $—©—.

WORKING OXKN, P̂ pair—$1UO@1SO.
Cows AND CALVES — $2Ka)46
STORES—Yearlings, $—'©—; Two years old, $17@18; Three

SHEEP ANDLAMBS—8130 at market. Prices in lots, $2,00(aS,-
00 each; extra, $4,00, $4,iS0®5,S0, or 3>£@ft}$c ^ ft.

SPRING LAMBS —None
H I D E S — 6(d)tHia #> ft. Tallow—6ftO6J£c.
PELTS — »Y.fiO@2,OO. Calf Skins—8@9o & ft.
V E A L CALVES, from $4@6.

BRIGHTON, A P R I L 17—At market, 1230 Beef CatHe, 226
Store.- 3.000 Sheep and Lambs, 2.800 Shoats, and 300 fat hoes.

BEEP CATTLE—Prices, extra, $7,25u)7,60, first quality, $0,76®
7.00, second do. $6.&tfP6.7fi: third do. *fi.00<V§a,60.

WORKING OXEIV— S70, $! 2, SUX1, $n:@12&
MILCH COWS—$33COJ60; common, $20yy26.
V E A L CALVES —$4, $4,«0@6.
STORES—Yearling, $0(5X>0;Two years old, $19@21; Three years

old, $22^23
HIDES—6*i@«c f l ft. Tallow—(Kffe^o.
PELTS — $l,Ni(fl>2.00 each. Calf Skins—8(5)9c f l ft.
SHEEP AND LAMBS—$3.00(53,76; extra, $4,25®6.(X»
SHOATS—Western shoats to peddle SM(a}3J<fc for sown; 4J<@

4Kc for barrows; York shoats 4@6c; ordinary to close 3)£@3}£e.
Atr<-tai l from6to7c

F A T HOGS—Still fed 4%c; corn fed 4%c

. TORONTO, APRIL 16.—BEKF has been in fair supply, with
a limited demand only, at $4,60@6,00 ¥> 100 fts.

CALVES were in large offering at from $3,00@6 each.
S H E S P — $4,(HX« CIKI favh. Lambs *0@0 each
HOGS — A few offered at $4,60@6 & 100 fts.
HIDES, f ) 100 fts. $4. Sheepskins, each, $l,00@l,60.
CALFSKINS, IP ft, 8c.—Globe.

Q N E PRICE AND LOW PRICE, at
w Oilman's Shoe Store, 8 State Street,
Rochester, N. T.

ONE PRICE AND LOW PRICE, at Gilman's
Shoe Store, 8 State St., Rochester, N. Y.

CR A N B E R R Y PLANTS.-Persons in want of
Plants can be supplied by

640-2t GEO. A. BATES, Bellingham, Mass.

S K E D I J I N G S - One year, first selection,
ar, Beeond selection. SS.OO.
R & M D. W1LLS0N, West Bloomfleld, N. T.

$12,00; 1 year, feeond sriection

FR K S H C O W S F O R S A L E . — Eight or ton
good Cows, principally grade Short-horns, for sale cheap.

Apply to ALBERT PARK, Canisteo, Steuben Co., N. Y.

OP O R T O A G E N T S . - T h o s e having orders for 100
vines, or more, are requested to report immediately and

make no more positive promises to supply Oporto vines this
spring. E. WARE SYLVESTER, Xyons, N. Y.

r i R A N B K R R Y P L A N T S . - T h e subscriber of-
\J fers for sale a large stock of Cranberry Plants, of the cele-
brated Upland Bell. Lowland Bell, and Cherry varieties. For
prices and information on the culture, incloge stamp and send
for a Circular. Address P. T). CHILSON,

Bellingham, Norfolk Co., Mass.

S1

ON E P r i c e and Low I»ric©, at GJ-il-
man's (Shoe Store, 8 Sta te Street ,

Kocliester, JST. Y .

BEDS!— GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS!
FROM

Hallock's Seed & Agricultural Warehouse,
No. 31 Exchange St., opposite Clinton House,

R O C H E S T E R , N . Y .
THB Subscriber, on receipt of one dollar, by mail, will

forward
TWENTY SIX-PEWNT PACKAGES

to any part of the United States, postage paid,—a good assort-
ment for the garden, comprising many that are new and kinds
of known value.

V E G E T A B L E S E E D S !
Our facilities for obtaining and experience in selecting good

and valuable seeds is not excelled by any other house, and no
pains will be spared to give satisfactien.

12^* Orders solicited and promptly filled. Orders from Can-
ada can be sent by Express. To pay freight, I will add 10 extra

Eickages. making 30 for that country. .
Address E. D. HALLOCK

Rochester, N. Y., April«, 1862. 639-2t

" T k W A B F PEARS AND HARDY GRAPES.—
I ) A fine stock Duchesse d'Angouleme Dwarf Pear Trees, and

the leading and desirable hardy grape vines, at surprisingly
low prices by the 100 or 1,000.

640-2t T. 6. YE0MANS, Walworth, Wayne Co., N. Y.

SK K D S ! S K W D S ! SEEDS!—Clover,Timothy,
and Hungarian Grass Seeds; Kentucky Blue Grass, and Red

Top Seed; Orchard Grass; China Tea Seed Wheat; Dwarf Broom
Corn Seed; Dutton and eisht-rowed Corn, at

H. DAW & SON, 26 Central Wharf, Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo, April 10, 1862. M0-4t

R H O D E S ' SUPERPHOSPHATE,
THE STANDARD MANURE.

Endorsed by Professors S. W. JOHNSTON, G. A. LIEBIG,
and Dr. EVAN PUGH. Sold under a legal guarantee of purity
and freedom from all adulteration.

H. E. MORING, General Agent,
97 Pearl St., near Hanover Square, New York,

To whom Agriculturists and Dealers of New York and New
England will please apply. B. M. RHODES & CO.,

640-4t Office, 82 South St, Baltimore, Md.

, Commerce,
Rural New-Yorker Office, )

ROCHESTER, April 22d, 1861. S
THBRB are but two or three changes in our table of quota-

tions, and but very little doings on account of the unfavorable'
weather prevailing. Oats are one cent per bushel better in
price; Butter has declined one cent per pound; Honey has ad-
vanced 1@2 cents per pound; large Clover seed has moved up
25 cents per bushel. No other alterations of note.

Rochester Wholesale Prices.
Flpnr and Grain.

Flour, winter wheat;$S.28'
Flour, spring do, 4.75,
Flour, buckwheat... 0.00^
Meal, Indian 1.0
Wheat, Genesee 1.0
Best white Canada.. 1 r
Corn, old
Corn, new
Rye, 60 lbs ^ bush-
Oats, by weight
Barley
Buckwheat
BeanB 1-2

Meat*.
Pork, mess Sll.fi
Pork, clear 13.0
Dressed hogs, cwt 3.S
Beef, cwt 4.0
Spring lambs, each IT
Mutton, carcass...
Hams, smoked
Shoulders
Chickens..,
Turkeys

1.63

§12.00
150

i4.00
t 6.00
, 1.76

Ducks $ pair
Dairy. & c

Butter, roll 14
Butter, firkin 13
Cheese 6
Lard, tried 7
Tallew, rough 6
Tallow, tried 7

Eggs, dozen
Honey, box
Candles, box
Candles, extra

Fruit and Roots.
Apples, bushel
Do. dried $ ft...
Peaches, do 14
Cherries, do 14
Plums, do
Potatoes .̂

Hides and Skins.
Slaughter
Calf
Sheep Pelts $0.6
Lamb Pelts 75

Seeds.
Clover, medium, $4.25(

Do. large 6,00i
Timothy 1.70

Sundries.
Wood, hard .$3
Wood, soft 3.0
Coal, Scranton 5.5
Coal, Pittston 6,5
Coal, Shamokin... 5.5
Coal, Char
Salt,bbl $1.6
Hay, tun 8.(
Straw, tun 5.0
Wool, fl ft 3
Whitefish, half bbl. 3.2
Codfish, quintal,... 4.6
Trout, half bbl 8.2

T H E W O O L M A R K E T S .

NEW YORK, APHIL 17.—Domestic wools have been quiet:
prices are without change to note; sales of fiO.OOO fts fleeces at

45(3 48c. Foriegn. have been in fair demand, particularly carpet
trades, and we note sales of 700 bales Donskoi at or about 24c.
We quote:

Saxony Fleece f) ft 61@66
American full-blood Merino 48@60
American half and Merino 46(3)48
American Native and quarter Merino 44@46
Extra nulled 46ffi>48
Superfine pulled 42(3)45
No. 1 pulled 35@40
Lamb's pulled 00W00
California fine, unwashed 16(5.30
California common do 18@23
Peruvian washed ; :S0@32
"Valparaiso unwashed 18@16
South American Mestiza unwashed flOffiOO
South American common washed 14(Sl7
South American EntreRiosd^ 23@25
South American unwashed. . . , Wa)\2
South American Corrlova washed 2&J330
Cape Good Hope unwashed 00(400
East India washed -. 28f.d>35
African unwashed 18(8)20
African washed 38Ca)40
Smyrna washed 24@33
Smyrna unwashed 12® 18
Mexican unwashed 12m>l4

N. T. Tribune.
ALBANY, APRIL 17.—A quiet but steady market Since our

l a s t , W e s have been made of 26,000 fts. extra, and 12,000 fts. No.
1 pulled on p. t—Journal.

BOSTON, A P R I L 17. — The following are the rates for the
week: "

Texas P..00<
._. „ _ Smyrna, washed ....27<
and % blood, . . . _

ONE PRICE AND LOW PRICE, AT GILMAN'S
SHOH STORH, 8 STATE ST., ROCHESTER, N. T.

QBOCEBIES, PROVISIONS, SEEDS, FRUITS, &c.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

GROCER AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,
9O Buffalo St ree t , Roches te r , N . Y .

ALSO, Dealer in Clover and Timothy Seed, Seed Potatoes,
Green and Dried Fruits, &c I3^~ Pure Wines and Liquors,
and Rectified Whisky, for Medicinal purposes. [640

Qf| linn DOOLITTIJE RASPBERRY
«j! M n n t PLANTS, (from yearling?,) for sale at a low price,
by THOMAS A. SLOCUM, Fairport, Monroe Co., 1J. Y.

r p H E HOME COMPORT COOK STOVE—One
I of the best Stoves now in use. Sole agents,
" KLEIN & DUTHE, 72 Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

L P I T D RO8TKUM-A Periodical con-
X taining the most noted Lectures and Discourses $1 a year.
Sample Nos, 10 cts. E. D. BARKER, 135 Grand St , New York.

o P r i o e ct.xi.ca.
Prioe, At G-ilm

S h o e Store, O State
Xlooliester, 3XT, "ST.

t . ,

Saxony and Merino, fine,49@63
Full blood, 47@48

.. .44347
Jommon 42^43
Pulled, extra, 46@63
Do. superfine .440060
Do. No. 1 .405643
Do. No. 2 00@00
Western mixed, 35@45

Do. unwashed,. . . 1' .
Syrian, 19@36
Cape 24(3)25
Crimea, 12@26
Buenos Ayres, 17(5)40
Peruvian, washed, 37rt?43
Canada. 00@00

pH
V W
of the r
riti

IC FLOWER (»EED».-
e have jus t imported from Europe a splendid collection

of the rarest FLOWER SEEDS, comprising upwards of 100 va-
rieties of all sorts that thrive best.

Collections of 12 distinct named varieties mailed on receipt of
50 cts..—25 sorts for $1,-60 sorts for $2.

Priced Circulars, giving varieties, sent on application.
Address FROST & CO., •

638-4t Genesee Valley*Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

MAKBLEHEAD CABBAGH5
AND HUBBARD SQUASH.—Stone-mason t abbage is the
ard Cabbage in Boston Market, is distinguished for its re-

liability for heading. The heads are very large, remarkably
hard, and very sweet Seed of my own growing, with full direc-
tion for cultivation. 25 cts per ounce; 4 ounces, 75<cts; 1 pound,
$2.67, all post-paid by me and warranted to reach each pur-
chaser. Hubbard Squash Seed 12 cts per package; $1.00$ ft.
Priced Catalogues of every varietv of Garden Seed, gratis.

633-4t JAMES X H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

J AMES TERRY & CO.,
DEALERS IN

STOVES, FURNACES, COAL GEATES,
Silver Plated Ware, Pocket and Table Cutlery and House Fur-
nishing Hardware of every description.

A l ^ S O ,
Manufacturers of KEDZIE'S WATER FILTERS, Refrigerators,
and Thermometers, and dealer in Tin, Copper Zinc, Sheet Iron,
&c, &c, 69 & 61 State Street, Rochester, N. Y.

ONE PRICE AND LOW PRICE, at
Gilman's Shoe Store, 8 State Street,

Rochester, N. Y.

THE PROVISION MARKETS.
NEW YORK, APRIL 21.—FLOUR—Market may be quoted

5c better on common grades, with a moderate business doing
tor export and home consumption. SaleB at $4,60;a)4,70 for su-
perfine State; $4,80@6,86 for extra State; $4,60 « 4,70 for super-
fine Western; $4,80fei5,00 for common to medium extra western;
$5,10@6,35 for shipping brands extra round hooped Ohio, and
$5,45(0)6,70 for trade brands do,—the market closing steady.—
Canadian flour may be quoted firmer, with a moderate business
doing; saleB at $4,80(̂ 4,95 for spring, and $5,00(0.6,25 for winter
extra. Rye flour continues quiet and steady at $3,26(d)4,26, for
inferior to choice. Corn meal in mederate request and prices
steady; sales at $2.80 for Jersey, and $3,10 for Brandywine.

GRAIN—Wheat market continues dull and heavy, and prices
tend downward, with only a limited business doing for export
and home consumption; sales of Milwaukee club to arrive in all
June are rumored at *1,1O, sales Canada club at $l,0i»; white
Western at $1.38, and Milwaukee club at $1,20 in store and deliv-
ered. Rye steady and quiet: sales at 80(a)82c afloat and deliver-
ed. Barley is steady but quiet; sales California at 7oc. Barley
malt dull and nominal at $1,00. Peas nominal at 90c for Can-
adian. Corn market heavy and declining, with only a very
moderate business for export and home trade; sales at/i8&'58X
for mixed'Western in store; 60c for do delivered; 67@58cfor new
yellow Jersey, and 57@68c for yellow Southern. Oats m mode-
rate inquiry; salesat 38@39c for Canada, and 39@40c for Jersey,
Western and State.

PROVISIONS—Pork market easier, with a moderate demand;
sales at $12,uO@12,6O for mess; $l2.2fi(a)13,50 for prime mess, and
$10,00@ 10,25 for prime. Beef market rules quiet and quite firm;
sales at 4,50@5,59 for country prime; $5,60@8,00 for country
mess; $12,50@i3,50 for repacked mess; and $14,00@14,50 for ex-
tra mess. Prime mesB beef steady and in moderate demand;
sales at $20,00@20,00. India mess is in moderate request; sales
at $23@23,25. Beef hams quiet and steady; sales Eastern and
Western at $17.00(5)17,50. Cut meats in moderate demand and
firm, sales at 4K@5o for Western and city shoulders, and 5^@
6Ĵ c for hams. Bacon sides quiet and in moderate demdnd; sales
at 6%(a>7c for Cumberland cut middles, 7c for long ribbed mid-
dles; 7)£c for short ribbed do, 7>£c for long clear do, 7.^c for
short clear do, and 6Xo for bellies. Lard steady, with a moder-
ate demand; sales at 7*£@8>£c for No. 1 to chioce. Butter in
moderate request and selling at 8@14c for Ohio, and lfi(a>20c for
State. Cheese quiet and steady at 6H(p>9c for good to choice..

ASHES—Are steady and in fair demand; sales of 36 bbls at $5,-

IN this city, on the 21st inpt., ARCHIBALD MoVEAN, of»
Wheatland, (and brother of ALEX. MOVEAN, of Rochester,) aged
22 years.

While a member of the 13th Regiment N. Y. S. V., last year,
Mr. McV. fought bravely, and' was severely wounded; which
superinduced the illness which caused his death. A young
man of fine promise, his loss is sincerely lamented.

IN Fitchburg, Dane Co., Wis., on the 9th of ApriLGARRY D.
PALMER, only child of HELEN C. and EDWARD W. PALMER,
aged 3 years and 11 months.

Advertisements.
t j ^ - ADVERTISING TERMS, la Advance—TniRTT-FrvB

CENTS A LINE, each insertion. A price and a half for extra
display, or 52>£ cents per line of space. SPECIAL NOTICES (fol-
lowing reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line.

K&- The immense circulation of the RURAL NEW-YORKER—
tull twenty thousand more than that of any other similar jour-
nal—renders it by far the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium
of its class in America. This FACT should be borne in mind
by all Nurserymen, Manufacturers, Wholesale Dealers, Land
Agents, &c, &c, who necessarily depend upon the People of
the North for patronage.

NEW MUSIC BOOK!
BT

LOWELL & WILLIAM MASON.

OR, THE CHOIR ,BOOE!
A Collection of Vocal Music, Sacred and Secular, for Choirs,

Singing Schools, Musical Societies and Conventions,
and the Home Circle.

Just issued—nearly all New Music, and comprising a COL-
LECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC, a MANUAL FOR SINGING
SCHOOLS, and a GLEE AND PART SONG BOOK—all in one
volume. Price, $1.00 per copy, or $8.00 per dozen in New York.

For sale by Booksellers generally.
PUBLISHED AT

Nos. 5 a n d 7 M e r c e r S t r e e t New T o r k ,
BY

MASON BROTHERS.

ONE FBICE AND LOW PRICE, at Oilman's
Shoe Store, 8 State St,, Rochester, K. Y.

JJOWABD'S NEW COMBINED
R e a p e r and. IVIo-vrer

FOR

FO R S A L E —30,000 Isabella Grape roots, one and two
years old, price $20 to $40 ̂  1,000. H. PAYNE.

Lockport, N. Y., April 15,1852.

2% for Pots), and $5.50 for Pearls.
H O P S - CContinue in limited demand, the inquiry being con*

fined to the abFolute wants of the local trade; sales of 40 bales
fair to prime new, at 12@17o.

SEEDS—The market is lower for Clover seed; sales of 70 bags
of prime Ohio, at 7^c Timothy seed is quiet, and is lower,
sales of 31 bags at $1,T6@1,87>* $ bushel.

BUFFALO, APRII 19—FLOUR—The market is very quiet
to-day, with only a moderate business for home and interior
trade. Sales of extra and double extra Ohio and Indiana at
$5,26@5,50; Illinois Bakers at $5; extra Michigan at $5J2^@5,18;
Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin extras range $4,75@4,87%.

GKAIN.—No sales of Wheat The market is dull, heavy and
inactive, with no inquiry, except for car lots to supply imme-
diate wants. Corn quiet and nominal at S8@S8^c. Oats in

DAVIS ' S E E D L I N G POTATOES for sale at $1.50
per bbl., or $1 f) bag, delivered at the RR. depot at Albi-

on, Mich. Address as above. B. PECKHAM.

A G E N T S W A N T K D - T o introduce the LITTLE

any OF ifWlTL.
Peansylvania.Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Iowa
to be supplied. Address 8"on. with stamp, for terms,

641-4t T. S. PAGE, General Agent, Toledo, Ohio.

•DTJSSELL S

vals from upper lake; sales of choice Canadian at 72c. Rye
quiet; sales of State at*3c

BEANS—Quiet and nominal at $l,50@l,62*£ for good to choice.
PEAS—Prices nominal. Common Canadian at 60c. Marrow-

fats at 85c@$t. Black-eyed marrowfats $1. Champion of Eng-
land and Early Keuts at $2,50.

OAI MEAL—Quiet and nominal at $3,75@4.
TORONTO, APRIL 16—FLOUR—There have been no transac-

tions during the week; prices are therefore nominally un-
changed. Quotations are as follows:

Superfine, $4,00@4,05
Fancy 4,2fi@4,40
Extra, 4.60@4,75
Superior 4,80@4,90

OATMEAL is in fair offering, with a limited demand at $3,90®
4,00 % barrel.

GRAIN—Notwithstanding the improved condition of the roads
the receipts of fall wheat would not exceed two or three loads

POWER,
COMBINED MOWER AND REAPER.

Not a. Cog in the M a c h i n e !

Friction Rollers upon the inner face of the drive wheel pass
up the flange of a revolving Bcrew, which (fives the desired
amount of motion to the pittmn-crank, with least possible frier
tion. PERFECT IN ITS WORK, »nd most simple and durable in
its construction.

Tlie Lightest Draft
Mower and Reaper in the World. ISP-Send for circulars.
Manufactured by RUSSELL & TREMAIN,

641-I8t Manlius, N. Y.

O 'PRICE .and. l iow 3?rioe, at
Gi-ilmazL's Shoe Store, 8 State St.,

Rochester, NT. Y .

ONE PRICES AND LOW PRICE, at Gil-
man's Shoe Store, 8 State St., Rochester.

TD OARDMAN, GRAY & Co.'s

The Best and Most Durable.
Our large, elegant, and superior Pianos of 7 and 7)£ Octaves,

at low prices for cash.

PIANOS FOR SMAIiL P A R L O R S ,

6>i and 7 Octaves, elegant and durable.

ALL our Piano-Fortes havt the

INSULATEJ IRON R I M ,

Giving strength and durability, and requiring less than half the
usual amount of tuning

ROSEWOOD YOUNG AMERICA PIANOS,

Warranted to prove good and give perfect satisfaction, or no
sale. SEND FOR DESPRHT'ITE CATALOOTTES.

BOAKDMAN, GRAY An CO.,
641-4teo Manufacturers, Albany, N. T.

NJi PRIOE AND JMW PRICK, at Gllmaa-B Shoe
gtore, No. 8 State Street, Rochester, If. Y.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THIS MACHINE
Over all others, AS A REAPER, are its Dura-

bility, Simplicity and Lightness of Draught,
being one-third less draught than any

Reaper in Market
The enlarging of the Main or Driving Wheel for Reaping, by

felloes bolted to its rim, is of more importance than many
would comprehend and appreciate without an explanation. By
enlarging the wheel, the motion of the knife is reduced without
any change of gearing, thereby reducing the labor of the team
FULL ONE-QUARTER, raising the cogs out of the dirt and the
knife to a sufficient height for cutting grain

The enlarged wheel, in working on soft ground, and the ease
in which it works through dead furrows, are of sufficient im-
portance to give it the preference over any small wheeled ma-
chine, whieli must draw bard and bury itself in dead furrows.

The platform is so arranged that the grain is delivered on one
side, out of the track of the Machine on its next swath, and the
Machine is so easily managed that many rake off and drive their
own team.

AS A MOWER, the machine is just as perfect as though built
expressly for Mowing, and no Mower in market can compete
with it in the ease and perfection of its work. It cannot be
clogged, and the grass is left evenly spread over the ground for
curing, which but few other machines do, unless they infringe
patents which I control.

Howard's New Mower,
THE BEST AND CHEAPEST MOWER NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.
I offer for the Harvest of 1862, three different sized Mowers,

and at prices within the reach of both large and small farmers:

NO. 1 MOWER,
With Thflls and Pole, for either one or two horses. Capable of

cutting from five to six acres per day,
P r i c e , STO.

NO. », I J I G H T TWO-HORSE MOWER,
Cuts from eight to ten acres per day,

3Prioe, &SO-

NO. 3 , TWO-HORSE MOWER,
Capable of cutting from ten to fifteen acres per day,

P r i c e , $1OO.
NO. 3 , TWO-HORSE COMBINED,

Capable of cutting from ten to fifteen acres ot grass or grain
per day,

DPrioe, &13O.
These machines have all new and improved gear, and are so

arranged that the

Entire Machine Buns on Wheels or Rollers,
and, with Morse's Patent Adjustable Lever and Roller, which I
leased the right to use, the driver has perfect control of the
finger bar in backing or raising it over obstructions, or in trans-
porting the machine from field to field.

They throw out and in gear by the driver without leaving his
seat, and there is no necessity of backing up to give the knives
motion before entering the grass, nor to drive fast to prevent
clogging. They have no side draught—no clogging or breaking
down: and any boy can manage them. Extras sent with each
machine, and all machines are warranted. Send for Circular
giving cuts and full description.

Improvements of Guards, Lever and Roller, and Shoe and
Roller, can be attached to any Ketchum Machine of my make,
by giving the number of the machine for which they are want-
ed. PRICES MODERATE.

AddAddress .
K. It IIOWAKD, Buffalo,
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[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker]
"GOD AND OUR NATIVE LAND."

BY GEO. W. DRAPER.

AUTHOR of good, each rolling year
To Thee our praise shall rise,

And. wings of gratitude sincere
Will waft it to the skies.

Thy blessings come in varied form;
Through thickest gloom thy glories shine;

In peaceful calm, in war's wild storm,
Still we behold Thy great design.

Then now accept the warmest thanks
Our natures can command,

For this most glorious gift of earth,
Our own loved Native Land.

COLUMBUS, guided by Thy Hand
O'er an unfurrowed sea,

Beheld " a light I" upon the shores
Where man shall yet be free.

Great WASHINGTON, our Morning Star,
Sent forth fair Freedom's beams,

That shed a flood of living light
O'er all our hills and streams.

Then now accept the warmest thanks
Our natures can command,

For this most glorious gift of e&rth,
Our own loved Native Land.

Now weary ones from other lands
May journey to the West,

And then recline, America,
Upon thy gen'rous breast.

May all who guard Columbian soil
In solid phalanx firmly stand,

And scatter soon each cloud of sin
That darkens now our Native Land.

Then will we sing the noblest song
Our natures can command,

For this, most glorious gift of earth,
Our own loved Native Land.

Columbia, 1862.

THE DYING SOLDIER.

A TRUE STORY.

THE chaplain came at last to a cot set somewhat
by itself outside the wards. Here, reclining at
length, was a young man, whose face bore but slight
traces of suffering. It was flushed with a hue like
that of health; the eyes were undimmed, and only
the position of his hands, which were thrown over
his head and locked in almost spasmodic tightness,
told that he was in pain. He was unusually noble
in countenance. His brow was broad and fair, and
the thick locks that clustered back from his temples
curled like the ringlets of a boy. He knew not
why, but the chaplain experienced an unusual and
sudden sympathy for this young man, struck down
in his beauty; still he felt that there was no imme-
diate danger in his case.

" How is he wounded?" he asked of the surgeon,
as the two approached the bed softly.

" In the right side, below the ribs," was the reply.
" Is he in danger?"
"Oh! no; that is, not at present The case may

take a bad turn, to be sure; but it looks well now.
Charles," he added, addressing the sick man famil-
iarly, " the chaplain is going the rounds; would you
like to see him?"

"Oh! certainly!" exclaimed the young man, smil-
ing. " I am very glad to see him," and he held out
his hand. His voice was strong and ringing, as
with the highest health; his clasp was vigorous.

" I am sorry to find you wounded, my friend,"
said the chaplain.

" Oh! only the casualty of war; we must some of
us expect it, you know."

" Do you suffer much?"
"At times, sir, very severely; I feel BO well", only

only the distress here," and he pressed his hand to
his side.

" You will be up soon, I hope."
" I trust so, sir; the doctor says it is a bad wound,

but will yield with care. I only wish I had my
mother here. She has heard of it, and, doubtless,
started before this. It will seem so comfortable to
see her; you don't know how I long for her."

Ah! mothers, you are first thought of when the
hardy soldier feels the pang of pain. It is your
name he calls, your form he sees through the mists
of delirium, your voice he hears in every gentle
word that is spoken. He knows whose touch will
be tenderest, through the sympathy of suffering; he
knows who has borne the most for him; and on the
tented field, the holy name of mother receives a
fresh baptism of love'and beauty.

" I can imagine how you feel," said the chaplain;
"and I have no doubt you will see her soon. Mean-
while you know there is a Friend who will be to you
more than mother or father, sister or brother."

" I realize that, sir," said the young man; I am a
professsor of religion, and have been for years.
When I was shot, aye, and before, I commended my
soul to Him for life or death; but I confess I have
much to live for. I am not brought yet where I am
willing to die."

" I t may be for the reason that you are not yet
called to die," said the chaplain; "but in life, you
know, it is the one important thing to be prepared
for death." '

After a short prayer, the minister and the sick
man parted. *' He seems very strong and sanguine,"
he said, as he met the surgeon again, " and likely to
recover."

"No doubt of it, sir, no doubt," was the hasty
reply of the surgeon, as he passed on."

The hour of midnight had struck from the great
hall. Slowly and solemnly it knelled the departing
moments, and its echo rolled through the halls,
vibrating on many an ear that would never hear the
sound of the striking hours again. The chaplain
still sat up in his own room, writing letters for three
or foar of the wounded soldiers, and a strange still-
ness fell around him as he closed the last sheet, and
sat back with folded hands, to think, He could not
tell why, but do what and go where he would, the
face of the young volunteer with whom he had
spoken last, haunted him. He arose to move to the
window, where the breeze was cooler, when a knock
was heard at the door, and a rapid voice called,
" Chaplain!" He hurried to lilt the latch. The sur-
geon stood there, looking like a shadow by the dim
moonlight that crept into the passage.

" Chaplain, sorry to disturb you, and more sorry
still to give you an unpleasant duty to perform."

a Why, what is it?" was the quick rejoinder.
" The fine young fellow whom you talked with is

going."
"What! you do not mean"—
" Won't live an hour or two at the most I tried

to tell him, but I couldn't; and finally I thought of
you. You can ease it, you know."

A great shadow fell upon the chaplain; for a
moment he was stunned and choked, and his voice
grew husky as he made reply:

"I t is a sad errand, but none the less my duty.
Poor fellow ! I can't realize it; indeeijl I cannot.
His voice was so strong; his manner so natural.
I'll be there presently." And left alone, he threw
himself upon his knees to wrestle for strength in
prayer.

The atmosphere was filled with low sighs from
the strugglers with pain and disease. Going softly
up to the couch at which he had stood before, the
chaplain gazed upon the face before him. It looked
as calm as that of a sleeping infant, but he did not
sleep. Hearing a slight noise, his eyes flew open
and rested in some surprise upon the chaplain.

" I felt as if I must see you again before I retired,"
said the latter, striving to steady his voice. " How
do you feel now?'*

"Oh! better, I thank you; in fact, almost well.
The pain is almost gone, and I feel almost hopeful.
I rather think the surgeon does, though he said
nothing."

Again that fearful swelling in the chaplain's throat.
How should he tell him of his danger—how prepare
the mind so calmly resting on almost a certainty?—
the poor, hopeful soul that would never look with
arthly eyes on the mother he so longed for. An-

other moment, and the young man appeared to be
struck with some peculiarity in the face and move-
ments of the chaplain. The large eyes sought his
with.an intenseness that was painful, and he strove
to interpret that which made the difference between
this and his former demeanor.

" Your cares weary you, chaplain," he said quietly;
:you must be very faithful, for it is past midnight."

" I was on the point of1 going to bed, when I was
:alled to prepare a dying man for his last hour,"

was the fearful response.
"Indeed! what poor fellow goes next?" rejoined

the young man, with a look of mournful inquiry.
There was no answer; ty>r the wealth of worlds

;he chaplain could not have spoken now. That tone
so unconscious of danger; that eye so full of sym-
pathy! Still a strange silence! What did it mean?
The sick man's inquiring glance changed to one of
intense terror. He raised both arms—let them fall
heavily upon the coverlet at his side, and in a voice
totally altered by emotion, he gasped:

"Great heaven! you mean me."
"My dear friend!" said the chaplain, unmanned.
" I am to die, then—and—how—long?" His eye

once more sought that of his chaplain.
" You have made your peace with God; let death

ome as soon as it will, He will carry you over the
river."

"Yes; but this is awfully sudden!" his lips quiv-
ered; he looked up grievingly—" and I shall not see
my mother."

" Christ is better than a mother," murmured the
shaplain.

"Yes."
The word came in a whisper. His eyes were

:losed; the lips still wore that trembling grief, as if
the chastisement were too sore, too hard to be borne;
but as the minutes passed, and the soul lifted itself
up stronger and more steadily upon the wings of
prayer, the countenance grew calmer, the lip stead-
ier, and when the eyes were opened again, there
was a light in their depths that could come only
from heaven.

" I thank you for your courage," he said, more
feebly, taking the hand of the chaplain. " The bit-
terness is over now, and I feel willing to die. Tell
my mother"—he paused, gave one sigh, dry and
full of the last anguish of earth—" tell her how I
longed to see her; but, if God will permit me, I will
be near her. Tell her to comfort all who loved me;
to say that I thought of them all. Tell my father
that I am glad he gave me his consent, and that
other fathers will mourn for other sons. Tell my
minister,' by word or by letter, that I thoiight of
him, and thajt I thank him for all his counsels. Tell
him I find that Christ will not desert the passing
soul; and that I wish to give my testimony to the
living, that nothing is of real worth but the religion
of Jesus. And now will you pray for me?"

Oh! what emotions swelled the heart of that
devoted man, as he knelt by the bedside of the
dying volunteer, the young soldier of Christ; and
with tones so low that only the ear of God and that
of him who was passing away could hear, besought

od's grace and presence. Never, in all his expe-
rience, had his heart been so powerfully wrought
upon; never had a feeling of such unutterable ten-
derness taken possession of his soul. He seemed
already in the presence of a glorified spirit; and
after the prayer was over, restraining his sobs, he
bent down and pressed upon the beautiful brow,
already chilled with the breath of the coming angel,
twice, thrice, a fervent kiss. They might have been
as tokens from the father and mother, as well as
himself. So, perhaps, thought the dying soldier, for
a heavenly smile touched his face with a new beauty
as he remarked:

"Thank you! I won't trouble you any longer;
you are wearied out—go to your rest"

"The Lord God be with you!" was the fervent
response.

" Amen!" trembled from* the fast whitening lips.
Another hour passed. The chaplain still moved

uneasily around the room. There were hurried
sounds overhead, and footsteps on the stairs. He
opened the door and encountered the surgeon, who
whispered one little word—

"Gone!"
Christ's soldier had found the Captain of his sal-

vation.— Watchman and Reflector..

HOW TO EARN A HOME.

A STORY FOR THE HARD TIMES.

THE other evening, I dame home with an extra
ten-dollar bill in my pocket —money that I had
earned by out-of-doors work. The fact is, I'm a
clerk in a down-town store, at a salary of $600 per
annum, and a pretty wife and baby to support out
of i t

I suppose this income will sound amazingly small
to your two and three thousand dollar office-holders;
but nevertheless we contrive to live very comfortably
on it. We live on one floor of an unpretending
little house, for which we pay one hundred and
fifty dollars per annum, and Kitty, my wife, you'll
understand, does all her own work; so that we
lay up a neat little sum every year. I've got a bal-
ance of two or three hundred dollars at the savings
bank, the hoard of several years, and it is astonish-
ing how rich I feel! Why, Rothschild himself isn't
a circumstance to me!

Well, I came home with my extra bill, and showed
it triumphantly to Kitty, who of course was delighted
with my industry and thrift

"Now, my love," said I, "just add this to our

account at the bank, and with interest to the end of
• the year."

Forthwith I commenced casting interest and cal-
culating in my brain. Kitty was silent, and rocked
the cradle musingly with her foot.

"I 've been thinking, Harry," said she, after a
moment's pause, " that since you've got this extra
money, we might afford to buy a new rug. This is
getting dreadful shabby, my dear, you must see."

I looked dolefully at the rug; it was worn and
shabby enough, that was a fact.

" I can get a beautiful new velvet pattern for seven
dollars," resumed my wife.

" Velvet—seven dollars!" groaned I.
" Well, then, a common tufted rug like this would

only cost three," said my cautious better half, who,
seeing she couldn't carry her first ambitious point,
wisely withdrew her guns.

" That's more sensible," said I. " Well, we'll see
about i t "

"And there's another thing I want," continued my
wife, putting her hand coaxingly on my shoulder;
" and it's not at all extravagant, either."

" What is it?" I asked, softening rapidly.
" I saw such a lovely silk dress-pattern on Canal

street this morning, and I can get it for six dollars—
only six dollars, Harry! It's the cheapest I ever
saw."

" But haven't you got a very pretty green silk
dress?"

" That old thing? Why, Harry, I've worn it ever
since we've been married."

" Is it soiled or ragged?"
" No, of course; but who wants to wear the same

green dress forever. Everybody knows it is the
only silk I have."

"Well, what then?"
" That's just a man's question," pouted Kitty.
" And I suppose you have not observed how old-

fashioned my bonnet is getting?"
" Why, I thought it looked very neat and tasteful

since you put on that black velvet winter trimming."
"Of course —you men have no taste in such

matters."
We were silent for a moment I'm afraid we both,

felt a little cross and out of humor with one another.
In fact, on my journey home I had entertained seri-
ous thoughts of exchanging my old silver watch for
a more modern timepiece of gold, and had mentally
appropriated the ten dollars to further that purpose.
Savings bank reflections had come later.

As we sat before the fire, each wrapped in thought,
our neighbor, Mr. Wilmot, knocked at the door. He
was employed in the same store as myself, and his
wife was an old family friend.

" I want you to congratulate me," he said, taking
a seat. " I have purchased that little cottage out on
the Bloomingdale road to-day."

" What! that beautiful little wooden cottage, with
the piazza and lawn, and fruit garden behind?" ex-i
claimed Kitty, almost enviously.

" Is it possible?" I cried. A little cottage home of
my own, just like that I had often admired on the
Bloomingdale road, had always been the crowning
ambition of my life—a distant and almost hopeless
point, .but no less earnestly desired.

"Why, Wilmot," said I, "how did this happen?
You've only been in business eight or ten years'
longer than I, at a salary but a trifle larger than
mine, yet I could as soon buy the mint as purchase
a cottage like that."

" Well," said my neighbor, " we have all been
working to this end for years. My wife has darned,
patched, mended and saved—we have lived on plain
fare, and done with the cheapest things. But the
magic charm of the whole affair was that we laid
aside every penny that was not needed by actual,
positive want Yes, I have seen my wife lay by red
coppers one by one.

" Times are hard, you know, just now; the owner
was not what you call an economical man, and he
was glad to sell even at a moderate price. So you
see that even 'hard times' have helped me."

When our neighbor was gone, Kitty and I looked
meaningly at one another.

" Harry," said she, " the rug isn't so bad after all,
and my green silk will do for a year longer, with
care."

" And a silver watch ia quite as good for all prac-
tical purposes as a gold repeater," said L " We will
set aside all imaginary wants."

"The ten-dollar bill must go to the bank," said
Kitty, "and I'll economize the coppers just as Mm
Wilmot did. O, how happy she will be among the
roses in that cottage garden next spring!"

Our merry tea-kettle sung us a cheerful little song
over the glowing fire that night, and its burden was,
" Economy and a home of our own amid the roses'
and the country air."—Independent.

DROPS OF WISDOM.

COUNSEL that favors our desires needs careful
watching.

H E who turns from evil habits, does himself a
good turn.

A WORD fitly spoken or written will often prove
as a nail in a sure place.

Do not all that you can do; spend not all that you
have; believe not all tha; you hear; and tell not all
that you know.

WHEN a man wants money or assistance, the
world, as a rule, is very obliging and indulgent,
and lets him want it.

" W E see," said Swift, ia one of his sarcastic moods,
" what God Almighty thinks of riches, by the people
to whom he gives them.'1

I F you would not be forgotten as soon as you are
dead, either write something worth reading, or do
something worth writing.

As the shadow of the sun is largest when his
beams are lowest, so we are always least when we
make ourselves the greatest.

DAVID thus describes the gentleman: "He that
walketh upright, and worketh righteousness, and
speaketh the truth in his heart"
* LEARN in childhood, if you can, that happiness is
not outside but inside. A goo&heart and a clear con-
science bring happiness, jvhich no riches and no cir-
cumstance alone can evei do.

FLATTERY is a compound of falsehood, selfish-
ness, servility and ill-m-inners. Any one of these
qualities is enough to make a character thoroughly
odious. Who, then, would be the person, or have
any concern with him, wlose mind is deformed by
four such vices?

W E double .all the cares of life by pondering over
them. We increase bur troubles by grieving over
them. A scratch becomes a wound, a slight an
injury, a jest an insult, a small peril a great danger,
and a slight sickness often ends in death by the
brooding fears of the invalid.

PKENTICEANA.

THE Norfolk Day Book says that, when the Mer-
rimac goes out, she "will carry everything before
her if" &c. Let her go out with an "if," and the
Monitor may dispose of her with a butt.

THE rebel troops generally are not sound upon
the bayonet question. They won't come to the point

WHEN you see a drunken rebel black with mud,
you may conclude tHat he has dyed in the last ditch.

" I BELIEVE we haven't been whipped since din-
ner," said Mr. Wigfall the other day to an acquaint-
ance who asked him the news. But the ex-Senator
heard of the Confederate whipping at Winchester
that very afternoon before he took tea, though prob-
ably not before he took a drink.

THE rebels needn't issue any more proclamations
for the enlistment of cripples. If their army will
only stand, we Bhall soon make more cripples in it
than they can take care of.

THE rebel generals are great at strategy, but, in
learning their strategic movements, they must have
gone to school to a crab.

WHEN men volunteer in the rebel army, they
ought to specify whether they volunteer to fight or
to run away.

IT is too bad. Folk& are getting to call the Con-:
federate armies the Coa^ed-erate armies.

IN a double sense the flying and pillaging rebels
stop at nothing.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

G E O G R A P H I C A L E N I G M A .

I AII composed of 77 letters.
My 68, 4, 0, 30, 36 is a cape in the United States.
My 3, 65, 79,14,16,1 is an island in Oceanica.
My 2, 46, 56, 67 is a cape in Asia.
My 76, 35,10, 39, 40, 57, 63 is a gulf in the southern part of

Europe.
My 63,13, 32, 74 is a bay in the West Indies.
My 68,12, 59, 8, 51, 45, 34 is a city in Germany.
My 73, 26, 21, 68, 66, 38, 70, 37,47 is a city in the State of New

York.
My 75, 8, 53, 58, 49, 62, 68 is an isthmus in Europe.
My 32,10, 68, 43, 73 is a mountain in Oceanica.
My 53, 33, 5, 6, 29, 15, 27 is an Empire.
My 42, 25, 19, 23, 72, 24, 28, 7, 10, 10, 68 is a river in the

United States.
My 70, 33, 77,17 is a mountain in Great Britain.
My 11, 76,16,18 is a river in Europe.
My 64, 57, 68, 20, 76, 60, 44, 69 is an island in the Atlantic.
My 12, 41, 48, 9 is a gulf in the Indian Ocean.
My 34, 22, 61,. is a sea in the Eastern Hemisphere, and a river

in the Southern States.
My 41, 33, 27, 54, 52, 60 is a city in Scotland.
My 66, 67, 69, 44, 9, 55 is an island in Brazil.
My 67, 74, 31 is a river in Scotland.
My 29,17, 71, 77, 69 is a lake in Russia.

My whole is an extract from a speech delivered by Daniel
Webster in the United States Senate.

Willett, N. Y., 1862, HENRY C. Bowwr.
nswer in two weeks. '

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

A B O U Q U E T O F F L O W E R S .

1. A crystalline substance and a sphere.
2. A confection and a cluster.
3. An adjective and a vegetable.
4. Six-eighths of a discoverer, a preposition, and a rowel.
5. An article of food and a utensil.
6. A title, a consonant, and a plume.
7. A division of time and a girl's name.
8. An animal and an article in common use.
9. A boy's nickname, a preposition, an article, and a sacred

place.
10. A vegetable substance and a fragrant flower.
11. The name of a city and self-esteem.
12. A fountain and a word denoting charms.
13. A shining body, a preposition, and an ancient city.
14. A planet and an article of furniture.

Locust Grove, N. Y., 1862. ESTELLJU.
wer in two weeks.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker

A L G E B R A I C A L P R O B L E M .

THB number of men in both fronts of two columns of
troops, A and B, where each consisted of as many >anks as it
had men in front, was 84; but when the columns changed
ground, and A was drawn up with the front that B had, and
B with the front that A had, then the number of ranks in both
columns was 91. Required the number of men in each
column.

Fruit Ridge, Ohio, 1862. T..O. MOSSTELLBR.
nswer in Irwo weeks.

A N S W E R S T O E N I G M A S , &C., I N N o . 6 3 9 .

Answer to Anagrams of Rivers:
1. Potomac. 5. Muskingum.
2. Yangtse Ruing. 6. Helmund.
3. Congaree. 7. Sebasticook.
4. Wisconsin. 8. Monongahela.

Answers to Decapitations:—When, Ship, Place, Clever,
Hair, Sally, Four, Eyes, Hat, For.

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—A bird in the hand is
worth two in the bush.

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—Volume of the augur
hole, 66.266226, plus, solid inches. Remainder of the sphere,
46.831879, plus, solid inches.

To Business Men.

p BEST ADVERTISING
-L jfeDIUM of its Class, is MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORK-

ER, the leading and largest circulated Agricultural, Business
and Family Newspaper in America Business Men who wish to
reach, at once, 'TENS OP THOUSANDS of the most enterprising
Farmers, Horticulturists, &c, and thousands of Merchants,
Mechanics, Manufacturers and Professional i Men, throughout
the loyal States, should give the RURAL & trial. As the business
season is at hand, Now is THE TIME for all Who wish to adver-
tise widely and profitably, to select the best •mediums—and that
the above is first of its class, many prominent Manufacturers,
Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Dealers in Agricultural Implements,
Machinery, &c, Wholesale Merchants, Educational Institutions,
Publishers, Land and Insurance Computes, Agencies, &c, &c
in various parts of the country, can atlest.

{From the New York Daily World, Feb. 15, 1862.] v
MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER cones to us freighted with

its usual amount of information, valuable, not to farmers alone,
but to all who take an interest in Ihe improvements of the
times. For years it has maintained an enviable position as a
family newspaper, and we are gratified to learn that its pros-
pects were never better than they are at the present time. We
commend it to the notice of those of our readers who take an
interest in agricultural and horticultural mattery, and, we may
add, to advertisers who desire to reaeh the farming communi-
ties throughout the country.

[From the New York Dotty Times.]
MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER, published at Rochester, has a

very large circulation, especially among the agricultural popu-
lation of the Northern, Western, and Middle States, and offers a
very excellent medium for advertising to business men of this
city who desire to reach those sections. It is an able and
well-managed paper, and deserves tlie success it has achieved.

[From the New York Daily Tribune.]
. WE don't care what a publisher charges, so that he gives us
the worth of our money. Mr. MOORE charges 35 cents a line,
and his circulation makes it cheap advertising. We don't know
the circulation of,the RURAL NEW-YORKER, but we know that
it pays us to advertise in it.

JDORTABLB STEAM EN GIN .Eg
MANUFACTURED BY '

A. IV. WOOD <fc CO.,
Eaton, Madisom Co., JNT. Y .

THE undersigned having been engaged in building Steam En
gines a number of years, have been constantly receiving innni
ries.wtth reference to Engines of small —"--"•- - s l I law-
ans'

in operato, g k wi
mand. The one we have in operation is a

TWO-HOKSE

p It would v,
found equally efficient for running a Printing PreRs, Turning
Lathe, Fan Bellows, Drilling Machine, and many other thin.!
requiring a light power. We think the simplicity and

CHEAPNESS ED
in this machine will commend it to the favorable notice of nil
Persons wanting a small power can purchase of us an Knirini
and Boiler at a less cost than we have formerly been able to sail
a Boiler of the same capacity, the Cash Price being only

One Hundred and Twenty-Five Dollars,
at our shop. All who anticipate procuring a propelling power
are respectfully invited to give us a call. •

13>- We manufacture, beside the above PORTABLE and ST»
TIONARY ENGINES of all sizes, and with all the latest imnrovt!
meDts of style and economy. A. N. WOOD & Oft

Eaton, N. Y., April, 1862. g^j

S E E D -A.3ST3D

N E W F L O W E R SEEDS,
NOVELTIES FOR 1862,

» N E W VEGETABLE SEEDS
N E W DAHLIAS, . : 8)

N E W VERBENAS', .
N E W FUCHSIAS, &o., &0.

COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS,
OUR Catalogue, comprising 64 pages of closely printed matter

contains a list of all the NBW varieties and NOVELTIES of the
season, and will be sent t o any address upon receipt of a thnl
cent stamp. Address e e

639-3t M c E L W A I N BROS., Springfield, Mass.

QREAT BOOK FOR THE TIMES.
THRILLING ADVENTURES

AMONG THE EARLY SETTL1RS,
B Y WARREN WILDWOOD, Esq. 384 pp., 12 mo., cloth, illus-
trated by 80© Engravings.

Drawn from the most eventful period of our Conn,
ty s history and from 'the most authentic sources
these stones yet partake of all the wild, wierd and
fearful character of romance. Every loyal heart
Will rise from their perusal feeling that the irreat
American Republic, founded in tears and baptized in
blood, must and shall be sustained. While treason
stalks abroad and traitors go unhung, everv man
woman and child throughout the Union should read
the Thrilling Adventures of the Early Settlers, and
thus understand what this glorious frame work of
liberty has cost us. The book will be sent to anr
address, post-paid, on receipt of price, $125.
1 . 0 0 0 A G E N T S W A N T E D for the sale of

this and other popular works of ours. For terms and
other information, address

JOHN EDWIN POTTER, Publisher,
No. 617 Samson St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A F O R , S A L E - 3 0 , 0 0 0 large,
ees 4 years old and in e l l t

particulars apply to THOMAS SMITH, Frances St.. Rochester or

^ r y r a , Feb. 27, 1862. C" * k ° G E R S ' Pl^™ S &

EM P L O Y M E N T . A NEW ENTERPRISE.—The Frank-
lin Sewing Machim Co. want a number of active Local and

Traveling Agents. A liberal salary and expenses paid, or com-
mission allowed. Address, with stamp, HARRIS BROTHERS,
Boston, Mass. (Chp this out for reference.) 637-l3t

TJUBBARD Sc

DEALERS IN

X>JR,Y GOODS,

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings,
ROCHESTER, N". Y.,

IT WILL PAY —

To buy your DRESS GOODS of

Hutotoard efe STortlirop.

IT WILL PAY—

To* buy your DRESS SILKS of

IT WILL PAY —

To buy your DOMESTICS of

<*s 3XTo:rtl3.x*oj3.

IT WILL PAY—

To buy your LINENS of

ZZubbard tfc 3XTortlxror>.

IT WILL PAY —
To buy your TABLE LINENS of

IT WILL P A Y -
To buy your BJLACK SILKS of

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER,
THE LARGEST CIRCULATED

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY,
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY,

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Office, Union BuTidiags, Opposite the Court House, Buffalo^Street

IT WILL PAY —

To buy your SPRING PRINTS of

cfis ]\Tortlxxrop< ,

IPrints
We have just opened an assortment of Fashionable Spring

Garments, which are very neat and tasty. Our

MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENT
Is now opened, and we are prepared to manufacture Gar-
ments, either, in Silk or Cloth, to order.

I IUBBARD & NORTITROP,
638 Nos. 69 & 71 Main Street,' Rochester, N. Y

TERMS IN"
Two DOLLARS A YEAR.—TO Clubs and Agents as follows:— ,

Three Copies one year, for $5; Six, and one free to club agen*> •.
for $10; Ten, and one free, for $15; Fifteen, and one free, for $21;
Twenty, and one free, for $26; and any greater number at same
rate—only $1.26 per copy. Club papers directed to individuals
and sent to as many different Post-Omees as desired. As we pre- '
pay American postage on papers sent to the British Provinces,
our Canadian agents and friends must add 12% cents per copy»°_'
the club rates of the RURAL. The lowest price of copies sent We
Europe, &c, is $2.60—including postage.

t^~ THE LEGAL RATE OP POSTAGE ON THE RURAL NEW-
YORKER is only 3>£- cents per quarter to any part of this State,
(except Monroe county, where it goes fi^ee.) and 6% cents to an?
other State or Territory, if paid quarterly in advance att te
post-office where received. m

13?" CHANGE OP. ADDRESS —Subscribers wishing the addre9S\j|
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must ,<
specify the old address as well as the new to secure compliance.

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Newspapers Collection 
 


